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The LSA Secretariat has prepared this Meeting Handbook to serve as the official program for the Fifty-First Annual Meeting of the Linguistic Society of America. The abstracts (arranged in alphabetical order, by author) are photocopies of originals submitted to and accepted by the LSA Program Committee. The Program Committee was chaired by John G. Fought and consisted of Clara Bush, Eve V. Clark, Janet Dean Fodor, Ernst Pulgram, Oswald Werner and Harry A. Whitaker.

In addition to the general program, the Program Committee also accepted two proposals for organized symposia to be held during this meeting. "Experimental Linguistics: A Symposium" will be presented in three half-day sessions starting Saturday afternoon before the regular program. "Introductions to Sociolinguistic Research: A Symposium" will take place the evening of 28 December. The Secretariat expresses its appreciation and thanks for the help which has been graciously given by the San Francisco Local Arrangements Committee. Clara Bush, Chairman, and the Committee consisting of Jagdish Jain, John Lamendella, Willis Lebin, Helen Patton, Orrin Robinson, Jesse Snyder and William Yrman have arranged for organized symposia to be held during this meeting.

The Association for Computational Linguistics will hold a session, concurrent with the last afternoon LSA session, during the Annual Meeting. Abstracts for the ACL session appear at the end of the Handbook in alphabetical order.

We would like to take this opportunity to formally acknowledge the help which has been graciously given by the San Francisco Local Arrangements Committee. Clara Bush, Chairman, and the Committee consisting of Jagdish Jain, John Lamendella, Willis Lebin, Helen Patton, Orrin Robinson, Jesse Snyder and William Yrman have arranged for organized symposia to be held during this meeting.

The Association for Computational Linguistics will hold a session, concurrent with the last afternoon LSA session, during the Annual Meeting. Abstracts for the ACL session appear at the end of the Handbook in alphabetical order.

We would like to take this opportunity to formally acknowledge the help which has been graciously given by the San Francisco Local Arrangements Committee. Clara Bush, Chairman, and the Committee consisting of Jagdish Jain, John Lamendella, Willis Lebin, Helen Patton, Orrin Robinson, Jesse Snyder and William Yrman have arranged for organized symposia to be held during this meeting. The Secretariat expresses its appreciation and thanks for this, and all the other help they have provided.

We hope that this Meeting Handbook will be a useful guide for those attending this meeting, as well as serve as a permanent record of the 50th Annual Meeting.

Begay Atkinson
LSA Secretariat
December 1975

INTRODUCTORY NOTE

There will be an LSA Book Exhibit of linguistic publications in Golden Gateway Room B. The exhibit is scheduled to open at the hours listed in the Program Information. The display copies in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit will be sold and the proceeds donated to fellowships for the Linguistic Institute. Display copies have been generously donated by the publishers exhibiting in the LSA Joint Book Exhibit.

WINE AND CHEESE TASTING

The Wine Institute of California has generously agreed, through the San Francisco Local Arrangements Committee, to prepare a wine tasting for LSA members attending the Annual Meeting. This wine tasting is in cooperation with the Wine Growers of California. The California wineries donating the wines are: Motus Vineyards, the Robert Mondavi Winery, and Wente Brothers. Samples are:

- Motus Vineyards
  - Pinot Chardonnay 1973
  - Fume Blanc 1974
- Robert Mondavi Winery
  - Riesling 1974
- Wente Brothers
  - Chardonnay 1974
  - Riesling 1974

The tasting will be from 5:30 to 7:00 PM in Embarcadero Room A & B on Monday, 29 December. Although the wines have been donated, there is a $3.00 charge per ticket. The hotel charges a corkage fee to cover service, room rental, and the cost of the cheeses. Tickets may be purchased at the registration desk, if available.

CONVENTION MESSAGE CENTER

Through the courtesy of Pacific Telephone, there will be a Telephone Message Center at the meeting. Incoming messages will be received at the Message Center and recorded by the attendants. The name of each person for whom a message is received will be listed on a magnetic board. Please check the Message Center periodically to avoid missing calls. There is no provision for paging. The Center has been assigned San Francisco telephone number (415) 788-1274.

A Bilingual Symposium: Building a Research Agenda, sponsored by the National Institute of Education and coordinated by the Center for Applied Linguistics, has been designed to promote exchange between professional linguists and educators.

Symposium sessions will treat linguistic research which can be applied immediately to the challenging needs of bilingual education programs. At the same time, a forum will be provided for linguists and practitioners to work together to develop priorities for future research in linguistics. Through such dialogue, linguistic research can be made more responsive to bilingual education planning and practice. Participants will include prominent research linguists, noted practitioners of bilingual education, representatives of private foundations and government and federal agency representatives.

Topics to be covered include language acquisition and proficiency assessment, language structure, semantics and pragmatics, sociolinguistics and the ethnography of communication. Brief presentations of research in these areas will be made, followed by discussion of their relevance to bilingual education needs.

EXPERIMENTAL LINGUISTICS

This symposium brings together a collection of papers concerned with the processes by which linguists and other language scientists accumulate reliable, researcher-independent language facts for the purpose of testing linguistic theories. The approach is multifaceted, ranging from the philosophical bases of linguistic theory, to mathematical techniques for interfacing theoretical models and empirical data, to observational and experimental techniques for collecting relevant linguistic data.

The first paper, "Empirical syntax and semantics of children's speech," deals with a number of problems inherent in the linguistic analysis of large corpora of natural spoken language. A probabilistic model is presented for the analysis of syntactic structures. Extending the model to account
The second paper presents "Some child language and sociolinguistic constraints on linguistic metatheory." Unlike the preceding paper, it reports experimental procedures for eliciting children's semantic interpretations of sentences. The focus is on using these experimental data for English while classifying them according to competing theories of grammar, in this case generative and interpretive semantics.

The third paper, "Extending a corpus: language games for pragmatic analysis," integrates both naturalistic and experimental means of collecting linguistic data. It deals on the one hand with the role of pragmatics in grammar, and on the other with the processes by which pragmatic competence is acquired. The presentation will include videotape of the corpus extension techniques, used to ensure that the linguistic situations of interest will occur in the observed interactions.

Finally, the symposium will consider the role of "the ideal speech community in empirical linguistic research." The use of idealizations in theory construction in other disciplines is reviewed to cover the linguistic idealization of the homogeneous speech community. When an idealization is made, a consequence of an empirical hypothesis of language acquisition, it is possible to bridge the gap between theoretical linguistic research of idiolects and the experimental research in linguistic communities.

The set of four papers and their position in a general framework of experimental linguistics will be reviewed by an invited commentator. Participants will be invited to respond and comments from the audience will be encouraged.

ASSOCIATION FOR COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS

The Association for Computational Linguistics will sponsor a session on Tuesday afternoon, 30 December, in the Seacliff Room. The abstracts of the papers to be presented may be found on page 151.

SAN FRANCISCO

(NOTE: The LSA Secretariat would like to check the Chairman of the San Francisco Local Arrangements Committee, Clara Bush, and her colleagues for providing the following information on San Francisco.)

Novel Transportation

Walking: San Francisco is a walker's town. Its distinctive ethnic neighborhoods can best be appreciated on foot (Chinatown, Golden Gate Park, North Beach, the Mission District, Nob Hill, Pacific Heights, Twin Peaks, the Waterfront, etc.). In fact, you can walk over the Golden Gate Bridge.

Bicycling: You can rent bikes in the city. One place to try is Ashbury to explore Golden Gate Park.

Outside elevators: Take the glass outside elevator to the top of the Fairmont hotel for a day or night view of the city.

Bay Ferries: Take a commuter ferry to Sausalito (Mediterranean-like village turned over to do art colony) or to Tiburon's restaurants and shops—or take a sightseeing cruise on the Bay or the cruise for a tour of Alcatraz Island.

The Muni system: Ride the famous San Francisco cable cars (a National Historical Landmark with a Cable Car Barn Museum), to the street cars, the buses or BART (Bay Area Rapid Transit). BART represents the latest in computer-operated tunneling, including the longest underwater tunnel in the world, connecting San Francisco and Oakland under the Bay. (Ride near the front of the train to watch the accelerometer recorded on the digital speedometer. Special tourist deal: Between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. every day give a $1.00 roundtrip over whole system without getting off.)

There's a 49 Mile Scenic Drive for which distinctive signs are posted throughout the city. Maps are available and auto-taped-tours can be rented.

Dining Out in San Francisco

The city is rich in ethnic restaurants, coffee houses, and fascinating food markets which feature the groceries, meats and baked goods dear to specific cultures. A list sampling favorite restaurants of the range of possibilities will be available to registrants at the meeting; in addition to the ethnic cuisines found in any big city some specialties to look forward to in San Francisco include Basque, Cuban, Chinese, West Indian, Filipino, Greek, Hungarian, Indian, Indonesian, Korean, Mexican, Middle Eastern, Russian, Scandinavian, Thai, and Vietnamese. In any event, plan to sample the local Dungeness crab, Pacific abalone, and the famous San Francisco sourdough bread.

Entertainment

The San Francisco Opera season is over in December and the regular ballet season hasn't yet begun. Fortunately, however, there will be the traditional holiday ballet performance of The Nutcracker Suite as well as regular performances of the San Francisco Symphony, productions by San Francisco's famous repertory company, the American Conservatory Theater (ACT), the Warfield and other entertainment-contacts for film, lectures, shows and exhibits of special interest. There are also dance and dance cruises across the Bay to Tiburon and Sausalito, and a square dance in San Francisco nightclubs. There's singing as well as jazz, rock 'n' roll, soul/rapa rock, mainstream boogie and much more.

The Fairmont, Mark Hopkins, St. Francis and Hyatt provide all feature stylish bars, some featuring wine bars which provide splendid panoramic views of the city at night. See the vistas from Colt Tower, Twin Peaks, the Palace of the Legion of Honour (a major art museum), or from Vista Point at the north end of Golden Gate Bridge.

General Shopping Facilities

Street vendors: Even though it's off season, you'll find many street vendors selling their wares on the sidewalk near the Embarcadero Plaza near the Hyatt Regency.

Union Street, Sacramento Street, and Polk Street are three blocks of Victorian houses now housing boutiques and shops specializing in antiques, folk art, and crafts, and counter-culture goods.

Near the bay waterfront there are two renovated old factories, each of which now features dozens of interesting shops: The Garnery (once Del Monte's) and Ghirardelli Square (once a chocolate factory). There's film theater in the square showing the San Francisco Experience—a trip through San Francisco's history, featuring the 1906 quake. Nearby are two big import stores: The Aztec (a discount import shop) and Cost Plus Imports (two huge warehouses of goods from Africa, the Orient and other exotic lands). Both are great for browsing and for inexpensive and unusual items.

At Chinatown and Japantown feature restaurants, curiosity shops, silk shops, selling fine antiques, Ivory, jade, pearls, and porcelains, as well as food stuffs, souvenirs, and souvenirs.

Downtown: Union Square and Maiden clothes shops with high fashion, fine jewelry, gifts, galleries, etc. (Be sure to check out Pollock's, Abercrombie-Fitch, Shreve's, and Christian of Copenhagen, etc.).

Great Things To See and Do (Starting from the Embarcadero Area)

Along the Embarcadero and Bay waterfront: There's the historic Ferry Building, with ocean liners berthed at Pier 35, two restaurants of the famous California Hotel (restored windjammer) and a replica of Sir Francis Drake's the Golden Hinde which landed near the Golden Gate in 1579, then there's the Maritime Museum, including the Hyde Street Pier restored as a turn-of-the-century wharf. Nearby you'll find San Francisco's unique and delightful Wine Museum.

Near the Marina: There's the Palace of Fine Arts (a restored Panama-Pacific Exposition building designed by Maybeck) which now houses the Exploratorium, a museum for sensory exploration in science and technology.

In Golden Gate Park: You'll find the California Academy of Sciences, including the Aquarium and the Planetarium—also the deYoung Museum and the Brundage Collection of Asian Art, also the Japanese Tea House and miniature gardens dating from the 1894 Exhibition.

Along the Pacific Coast: There's the Fisherman's Wharf, Seal Rock and Bird Rock. Most of the year, and especially in winter, sea lions inhabit the rocks and islands off the Coast—since 1887 they have been legal residents of the City. The grey whales, in winter migration southward, pass close to shore and can be glimpsed from shore observation points. Seventeen miles to the north, across the Golden Gate Bridge, is Muir Woods National Monument, the last stand of California's magnificent redwood trees.

Elsewhere in the city: There's the Mission Dolores, established in 1776, the northwestern experience of missions along the trail of the Spanish padres, El Camino Real; there's Lombard Street the "crookedest street in the world" with eight terraced switchbacks on a 40° slope; there's Octagonal House; there's the Golden Gate Produce Market where restaurants open at 2 a.m.—and more, much more.

For up-to-date information about events scheduled for December in San Francisco, consult The Bay Guardian or the Sunday Chronicle-Examiner (pink section).
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# 1975 LSA Annual Meeting

## San Francisco, California

### General Information

**Hyatt Regency Meeting Rooms**
- **Bayview Room (A; B)**: Street Level
- **Board Room**: Intermediate Level
- **Embarcadero Room (A; B; C; D)**: Intermediate Level
- **Golden Gateway Ballroom (A; B)**: Street Level
- **Paciﬁc Room (Exhibit Hall)**: Ground Level
- **Regency Room**: Intermediate Level
- **San Francisco Room (A; B)**: Street Level
- **Seacliff**: Intermediate Level

### Registration, Job Placement, LSA Book Exhibit

Registration for the 1975 LSA Annual Meeting will be conducted in the Golden Gateway Ballroom. The Job Placement center will be located in the Pacific Room. Golden Gateway B will contain the LSA Book Exhibit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Registration Time</th>
<th>Placement Time</th>
<th>Book Exhibit Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>11:00 a.m.-2:30 p.m.</td>
<td>10:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.</td>
<td>3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.</td>
<td>3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>8:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.</td>
<td>8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.</td>
<td>3:00 p.m.-6:00 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues</td>
<td>Closed</td>
<td>9:00 a.m.-Noon</td>
<td>8:00 a.m.-Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Special Interest Highlights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sat</td>
<td>LSA Executive Committee 9 a.m.-5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilingual Symposium 2-5 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Bar 8-10 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>Past Presidents Breakfast 8-10 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Bar 5:30-7:30 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon</td>
<td>California Wine &amp; Cheese Party ($3.00 per person. Purchase tickets at Registration Desk.) Symposium on Experimental Linguistics 8-11 p.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tues</td>
<td>LSA Business Meeting* 8:30-11 a.m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presidential Address: The Pertinence of Peirce to Linguistics 11 a.m.-Noon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*LSA Resolutions Committee: Dwight Bolinger, Chmn., Kostas Kazazis, and Robin Lakoff.
Berkeley &
or
Roger S, Bresnahan (Sponsored
Roger 10:00
10:30
11:30
Bilingual Symposium—Golden Gateway A
Chair: James Howard
9:00 Arnold Zuckow, Ohio St U; Syntax: Disc: Gustavo Gonzalez, UC-Santa Barbara & Rosaura Sanchez, UCLA
10:00 Break
10:30 John Laugh, U Michigan; Semantics: Disc: (Farthornung)

Syntax I—Embarcadero A, B
Chair: Adrian Atkinson
9:00 Wilson Gray, MIT: Relativl/Correlative Deletion in Dutch
9:30 Joan Birch, U Montecla; Constraints on Pronominal Realization
10:00 Leonard M. Faltz, UCLA: Natural Syntactl Rules: The Two INTUsces in Dutch
10:30 Jeanette K. Gundel, Ohio St U; On the Source of IR in Coh Sentences
11:00 Julia Herschorn, Middlebury C; An Intuive Approach to Inalienable Possession in French
11:30 Victor A. Friedman, UNC; Structural and Generative Approaches to an Analysis of the Macedonian Prerente

Metathesis—Embarcadero C, D
Chair: Tammy Saeger
9:00 M. Carmen Lorenzo Ruiz, Indiana U; On Deferring Phonological Pronunciation
9:30 Donald G. Chuma, Ohio St U; Bayes Theorem, Subjective Probabilities, and Linguistic Argumentation: or How to Argue Convincingly without Convincing Anyone
10:00 Jon D. Rings, Indiana U; So-Bound: Linguistic Intuition and Instructive Observation
10:30 Break
11:00 D. Terence Langendoen, CUNY Grad C; Proceeds of Infinite, but Finite, Schematizable Grammars
11:30 Robert L. Brown, Jr. and Martin Steinmann, U Minnesota; Text Grammar, and the Limits of Grammar

Indo-European I—Sacristf
Chair: Madison Beiler
9:00 Sara Gareen, Ohio St U & Davidson U: The Nordic Quantity Shift; Quantity vs Quality
9:30 Detle Wanner, U Illinois: Reconstruction of a Lost Rule
10:00 Hockholz Thalmann, Harvard: Notes on Analogical Change (Withdrawn)
10:30 Break
11:00 Ellen M. Karst, Harvard: A Mor- or Less-Phrasal Approach to Deverbalization in Modern Greek
11:30 Nancy Speron, U Cal-San Diego: The Status of Irish Preverbal Particles

Syntex II—Embarcadero A, B
Chair: Joseph Greenberg
2:00 Ralph Fans, Georgetown U; Sociolinguistics Disc: William Miles, Teachers C, Columbia U & Mark Lohman, NIE
3:00 Break
3:30 Joel Sherzer, U Texas-Austin; Ethnography of Communication: Disc: Luna Elas-Olvera, Pan American U & Marjorie Markus, Ford Fdn
4:30 Glynn Lawless, Waros, UK; International View of Bilingual Education
5:10 Rudolph C. Troike, CAL: Summation

Indo-European II—Embarcadero C, D
Chair: Cobert Walters
3:00 Stephanie Jamison, UNC; Vedic: Evidence for the Function of the PIE *-grade *-ayet Formation
3:30 Jay H. Jackson, Harvard: Greek *amphó, Latin *ambó, and Related Forms
3:00 Ernst Pulgram, U Michigan; Indo-European Passive Paragaphs: Defects and Repairs
3:30 Break
4:00 Laurence R. Horn, Yale; On Preventing Obi: NOT
4:30 David E. Johnson, IBM Research: Ergativity in Universal Grammar
5:00 Fred R. Eckman, U Wisconsin; On Explaining Some Typological Facts about Raising

Semantics I—San Francisco B
Chair: Edward Koerner
2:00 David R. Dowty, Ohio St U; The Montague-Acknowled System of Syntactic Semantic Categories as a Linguistic Theory of Syntactic Category and Grammatical Relations
2:30 Lauri Karttunen, U Texas-Austin; Syntax and Semantics of Questions
3:00 Robin Cooper, U Texas-Austin; A Montague Semantics for Hiliti Retrives
3:30 Choon-kyu Oh, U Kansas: A Re-analysis of Present Perfect Tense in Montague Grammar
4:00 Break
4:30 Kathleen Dahlgren, UCLA; Referential Semantics
5:00 Geoffrey Normar, Hunter C, CUNY; Lexical Ambiguity or Reference? Indeterminacy?

Native American Languages I—Sacristf
Chair: Mary R. Haas
2:00 Madison S. Beeler and Kathryn A. Kal, U Cal-Berkeley: Interior Chumash
2:30 Josie Maxwell, U Texas; Phonology of Tnasonic Shape Grammar
3:00 Mary Le Caver, Col St U-Hayward: Concord in Tungusic Shape Grammar
3:30 Break
4:00 Margaret Long, U Cal San Diego and Pamela Munro, UCL; Subject and Reference in Yuman
4:30 Pamela Munro, UCLA: Cattartic Conjunction: A Syntactic Reinterpretation in Yuman
5:00 Larry Garfield, UMN; The Poor Get Poorer: A Functional Analysis of Queepho Casa Horachrdas

9:00 Richard Tow, SJC New York: Buffalo: The Fourteenth Century Alternative Line: A Metrical Description
9:30 Daniel L. Greenblatt, U Missouri; Variable Rules and Generative Metrics
10:00 Break
10:30 Ted Gundel, Ohio St U; On the Significance of Semantic Modes for Stylistic Analysis
11:00 George Dikos, Indiana U; Perceiving Grammatical Relations in Parade Ever
11:30 Patricia M. Wolfe, U Cal-Berkeley and Jane Rick, U BC; Canada. Language Variation in Humphry Clineker
12:00 lunch
1:00 Rudolph C. Troike, CAL & Santa Schotta, NIE; Opening Remarks, 11:45 Deborah Kessler-Cohen, U Michigan; Synthesis of Research in Language Acquisition: Disc; Theresa Chen, SFSU & Bernard Spady, U of M; 2:45 Bruce Fraser, Boston U; Synthesis of Research in Developmental Psycholinguistics and Language Proficiency Assessment: Disc; George Mann, U—Austin & Ricardo Compean, UCLA; 3:45: Harry Whitley, U Rochester; Synthesis of Research in Neurolinguistics: Disc; William Dringwell, U Maryland; 5:15 Roger Shy, CAL & Georgeaton U; Summation: 6:00 Cash Bar (Ballroom Foyer)

2:00 Ronne Wilbur, Boston U; Issues in the Acquisition of Phonology
2:30 Robert C. Shizhik, Marian Viets, U Holyoke C and Morton Winer, Clark C; Effects of Redundancy and Interpretative Stress on Children's Comprehension of Temporally-ordered Events
2:45 Break
3:30 Thomas E. Armbruster, U Cal-Irvine; How to Influence Responses to "Is Kathy Easy to See?"
4:00 Thomas Bye, UCLA; Some Consequences of Presupposition Failure in the Discourse of Children
4:30 Laurence B. Leonard, Memphis St U; Single-word Utterances Before and After the Acquisition of Syntax
5:00 Davis A. Allen, Albert Einstein C Med; Speaker Desires YA Child's Proposition

Phonology/Phonetics—San Francisco B
Chair: Will Lichten
9:00 John F. Jensen, U Colorado; Accent in Swedish: Prosodic or Segmental?
9:30 S. Robert Greenberg, UCLA; Where Does Intonation Come From?
10:00 Break
10:30 Charles N. Li, U Cal-Santa Barbara and Sandra A. Thompson, UCLA; Tone Perception and Production Evidence from Tone Acquisition
11:00 Peter Reimold, Columbia U; A Critique of 'Acoustic Assimilation'
11:30 William M. Christie, Jr., U Arizona: Some Multiple Cues for Intonation in English

Sunday, December 28

2:30 "Uni...
**Monday, December 29**

**MORNING**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1</th>
<th>Syntax III—Golden Gateway A</th>
<th>Psycholinguistics-Neurolinguistics—San Francisco A</th>
<th>Bilingualism—San Francisco B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>Lyle Jenkins, Insa Schiprauschkeitz, The Linear Cycle in English Syntax</td>
<td>Harvey Rospenthal and King-On Kim, SW Reg Lab: Some Limits on Human Processing: Self-embedding and Backward Reference</td>
<td>Allison Edwards and Martin J. Donald, UNM: Linguistic Constraints on Variation in Chicano English</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>David Lightfoot, McGill U, Traces and Twice-moved NPs</td>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Adrian Almazan and Adrienne Lehrer, U Michigan, Linguistic Probability Quantities and the Problem of Determining the Head on an NP</td>
<td>Lynn Waterhouse and Deborah Fein, Trenton St C, Language Behaviors in Autistic and Schizophrenic Children</td>
<td>11:00 Peter C. Linclon, U Hawaii: Acknowledging Dual-linguism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Gloria Serrituccio, U Illinois: On the Gradation of Grammatical Relations</td>
<td>Rosa M. Headley and Dare E. Efeka, Cal St C, Domingo Hilic Hyperlexia and the Relation between Speech and Writing</td>
<td>11:30 Jackson T. Sanborn, UCLA: Countertop Speech among Southern Thai Biledialects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**4  | History of Linguistics—Embarcadero A, B  | Phonology—Romance—Embarcadero C, D  | Sociolinguistics—Discourse—Seacliff  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:30</td>
<td>Robin R. White, U Texas-Austin: A Re-examination of Local Ordering in Faroese</td>
<td>Jorge Onegin, U Texas, Regional Variation of English in the Caribbean</td>
<td>9:00 Brian F. Head, U Complex: Sociolinguistic Differences between Geographic Varieties of Brazilian Portuguese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45</td>
<td>Kong-On Kim, SW Reg Lab: Sound Symbolism in Korean</td>
<td></td>
<td>9:30 Vera M. Head, Stanford: Functional Variability in American Spanish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00</td>
<td>W. R. Engel, U Kansas: Pronouns in the Middle Ages</td>
<td></td>
<td>10:00 Carol Myers Scotto, Yale and Stanford: A Minimalist Approach to Italian Pronouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Allan M. Perlmutter, Wayne St U, Samuel Green, First Transformationalist?</td>
<td></td>
<td>10:30 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00</td>
<td>Glenn F. Drela, San Diego St U, The Source of American Linguistic Prescriptivism</td>
<td></td>
<td>11:00 Richard C. Tuttle, ETS: The Validity of Causal Inference in the Discourse Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Ronald E. Buckiewicz, Penn St U, A Thousand Years of Old English Grammar</td>
<td></td>
<td>11:30 Linda D. Meece, Vassar C, Relativism in the Analysis of Metaphor Structures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**2  | Neurobiology & Sign Language Studies—Golden Gateway A  | Phonology—San Francisco A  | Syntax Semantics—San Francisco B  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>James C. Findell, U Maryland: Variation in Nonlinear Stress and the English Stress System</td>
<td>Hen A. Sag, MIT: Grammar's Law: Ushaped at Any Speed</td>
<td>9:00 Susan A. Schmidt, U Texas-Austin: Syntactic Judgments as Syntactic Evidence for the Inadequacy of Paraphrasing in Syntaxes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:30</td>
<td>Charlotte Baker, U Cal Berkeley: Regulators and Turn-taking in American Sign Language Discourse</td>
<td></td>
<td>10:30 Break</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:30</td>
<td>Lynn Mikes, U Connecticut: The Use of Sign Language by Two Companions</td>
<td>Michael S. Fiser, UCLA: On a Canonicity of Absolute Neutralization</td>
<td>11:30 Alice Davidson, SUNY-Stony Brook: Causal Connections and Reason Advantages</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**4  | Semantics II—Regency Room  | Historical Syntax—Embarcadero, C, D  | Native American Languages II—Seacliff  |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Pamela Downing, U Cal Berkeley: Pragmatic Constraints on Nominal Compounding in English</td>
<td>Michael Canale, McGill U: Word Order: Focus on Verb and Object</td>
<td>2:00 Muriel Saville-Troike, Georgetown U: Sapir's Ethnobiological Correspondences: Variable Roles and Phonological Effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Robert L. Allen and Clifford Alden Hill: Columbia U: Marked and Unmarked Systems for Orienting Linguistic Representation of Objects and Events in Relation to the Spatial-Temporal Center of the Language User</td>
<td>Alan Timberlake, UCLA: The History of Subject-Object Ordering inParsiw;in</td>
<td>3:00 Richard A. Demers, U Arizona and George M. Howe, Fullbright Exchange Professor: Phonological Stress Assignment and Morphological Structure in Squaw</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Chez A. Craner, U Western Ontario: Thematisatization and Word Order</td>
<td></td>
<td>4:00 Francis Kattan, UCLA: Intellectual and Ideological Contacts in Nahuatl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>Milton C. Butler, U Texas-Austin: Middle English impersonal Constructions and the Notion 'Subject of a Sentence'</td>
<td></td>
<td>5:00 Donald E. Crook, U Cal-San Diego: The Semiosis Absolute: Making the Most of Your Margins</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tuesday, December 30

MORNING

8:30-11 a.m.
LSA Business Meeting—Golden Gateway A
Chair, Thomas A. Sebeok

The following rules for motions and resolutions were prepared by William J. Galuppi and the LSA and approved by the Executive Committee at its June 1973 meeting. LSA members are urged to follow these ground rules in order to have their motions and resolutions considered at the Business Meeting.

Members wishing to propose motions under 2c (below) should initiate such actions through the Executive Committee prior to the Business Meeting. This may be accomplished by sending motions to the LSA Secretariat for inclusion on the Executive Committee agenda, prior to the 30 December 1973 meeting. Resolutions may be introduced by contacting any of the above members of the resolutions Committee prior to the Business Meeting.

RULES FOR MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS

Ground Rules for Motions and Resolutions

1. Definitions: A motion is any proposition calling for action by one of the officers of the Society, the Executive Committee, or the membership.

A resolution expresses the opinion or feeling of a group. Resolutions are of two kinds: 1) resolutions expressing "the sense of the majority of the meeting," and 2) resolutions expressing "the sense of the majority of the membership."

2. Procedure regarding motions: 2a. Motions are in order only at the duly constituted annual business meeting. Voting is restricted to members of the Society. Motions may be initiated by the Executive Committee or from the floor.

2b. Motions initiated by the Executive Committee require a three-member majority of the membership voting at the meeting.

2c. Motions initiated from the floor, if they receive affirmative votes of a majority of members voting at the meeting, are then to be submitted by the Executive Committee to a mail ballot of the membership of the Society in the next issue of the LSA Bulletin. Passage requires a majority (over 50%) of the individual membership.

3. Procedure regarding resolutions:

3a. Resolutions may be introduced at the annual business meeting or at any special meeting of the Society, such as the summer meeting.

3b. A Resolutions Committee consisting of three members will be appointed by the President prior to the beginning of each regular or special meeting. Any member wishing to introduce a resolution must submit it in advance to the Resolutions Committee, which, in addition to its traditional duty of formulating resolutions, will recommend to the Executive Committee whether or not the resolution should be introduced. If the Executive Committee approves the introduction of the resolution, the meeting as a business motion by the Executive Committee (see 2b above).

3c. A resolution expressing the sense of the majority of the meeting requires for its passage the affirmative vote of a majority of the members voting at the meeting.

3d. If at least ten members present at the meeting desire a resolution to be broadened to express "the sense of the majority of the membership," regardless of whether or not it has passed the procedure in 3c above, the following steps: The resolution is forwarded to the Executive Committee for submission to the membership by mail ballot (in the next issue of the LSA Bulletin). Passage of such a "sense of the majority of the membership" resolution requires the affirmative vote (over 50%) of the membership responding.

11:00 Presidential Address: The Permanence of Place to Linguistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session A</th>
<th>Session B</th>
<th>Session C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00</td>
<td>Guy Carbon, Yale &amp; MIT: Appositive Relatives and Singular Quantifiers</td>
<td>M. F. Farnham, Lehman &amp; Haskins Labs, A. M. Liberman, Haskins Labs and Lawrence J. Raphael, Lehman C: Silence as a Cue to the Perception of Stop Sequences</td>
<td>John H. Yau, U Cal-San Francisco: Nominal Modifiers in Mandarin Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>Samuel Epstein, U Cal-San Diego: A Pragmatic Account of the &quot;Negative Transposition&quot; Phenomenon</td>
<td>Donna Erickson, Haskins Labs &amp; U Connecticut: A Longitudinal Description of That Tones</td>
<td>Shigeo Tonoike, U Hawaii: Case Ordering Hypothesis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:00</td>
<td>Frank Roberts Brandon, California Professional &amp; Ed U Rio de Janeiro: Quantification, Negation, and the Scope of Sentence</td>
<td>Jean-Marie Houbart, UCLA: Development of Tones from Vowel Height</td>
<td>Noriko A. McCawley, U Chicago: Re-examination of Relativization in Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3:30</td>
<td>Elizabeth M. Riddle, U Illinois: A New Look at SOI Tones</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Taro Kageyama, U So Cal: Sentence Accessibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:00</td>
<td>Break</td>
<td>Edward T. Purcell, U So Cal: Pitch Peak Location and the Perception of Serbo-Croatian Word Tone</td>
<td>Break</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AFTERNOON

1 Syntax—Semantics II—Golden Gateway A
Chair, Dwight Bolinger

2 Experimental Phonetics—San Francisco A
Chair, John Ohala

3 Syntax IV—San Francisco B
Chair, James McCawley

4 Historical Linguistics—Embarcadero A, B
Chair, Ernst Patgers

5 Language Pedagogy—Embarcadero C, D
Chair, Wal Wallam

6 ACL Session—Seabright Chair
STATEMENT FROM THE PROGRAM COMMITTEE

The abstracts which appear in this Meeting Handbook are photocopies of the originals submitted to the LSA Program Committee. Infelicities of style, grammar, punctuation and spelling are the responsibility of the authors.

We argue that at least one of the structures which must be assigned to perception verb complements (PVC's), such as that underlined in (la), is the structure shown in (1b):

(1) a. We saw the moon rising over the mountain  

\[ \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \]

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

That PVC's are single NP constituents is shown by syntactic constituent structure tests such as the following:

(a) a. What we saw was the moon rising over the mountain (Pseudo-Cleft)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

b. You can see, but you can't hear, the moon rising over the mountain (Right Node Raising)

c. It was the moon rising over the mountain that we saw (Cleft)

d. The moon rising over the mountain is a beautiful sight to see

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

e. The moon rising over the mountain has been witnessed by many a lover here on lover's lane (Passive)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

We go on to show that PVC's are not sentential NPs, i.e. that their deep structure is not of the general form: We saw [NP [The moon be-rising over the mountain]]. First of all, PVC's never contain overt auxiliary elements or complementizers, a fact completely inconsistent with a sentential origin. Secondly, the NP the moon in sentences such as (la) does not behave like an embedded sentential subject, but rather behaves like the head of its containing NP. This is shown first by the fact that this NP governs number agreement in the matrix sentence, a phenomenon never exhibited by true embedded subjects:

(2) a. The moon and Venus rising in conjunction were photographed by the astronomers at Kitt Peak

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

b. *That the Moon and Venus were rising in conjunction was surprising

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

Secondly, the phrase rising over the mountain in the PVC under consideration can be extraposed away from the NP the moon:

(3) a. The moon rising over the mountain is a beautiful sight

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

b. The moon is a beautiful sight rising over the mountain

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

This type of extraposition is never possible from within a true embedded sentence:

(4) a. That the moon was rising over the mountain was obvious

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

b. *That the moon was was obvious rising over the mountain

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)  

\( \text{VP} \quad \text{NP} \quad \text{VP} \)

The evidence used to arrive at the correct analysis is purely formal (i.e. "syntactic"). We consider alternative deep structure analyses for PVC's which seek to capture paraphrase relations (e.g. We saw the sight of the moon rising over the mountain, We saw the moon while it was rising over the mountain) and we show how each alternative is empirically inadequate. We conclude that arguments from paraphrase relationships are inappropriate and inadequate to establish correct syntactic analyses.
NP-like Quantifiers and the Problem of Determining the Head of an NP

Certain quantifier expressions, such as a number of, a group of, etc., which we call NP-Q’s, exhibit significant characteristics of NP status, as shown by the following diagnostic criteria: (a) occurrence with an article or possessive ('a number of', 'our group of'), (b) occurrence with adjectival modifiers ('a large number of'), (c) occurrence in the plural ('several groups were seen'). This has led certain linguists (e.g. Jackendoff (1968)) to analyze the NP-like quantifiers (NP-Q’s) as heads of their containing NPs: [a number of people] as heads of their containing NPs. Certain quantifier expressions show a gradation ('squish') from least NP-like to most NP-like, with certain productive devices for turning full NPs into quantifiers, such as -ful, in a roomful of people. The more an NP-Q resembles an independent lexical N (such as 'box'), the more likely it is to govern no. agreement (cf. 'a box of books was on the table', but *a number of books was on the table'). This duality is plausible, given the gradation mentioned above.

Jackendoff, R. S. (1968) "Quantifiers in English", Foundations of Linguistics, 4, 422-442

ADRIAN AKMAJIAN & ADRIENNE LEHRER
University of Arizona

Developmental psycholinguists generally agree that children in the early stages of language development regularly use language for the apparent purposes of obtaining desired objects and of moving adults to perform tasks for them. Even before single-word commands such as more, cookie, and look appear, pre-verbal children frequently use a repeated nasalized schwa sound (usually accompanied by index finger pointing) for this "conative" function. (Cf. Jakobson, 1963)

Despite the prominence of imperatives in the published child language data, there has been a notable lack of discriminating analysis of these structures. The imperative (you) hit ball is not distinguished from the declarative (I) hit ball in most grammars of child language since children at this stage of language development regularly omit the pronouns in both kinds of sentences. Brown (1969) reports that the imperatives of the children in his longitudinal study could not be considered to be transformationally derived in the early stages and imperatives were only marked by such words as glim and please in later stages. The grammars of both Bloom (1970) and Schlesinger (1971) also fail to differentiate between imperative and declarative forms.

In the present paper, the author argues for a propositional-construct analysis of imperatives. In this paradigm, commands are viewed as but one of a number of different possible manifestations of the underlying proposition "Speaker desires X." Data from a 14-month longitudinal study are used to support the suggestion that such variously constructed child utterances as cookie, want a cookie, I need a cookie, Can I have a cookie, you give me a cookie, you give me a cookie, and let's have a cookie have a propositional synonymy which distinguishes them from other types of declarative and interrogative sentences. The data further indicate that in the expression of Speaker desires X, the child's rule-governed stylistic variation between 13 and 23 years of age is as much a reflection of her growing social awareness as it is of her linguistic competence.

The view presented here is based on the evidence of speech development and the viableness of the theoretical possibilities discussed above. The data indicated that deletion rules for commands are limited to the context of imperative forms. It also offers a simpler explanation for the utterance Can I have a cookie? than that provided by the performative analysis: I REQUEST YOU TO TELL ME WHETHER YOU PERMIT ME TO HAVE A COOKIE OR NOT.

ADRIENNE LEHRER
Albert Einstein College of Medicine

SUN PM: II
Marked and Unmarked Systems for Orienting Linguistic Representation of Objects and Events in Relation to the Spatio-temporal Center of the Language User

Languages reflect distinct systems for orienting predicated objects and events in relation to the spatio-temporal center of the language user (Diego-htc-nunc of Damourette and Pichon, 1911-1940). These systems may be described as marked or unmarked according to whether or not they express orientation towards the spatio-temporal center of the language user (hereafter C). It appears that, in general, verb systems in Indo-European languages express orientation towards C but those in many African and Asian languages do not express such orientation. For example, in an Afro-Asiatic language such as Hausa the verb system has no formal marker that orients temporally a predicated event (hereafter E) towards C. Hence the same verb form is used to predicate E as having occurred by some reference point (hereafter D), whether E (which may be expressed adverbially) precedes C:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{E} & \quad \text{Jiva mun davo}, \\
\text{R} & \quad \text{C} \quad \text{"Yesterday we returned."}
\end{align*}
\]

coincides with C:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{E} & \quad \text{Yanzu mun davo}, \\
\text{R} & \quad \text{C} \quad \text{"Now we have returned."}
\end{align*}
\]

or follows C:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{E} & \quad \text{Gobe mun davo}, \\
\text{R} & \quad \text{C} \quad \text{"Tomorrow we shall have returned."}
\end{align*}
\]

As evidenced by the glosses, the verb form changes in English as the temporal relation of R to C changes.

In the domain of spatial predication English and Hausa differ in a parallel way. For example, in English R is oriented towards C, as illustrated by the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{K} & \quad \text{BALL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{HAT}
\end{align*}
\]

The ball, serving as R, lacks an intrinsic front-back axis; it is assumed to be oriented towards C, the point in space at which the language user is located. Hence the hat is normally represented as in back of the ball.

A Hausa speaker, however, does not orient R towards C, as evidenced by the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{K} & \quad \text{BALL} \\
\text{H} & \quad \text{HAT}
\end{align*}
\]

The ball is assumed to face in the same direction in which the language user himself faces. The hat is normally represented as in front of the ball.

The systems of spatial and temporal predication may be described as unmarked in Hausa; R is not oriented towards C within either system. In contrast, the English systems of spatial and temporal predication may be described as marked in that R is oriented towards C. Further evidence from each language, along with supporting evidence from other languages, will be used to demonstrate that marked and unmarked systems for expressing orientation towards C differ in parallel ways within the domains of spatial and temporal predication.
Correlatives and Relatives in Old English and Modern English

In Old English many correlative constructions were used to connect subordinate and main clauses. In these correlative constructions the relationship between the two clauses is indicated by the presence in each clause of corresponding demonstrative elements. The Old English correlative element to be discussed in this paper is the frequently used temporal adverbial "eah," which functioned both as an adverb, the equivalent of Modern English "then," and as a subordinating conjunction, equivalent to Modern English "when." The use of "eah" for correlation is demonstrated in examples such as:

Crosisius 128.5: "Darius geseah þæt he oferwunne beon woldes, þæ woldes he him ne ... forspillan 'When Darius saw that he would be overcome, then he wanted . . . to kill himself.'

In this paper I will argue that such correlative constructions in Old English were really relative clauses embedded in the pro-adverbial "eah," similar to Modern English "when"-then sentences in which the when-clause is a relative clause embedded in the pro-adverbial then. I will argue that both when and then in such Modern English sentences are pronounizations of some underlying, possibly abstract, temporal prepositional phrase and that when is the relativization of this phrase, which is used to embed the subordinate clause in then in the main clause. The difference between the Old English and Modern English constructions is on the surface, in the choice of the relative pronoun; today we use the interrogative whereas in Old English the adverb "eah" was used. That the when-clause in Old English is a relative one is clear from the difference in word order in the two clauses.

I will discuss optional deletions of then in these correlative constructions, possible in Old English, but more frequent in Modern English; the use of both when and then when a surface temporal prepositional phrase is present; the use of another then in these clauses as in the Old English example:

W. S. Matthew 9, 8: "spolice þæ pa seon spanigeo þis genaron, þæ ondredon his hym and wuldrodes God 'Truly then when (or when) the many saw this, then they feared him and glorified God.'

and in similar Modern English sentences. In addition I will discuss other correlatives used in similar relative clause constructions as well as in subordinate clause or complement constructions in both Old English and Modern English. In conclusion, I will consider how much an analysis of correlatives clarifies some aspects of English adverbs.
Regulators and Turn-taking in American Sign Language Discourse

This paper provides an initial characterization of the multi-channel behaviors used to regulate dyadic conversation in American Sign Language (ASL). These behaviors are first classified according to the 'regulator' categories of Wiener and Devoe (1074) and then discussed in terms of the turn-taking system formulated by Duncan (1973). Special attention is given to the unique role of eye contact in conversations of deaf persons. Eye contact (+EC) is found to be one of the most powerful regulators in ASL discourse since no potential 'speaker' can initiate a turn until the desired addressee gives +EC to that speaker. Shifts in speaker eye contact are also found to signal information-unit boundaries and to vary systematically with syntactic function.

In ASL, initiation, continuation and shift regulators (each subdivided into speaker and addressee forms) are composed of systematic variations in the use of postural shifts, signing speed, 'rest' positions, facial displays, the holding and/or raising of signs, indexing, head-nodding, palm orientation, and eye contact. Data on each of these variations is selected from a corpus of ASL elicited from two dyads of native deaf signers.

Finally, observed differences between the kinds and uses of regulators employed by deaf and hearing interactants are considered as contributing significantly to conflicts encountered in deaf-hearing communication situations.

Lexicology is the most easily observed type of linguistic change, and one that is too often ignored by theoreticians. It does not go unnoticed in the popular press, however, where it is seen as evidence of the death of English, or of its morbidity, a reflex of the decay of our moral and natural resources. This pessimistic attitude is not new; suspicion of language change seems to be sociolinguistic universal. The confusion of grammar and aesthetics does little more than instill in others a sense of linguistic insecurity that produces further innovation.

In fact the lexicon of present-day English is changing rapidly and regularly, and a description and explanation of this change is necessary for any comprehensive diachronic theory. An examination of a corpus of 500 new words collected during 1975 provides the basis for a typology of lexical change and both supports and suggests modifications for the theories of language change of Weinreich, Labov, and Herzog (1968), and Samuels (1972).

Both linguistic and extralinguistic factors influence lexical change. Many neologisms are nonce words, eg, babylift, coined during the evacuation of children from Cambodia and South Vietnam, and phone out, referring to the loss of telephone service in parts of New York City after a fire. Inventions and discoveries generally require new names for themselves (creolastic memory), and sometimes cause changes in older forms (eg, the spread of videotape caused the back formation, audio tape (for what had previously been the only kind of tape); and social and political movements (eg, the women's movement) may generate entire vocabularies.

Some neologisms are technical (post pericardiotomy syndrome) or stigmatized (mule, 'transporter of narcotics') and may therefore never transcend their original registers. Phonological transcription of speech and typographical transcription are increasingly more common in some print media (compositions, signs, advertisements provide forms like men's briefs, alright, of 'have'; and phrases that are irregular, eg, "If the broadcaster is optimistic his report"), indicating that the standard written language is shifting to assimilate features of nonstandard language.

The recent neologisms are unique words, created from scratch (truck, zerox); words that contain new or uncommon morphs combined with more ordinary ones (dimeticron); and revivals (confectioned). Less rare are new combinations of old morphs (ethnopoetics); borrowings from other languages (vakuma) or cultures (bear and hug), or from specialized (nontraditional student) or non-native dialects (drop); words created by analogy (desaturate); and words modified to fit new syntactic slots (abortional, late-duckiness). New functions may be given to existing words (lay out, retract) and existing words may be combined to form phrases which act as single semantic units (tomato stretch, checkbook journalism).

Lexical change usually involves material already present in the language system or in that of a contact system. It occurs in all idioclects and registries (contrary to the traditional notion, it is not more frequent in poetic than in ordinary discourse), in response to definable linguistic forces, in various degrees of consciousness; and its diffusion, while not necessarily predictable (and subject to the influence of lexicographer-observers as well as users), can be mapped according to a number of specific linguistic, social, and psychological variables.
The most widely accepted picture of the distribution and structures of the native languages of California has been largely shaped by the work, during the first half of the twentieth century, of A.L. Kroeber. However, there were other scholars in the field of California Indian languages whose manuscript materials provide new insights into the linguistic situation in aboriginal California. One of these scholars was C. Hart Merriam. We intend to present an analysis of two vocabularies left by Merriam in order to show that they are recordable forms to allow a determination that both of these languages (and in the hands of our knowledge of the kinds of constraints that exist on transforming relative S's into prenominal (and postnominal) relative modifiers, hereafter abbreviated an PREM and PoREM.

A generative-transformational model is used to demonstrate briefly knowledge current in the literature, e.g., Hotsch and König, working with a transformational model, Weber, Helbig, and Schenkel with dependency grammar, and Kemen with linguistic universals. It is shown, for instance, that the NP of the relative S coreferential with the head noun must be the subject of its S, which suggests that only a small proportion of relative S's can be prepositional in German. Information available in the handbooks (e.g., Curme, Duden) regarding the preposing or reduction of auxiliaries is explicated fully. The general question usually asked, namely what kinds of relatives do PREMs come from and how, is treated in terms of two more specific questions: 1) what is the SD relative S's which lead optionally to PREM derivation and 2) precisely what transformations does PREM derivation itself entail? It is shown that the derivation consists of three ordered transformations: 1) adjectivalization (OP) 2) preposing (conditionally OBL and 3) preposing (OBL for restrictive relative S's). The first T is shown to be the crucial one, in that it substitutes the copula for the three AUX's of the input SD, i.e., 1) dummy AUX marked for tense 2) non-copular SEIN 3) passive AUX. The remaining two transformations are then relatively unproblematic. Some feature marking found in König's work is carried out in detail with regard to transitivity, passivity, and aspect, and it is shown that 1) tense marking is eliminated with the deletion of the copula 2) the two participles, while they do not signal tense, do signal perfective and non-perfective aspect unambiguously, except when the past participle is marked passive 3) the past part. with underlying passive is partially ambiguous just because the passive AUX VERD-, marked for the aspect of the higher S, is deleted - an ambiguity reflected of course in the language itself. It is shown further that there is a close binary fit between the constraint that blocks PREM derivation when 1) the relative S contains a perfective transitive verb on the one hand and 2) a non-perfective transitive verb in the passive on the other. Feature markings on VB and AUX make explicit the system of binary opposition underlying a construction that is well known for its cognitive and grammatical complexity.
The purpose of this paper is to propose some tentative universals about the interaction of the scope of Quantifier (Q) and Negative (Neg) based on data from English, Swahili, Japanese and two dialects of Portuguese. In English, the interaction of Many and Not was studied by Lakoff (1971 "On Generative Semantics" in Steinberg and Jakobovits eds: Semantics, Cambridge U. Press) and Jackendoff (1972 Semantic Interpretation in Generative Grammar, MIT Press). Each found his position strengthened; I, found a need for Global Derivational Constraints (and Generative Semantics) and J., a need for surface Semantic Interpretative Rules (and Interpretative Semantics). For all four languages, I will show that L. is mostly right and that J. is wrong. The data concerns scope interaction of many and not. If many is in the scope of not, the meaning is equivalent to an affirmative S with yes. If not is in the scope of many, something is denied about many individuals. All four languages have patterns where the difference in scope is expressed by a command relationship in which one of the elements On or Neg is in an embedded S (relative clause). In simple S, On/Neg interaction is determined by relative order. All four permit the On in NP and the Neg with V. English and one dialect of Portuguese permit Neg before On under NP in Subject position. In Object position this is strange in English, ungrammatical in Portuguese. Japanese has the order On Neg-V with On nevertheless within the scope of Neg. I first conclude that (1) command is a more basic relationship than order in these cases (2) order within simple S relevant to scope is not the order of production in speech, but a dependency order in which Object always is in the scope of V. Based on this, I choose most of Lakoff's analysis. The major change I make is to propose a universal Neg Lowering Rule which with the rest of the analysis permits the restriction of the base in these cases by allowing unrestricted lowering of Neg to main V for all four languages. To two that allow Neg to move to On are seen as generalizations of the rule to other V. Thus, the minor dialect difference within Portuguese can be explained. These results are relevant to the Generative vs. Interpretative Semantics controversy, as noted, and also in that semantic and syntactic structure are equivalent in most cases. Also, I disagree with Jackendoff's objections to the generative solution, since the Passive does not need to be restricted given the formulation of Neg Lowering in this paper. Further, if Neg is generated in the base as part of NP with On, then the dialect difference in Portuguese would be in the base and unexplained and the fact that such NP are strange in object position in English and ungrammatical in Portuguese would be unexplainable. In fact, the Passive would give J. problems with this last fact. My general conclusion is that Generative Semantics, at least in the case of Neg/On scope interaction, offers a more promising approach to the problem of restricting the base and finding language universals.
A Thousand Years of Ælfric's Grammar

Ælfric's Old English Latin Grammar (c. 995) was the first grammar written in English and the first Latin grammar in any vernacular. Its remarks on contrasts between Latin and English provide the earliest linguistic commentary on English. Throughout its millennium-long history, the Grammar and its appended Glossary have continually played a role in the study and teaching of languages and in the English grammatical tradition.

In its medieval period it was an important tool for the study of Latin. The unusually large number and wide distribution of manuscripts in which the Grammar and Glossary are extant and to which the extant manuscripts attest demonstrate the popularity through the eleventh and twelfth centuries of these works, as does the annotation and glossing in Latin, Old French, and English in the manuscripts. The famous Worcester scribe with the tremulous hand even saw fit to make a complete Middle English version in the thirteenth century. From this period stems the Vocabularium Corniicum, a translation of the Old English parts of the Glossary into Old Cornish, thereby providing our earliest major source for the study of the Brythonic languages, just as the Worcester text is a valuable tool for the study of West Midland English in the early thirteenth century.

In the modern period the Grammar and Glossary have figured in the study of Old English and in the basic grammatical tradition. In the sixteenth century they were a major force in the rediscovery of Old English as scholars studied, annotated, and copied them—Talbot and Leland in the 1520s (they have discovered a hitherto unrecognized transcript by Leland which preserves an early, now-lost manuscript of the Glossary), Nowell and Joscelyn among others in the 60's and 70's. Sommer appended a copy of the Grammar (from a transcript by Junius) to his publication of an Old English dictionary in 1659 as a complement to the dictionary of the study of Old English. When Elizabeth Klistob published the first Old English grammar in English (1715), she based it primarily on Ælfric's Grammar and used his vernacular grammatical terminology as an answer to those who like Swift disparaged the language and called for an academy. The use of the Grammar and Glossary for the study of Old English was enhanced in the nineteenth century by publication of texts, especially Zupitza's (1880). In addition to several twentieth-century studies of the grammatical vocabulary, the Grammar has recently been used by Elisabeth Glose Traugott in her History of English Syntax. Let the Grammar has also influenced the tradition of English grammar through its use by Ben Jonson (1621) when he was writing the first grammar of English. Besides its role in the tradition and its precedent for presenting the subject in the vernacular, Ælfric's Grammar uses a theological basis for explanation (volo takes no imperative because man's will must be free) which reflects a continual attempt to root grammar in something more permanent than convention.
Some Consequences of Presupposition Failure in the Discourse of Children

Crucial to the development of the child's communicative skills is his acquisition of the ability to produce well-formed speech-acts. This paper advances and supports the claim that in order to produce a speech-act which is to be judged appropriate by the listener, the child must hold certain presuppositions about what the listener knows with respect to some domain in the real world. Learning to produce a given type of speech-act is seen, in part, as learning the particular set of presuppositions attached to a given type of speech-act. Conversely, various aspects of an ill-formed speech-act may be viewed as the consequence of either the absence or failure of one or more presuppositions associated with that speech-act.

Evidence supporting this claim is found in sets of directions (that is, telling how to get from one place to another) elicited from children between three and nine years. The set of directions was chosen for investigation because it is a highly structured speech-act with respect both to content and form and because its function is highly specific, highly listener-oriented.

A general set of presuppositions are proposed which we claim must be held by the speaker if he is to produce a 'successful' set of directions. In general terms, this set of presuppositions will determine, in part, what the speaker chooses to say and how he chooses to say it. More specifically, the speaker's presuppositions regarding his listener's knowledge will determine the domain of the set of directions he produces, the points in space and the paths linking them that he identifies, the determiners he chooses, and his usage of anaphoric devices. Finally, it is demonstrated that these presuppositions are arranged in a hierarchical structure such that failure of a presupposition at a particular position in the hierarchy will predict failure of other presuppositions below it, with attendant consequences to the speech-act itself.
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Word order: focus on verb and object

In this paper, I shall first examine the accounts of certain word order data given by Greenberg (1966), Lehmann (1973), and Vennemann (1973) and propose a principle of language structure which collapses much of their accounts and relates word order phenomena more closely to language acquisition strategies. The co-occurrence of certain word order patterns, for example, verb-object and head noun-modifier order as opposed to object-verb and modifier-head order, has often been described as the generalization of a relation between modifier and modified, operator and operand, etc. Given this analysis, the relative verb and object patterning is assumed to be key in determining the relative modifier and modified order in other constructions.

Greenberg's (1966) and Vennemann's (1973) accounts of such word order correspondences provide little more than a restatement of the modifier/modified description. Lehmann (1973) proposes to account for the modifier/modified generalization as well as certain typological characteristics of a language (e.g. why SOV languages tend to be agglutinative, etc.) with his structural principle of language: modifiers are placed on the opposite side of a basic syntactic element from its primary concomitant. However, this structural principle gives no necessary priority to the verb and object patterning and makes incorrect or ambiguous predictions with respect to several verb-object patterns. For example, given, within Lehmann's position, that the direct object is the primary concomitant of the verb, Lehmann's structural principle predicts that an indirect object should precede the verb in a VO language and follow the verb in a OV language; in fact, verb-direct object-indirect object and indirect object-direct object-verb are the normally observed orders.

The fundamental role of the verb and object positioning in bringing about word order changes in a language suggests that the verb and object relationship may be of special significance to the language learner. I propose that there is a strong tendency in the language acquisition process to keep the main verb and object noun as close together as possible. Assuming that elements belonging to the same syntactic category (NP, VP, etc.) group together in surface structure, this principle implies that, for example, nominal modifiers are optimally placed after the object noun in VO languages and before the object noun in OV ones; that auxiliaries, negative particles, and other verbal qualifiers should precede the verb in VO languages and follow it in OV ones; and that there should be few languages in which verb and object are split by the subject NP, i.e. VSO languages (OSV, VOS, and OVS languages appear to be undesirable on independent grounds - cf. Greenberg (1966)).

Aside from accounting for most of the word order data presented in the above studies, the principle which I propose allows us to focus on the acquisition of verb and object constructions and on formal linguistic properties of the verb and object relationship in seeking explanations of word order data. The possibility that the verb and object are acquired as a unit or single lexical item at the early acquisition stages may be instructive.

Appositive Relatives and Singular Quantifiers

In standard analyses, restrictive relatives are derived from an underlying structure with the relative clause embedded in the NP it modifies, while appositive relatives are derived from underlying performative-level conjunctions by a rule of Appositive Clause Swopping. More recently, Thompson has argued that appositive and restrictive relatives both come from underlying conjoined sentences.

This paper provides evidence to support the standard analysis by examining a construction in which restrictive relatives act like subordinate clauses while appositive relatives act like surface conjoined sentences.

Consider number agreement with the "singular" quantifiers each and every.

In simple sentences informants hesitate between singular and plural anaphors:

(1) a. Everyone did his best. (correct school grammar) b. Everyone did their best. (common in speech)

Subordinate clauses work the same way, with the singular anaphor possible or preferred:

(2) Everyone claimed that he knew the answer. (complement)

(3) Everyone started work as soon as he finished breakfast. (adverbial)

When the anaphor appears in a separate conjunct, however, only the plural is possible:

(4) a. Everyone likes Jane, and he likes Sally too. (he cannot be coreferent with everyone)

b. Everyone likes Jane, and they like Sally too. (they can be coreferent with everyone)

Examining more complicated examples, we find the following generalization:

(1) Each and every take singular pronoun anaphors only if the quantifier commands the anaphor.

As expected, restrictive relatives act like other subordinate clauses and permit singular anaphors:

(5) Everyone is looking for the woman who he loves. (he coref everyone)

Appositive relatives, however, act like separate conjuncts and require plural anaphors:

(6) a. Everyone is looking for Jane, who he loves. (he not coref everyone)

b. Everyone is looking for Jane, who they love. (they coref everyone)

These facts would be explained if the number-agreement generalization (1) applied to a stage in the derivation where, as in the standard analyses, restrictive relatives were subordinate clauses while appositive relatives were still separate conjuncts.
Bayes' Theorem, Subjective Probabilities, and Linguistic Argumentation, or How to Argue Convincingly Without Convincing Anyone

In an attempt to resolve "Hume's problem of induction" (i.e., that it seems to be impossible to arrive at true theories using inductive inference), Wesley Salmon, in The Foundations of Scientific Inference (1966), proposes a solution which makes extensive use of a result from probability theory known as Bayes' Theorem. There are two aspects of Salmon's proposal which seem to provide significant insights into the form taken by current argumentation in linguistics; according to Bayes' Theorem, an hypothesis is relatively highly probable in the light of some favorable evidence if (1) the hypothesis was highly probable to begin with, and/or (2) the evidence would be improbable unless the hypothesis were true. Furthermore, a slight revision of Salmon's proposal, in which prior probabilities are assigned subjectively, can account for the fact that a given argument can be convincing to one person and still be quite unconvincing to another.

Although the first aspect of Bayes' Theorem mentioned above can be of some use in understanding the success of proposals such as those given in Weiser (1974, 1975), this paper will focus on the second aspect, which seems to be more prevalent (at least overtly) in linguistic argumentation. In particular, three well-known linguistic arguments and the rejoinders to them will be examined from this point of view. The arguments are Kiparsky's (1968) argument in favor of the brace notation, Lakoff's (1970) argument for global rules, and Ross's (1970) argument in favor of higher performatives, and the rejoinders are found in Stampe (1972), Baker and Braze (1972), and Searle (1975), respectively.

In addition to this discussion and a more extensive treatment of Bayes' Theorem itself, there will be some discussion of this subject from the point of view of the philosophy of science, as this conception has only a limited compatibility with the Chomsky-Popper falsificationism which is so prevalent in current linguistics.

Montague Semantics for Hittite Relatives

Partee in "Some Transformational Extensions of Montague Grammar" has shown that the principle of Montague semantics requiring that the meaning of each constituent be obtained from the meaning of its immediate subconstituents selects among analyses for English relatives. They must be of a form like (i) rather than for example (ii). (iii) in Transformational Extensions of Montague Grammar" has yielded a Nom whose meaning may be thought of as denoting the set of men who date Mary. The quantifier every will quantify over this set producing the correct result. In interpreting (ii) we must combine the meaning of the quantifier with the meaning of man thus quantifying over the set of all men. There is no way of combining the meaning of the NP every man with the meaning of the S which will obtain the correct quantification. This presents a problem for the analysis of languages like Walbiri and Hittite where there is no syntactic evidence that the relative ever appears in a structure next to its head but occurs to the left or right of the sentence in which the 'head' occurs. We are presented with the problem of combining the meaning of two sentences and obtaining the same meaning as on the analysis argued for by Partee. An example is the Hittite sentence (iii).

(iii) [[[\(\text{NA}_4 \text{ HI-A-ia kuies GUNNI, ME\$}_3\text{nu kuies 1 GIN}]]_{\text{pl-pct which hearth-pl ptc each (one) 1 shekel}}]

"Some evidence that the relative ever appears in a structure next to its head but occurs to the left or right of the sentence in which the 'head' occurs. We are presented with the problem of combining the meaning of two sentences and obtaining the same meaning as on the analysis argued for by Partee. An example is the Hittite sentence (iii)."

In this way we achieve a translation of the relative clause which has the correct quantification. This presents a problem for the analysis of languages like Walbiri and Hittite where there is no syntactic evidence that the relative ever appears in a structure next to its head but occurs to the left or right of the sentence in which the 'head' occurs. We are presented with the problem of combining the meaning of two sentences and obtaining the same meaning as on the analysis argued for by Partee. An example is the Hittite sentence (iii).
Evidence from psycholinguistic experiments supports a theoretical model of reading which entails the testing of expectations the reader sets up as he processes sentences. These expectations are based on language specific perceptual strategies. The study of the types of confusions and comprehension breakdowns arising from the application of native language strategies when reading a foreign language is valuable for two reasons: it sharpens the characterization of perceptual strategies and the role they play in second language acquisition, and it lends some clarity to the debate about the value of a priori and posteriori approaches to contrastive analysis.

This paper presents examples of comprehension difficulties which occur when native speakers of Japanese, Persian and English set up expectations based on perceptual strategies in their respective languages when reading foreign languages. Negation is indicated in the verb phrase in Japanese and English, but since Japanese is an SOV language the negative element occurs in sentence final position. The effect of adhering to the strategy "exsect negation clause finally" is that Japanese fails to pick up the negative element in reading English. Persian and English restrictive relative clauses employ different syntactic devices for indicating the NP which the clause modifies. In English this is accomplished through a weak condition of agreement between the relative pronoun and the NP and a pragmatic principle "select the NP to the immediate left of the relative pronoun." Relative clauses in Persian are introduced by a subordinator ke, whose only function is to mark the beginning of the clause; the antecedent NP appears somewhere within the clause as a pronoun. In reading English, Persians equate the relative pronoun with ke, expecting the antecedent to be signaled as it is in Persian. In certain cases where the subject of the higher sentence could agree with the verb of a subject focus clause, e.g., He met the man who said ..., a co-ordinate reading results: He met the man (and) he said ... . The major syntactic process for establishing coreference in Hindi is deletion; in English it is pronounization. Serious confusions arise when the native speaker of English reads mind and searches for the pronoun signals he has learned to expect as the indices of coreference.

Although the types of comprehension problems described here cannot be predicted with perfect accuracy from a control analysis, a fact which argues for the a priori approach, some a priori generalizations about possible errors can be made. In fact both positions have relevance for the investigatory and pedagogical application of contrastive analysis.

This paper reports on a cross language investigation of thematization in verb-initial languages undertaken to establish and explain universals of thematization. Previous accounts (e.g., Firbas 1972, Kuno 1972, 1975) have not considered data from both VSO and VOS languages, but an understanding of thematization in these languages is important because of the possibility that in them the direction of thematization is reversed.

I first present evidence showing that the status of sentence elements with respect to the thematic features theme (topic) and rhyme (comment) is strongly correlated with surface word order type. In SVO languages there is an unmarked order of theme + rhyme, but in VSO and VOS languages the order is reversed to rhyme + theme. For example, in equational sentences the predicate nominal is (in the unmarked case) always the rhyme. This yields the order theme + rhyme for SVO languages and rhyme + theme for verb-initial languages:

1. VSO
   (1) 'Otieno is a doctor' (Luo, Nilo-Saharan, SVO)
   (2) 'Kibet is a doctor' (Nandi, Nilo-Saharan, VSO)
   (3) 'John is a doctor'
      (Tagalog, Austronesian, VOS)
   (4) 'a doctor is what Otieno is' (Luo)
   (5) 'a doctor is what Kibet is' (Nandi)
   (6) 'a doctor is what John is' (Tagalog)

2. VOS
   (1) 'what is the doctor?' (Japanese)
   (2) 'what is the doctor?' (Persian)
   (3) 'what is the doctor?' (English)

Although the unmarked order for the association of constituents with theme and rhyme in verb-initial languages is rhyme + theme, all such languages seem to have rules of thematization which front sentence constituents which are themes, producing the order theme + rhyme:

3. VOS
   (4) 'John is a doctor' (Tagalog, VSO)
   (5) 'Otieno is a doctor' (Luo, VSO)
   (6) 'what is the doctor?' (Japanese)
   (7) 'what is the doctor?' (Persian)
   (8) 'what is the doctor?' (English)

VSO languages need not have resources for producing the order rhyme + theme. In Luo an inverted order (rheme + theme) for the elements in (1) above can only be achieved by clefting:

4. VOS
   (9) 'what is the doctor?' (Luo)

The existence of marked thematization in VSO languages producing theme + rhyme order requires explanation. I argue (and present supporting data from natural conversations) that marked thematization is found under discourse conditions of marked topic continuation and topic shift. That is, when (1) an expectation that topic talk on a given topic is finished is controverted by continued talk on the same topic or when (2) an expectation that topic talk will continue on the same topic is controverted by an unprepared topic shift, it is necessary for a speaker to indicate to the listener what the unpredictable topic is. A third type of situation where marked thematization is expected (and is found) is with the establishment of a new discourse topic after the previous one has been closed. Here that a new topic will come is predictable, but what it will be is not. In all of these situations speakers always establish a topic first before proceeding with topic talk. Unmarked thematization in verb-initial languages is limited to a fourth situation where topic continuation is expected and occurs. Here, with the topic predictable, it is possible to have rhyme + theme order. A portion of the syntactic processes found in VSO and VOS languages is therefore directly attributable to the requirements of various kinds of discourse situation.
The Serrano Absolutive: Making the Most of Your Morphemes

Many Uto-Aztecan languages are characterized by a special noun suffix most often called the "absolutive". The details differ slightly for each language displaying this suffix, but most generally it marks the noun as being otherwise uninflected (rather than indicating any particular morphosyntactic category). That is, the absolutive is suffixed to prevent a noun stem from appearing bare.

In Serrano, a Uto-Aztecan language of Southern California, this classical definition of absolutive holds for the most part. Thus, a noun like hava-t 'blanket' drops the absolutive (the -t suffix) when the plural suffix is added (hava-m 'blankets') or when a possessive prefix is added (ni-hava 'my blanket'). The only systematic exception to this loss of the absolutive is with the suffixification of the accusative morpheme, -i (hava-zi 'blanket (ACC)', not hava-i).

A morpheme which marks no morphological category or syntactic function would seem to be a choice candidate for re-analysis or even complete loss. While both have happened in other Uto-Aztecan languages, the absolutive in Serrano has been generalized to a new syntactic environment and has gained a new syntactic function. Specifically, it indicates that the noun to which it is suffixed is coreferential to a pronominal copy (a prefix, in all cases) elsewhere in the sentence. Thus, it is found in the following construction.

(1) N₁ - ABSOLUTIVE PROᵣ - X

(X in this schema stands for a possessed noun, a postposition, or a nominalized verb--the only elements which may take pronominal prefixes.) Given this syntactic environment, the absolutive may appear in places it would normally drop (as on possessed nouns) and even in places it could normally never appear (as on demonstrative pronouns and proper names). The following examples illustrate this use.

(2) ni-ʔa-t kuči? p'ya-ika?
my-pet-ABS dog it-toward
'toward my (pet) dog'

(3) h'as-a-t 'a-na?
John-ABS his-father
'John's father'

Why would a language innovate an overt marker of coreference? A functional explanation seems possible: since word order in Serrano is remarkably free, the coreferential elements of (1) are not necessarily contiguous; therefore, the use of the absolutive suffix may disambiguate potentially ambiguous situations. Compare (4) and (5), for example.

(4) h'as-a-ta-tahtáy-iva hawayt ŋa-ku
John his-work-when always sing
'John always sings when he works.'

(5) h'as-a-ta-tahtáy-iva mariya-t 'a-tahtáy-iva
Mary-ABS her-work-when
'John always sings when Mary works.'

The absolutive suffix is required in (5) to make clear which of two possible nouns is the subject of the embedded verb, while in (4) there is no potential ambiguity so the absolutive is not required, even though the syntactic environment of (1) is met.
Referential Semantics

The recent upsurge of interest in semantics by linguists requires a thorough scrutiny of the philosophical bases of the major positions in the field. This paper will show that both interpretive semantics and generative semantics are in essence translation schemes in which abstract entities, either "semantic markers" or "semantic primes" are said to represent the meanings of sentences and words. The limitations of translation schemes, either as models of linguists' behavior or as explanatory descriptions of that level of grammar called semantics, will be presented. Current work in philosophy of language suggests that only a primitive theory of reference can be the basis of a non-vaucuous semantic theory.

A primitive theory of reference would give the relationship between a predicate and its extension. A fertile area of evidence concerning the relationship between a predicate and its extension is historical semantics. If a predicate, a general term for example, is a symbol for a category of the particular culture's experience with the environment, then changes in the properties of a category (the facts concerning the extension of a term) should lead immediately to perceived shifts in "meaning." (Meaning is in quotes because that term has no status in referential semantics, but there is a phenomenon of "acceptable definition of a word" which would correspond to "meaning." What this must have been at any point in history can be deduced from written records to a degree of accuracy necessary to prove semantic shift occurred. Borrowing should be explainable in terms of the introduction of new categories into the physical or cultural environment. If a category disappears from the environment the word which corresponded to it should disappear. These points were borne out in the research into semantic shift and borrowing of general terms in Anglo-Saxon and Middle English carried out by the author.

Data from the historical semantics of English presents insurmountable difficulties for a semantic theory, such as that proposed by Jerrold Katz, which represents word meanings in terms of atomic concepts. Each component of meaning (semantic marker) which would be needed to represent the general terms studied underwent constant and gradual shift, while the term as a symbol for a category of the English speaker's experience remained stable. A lexical representation such as Katz's would have to represent these gradual changes as discrete changes of particular semantic markers. It would represent historical facts as linguistic changes. It would have to select in an ad hoc manner from the large set of properties of the extension of a term those which were to subject to future change.

Referential semantics distinguishes the relationship between a term and its extension and the set of properties true of all members of the extension of the term. The relationship, that is, the categorization of objects, events or states for which the term is a symbol is seen as the linguistic factor and the properties are seen as historical facts. A referential theory thus can describe and explain data from historical semantics without appeal to ad hoc intralinguistic representations.

[Other text continues...]
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What Teachers Believe: An Historical Investigation of Language Attitudes and the Implications for Bidialectalism in the Schools

Since the mid-1960's, linguists and educators have devoted much attention to the presence of nonstandard language varieties in American public school classrooms. The purpose of this paper is to examine the current state of the field by surveying the attitudes of American teachers toward nonstandard language varieties and the implications for bidialectal programs. The paper will show that both linguistic and social factors contribute to the development of language attitudes among teachers. While the leadership of the profession maintains a strong relativistic line throughout the period, substantial evidence and the testimony of the leaders themselves suggest that the rank and file American teacher is committed to an absolutist position on language in the classroom. During the 1960's a shift is seen in which concern about nonstandard dialects partially replaces disputes over usage issues, but the underlying and persistent inclination towards an absolute view of language prevails throughout.

The question of teachers' language attitudes has recently come into the purview of linguistic research. For it was the issue of language in the classroom during the last decade that brought linguists into the discussion of school policy matters. The work of Burling, Labov, Shuy, Stewart, and others had an important and immediate impact on the practice of teachers and upon teacher-training institutions. Now, however, it is becoming apparent that the first wave of involvement was not enough: the early research of linguists has left many questions unanswered and early recommendations have not always turned out to be feasible or appropriate. Our historical investigation suggests that teachers' language attitudes may pose a serious obstacle to the success of bidialectal language programs.
Clause Connections and Reason Adverbial

It is often assumed that classes of lexical items with similar meanings may be expected to have similar syntactic properties and functions (for example the marked and unmarked properties of verb classes in R. Lakoff 1968). This paper will investigate the class of causal subordinating conjunctions because, since, as and for which can all be used with causal meaning, as in (1), but which differ among themselves in ability to undergo rules, as in (2), assertability of the connective as in (3), and tolerance of direct and indirect speech acts in their complements, as in (4) (cf. Hooper and Thompson 1973). The sentences in (4) and (5) show that because and to a greater extent for connect their complements to the preceding speech act, but not necessarily as a syntactic constituent of it.

1) a. John didn’t stay, because/since/as for he ran out of money.
   b. Henrietta is here, because/since/as for her Saab is outside.
2) a. *Because/since/as for her Saab is outside, Henrietta is here.
   b. Henrietta is here, because/since/as for out front is a green Saab.
3) It’s because/since/as for he ran out of money that he left.
4) a. John will have to go, because/as who needs him?
   b. John will have to leave, for I must say he’s been nasty.
5) a. Are you tired of living? because, consider the alternative.
   b. The fact that this is false is not the main point. For suppose we waive that objection for the moment and...

The paper will look for meaning differences, in pragmatic assumptions made by the speaker and in type of causal connection, which would be related to the closeness of the syntactic connection.

Since, which presupposes its complement and does not allow speech acts like those in (4), describes an indirect semantic relation, ‘given that p, it follows logically that q’. Because act is warranted and reasonable because of some other speech act. They function as coordinate connectives like so (but p so q is equivalent to q, because p) and as syntactic markers of the pragmatic assumption that speech acts in sequence have some logical relation. The syntactic distinction between coordination and subordination is thus not sharp. The properties of all these conjunctions suggest that there are different degrees of clause connection within a surface sentence, differences related to specific connectives. As the class of adverbials considered here is not semantically uniform, there is some explanation for the syntactic differences.


R.Lakoff, Abstract syntax and Latin complementation.

The most detailed investigations of the relationship between stress assignment (S.A.) and abstract syntactic structure have been carried out on English by Chomsky and Halle (1968), and Breman (1971). Many of the theoretical principles, such as the cyclic application of the rules, were developed to account for the general treatment of S.A. in English. The fact that these principles are basic to stress assignment in Squamish, a North American Indian Language not related to English, is evidence that these principles are universally available, and must therefore be considered as characteristic of human language.

S.A. is penultimate (i.e., gay 'snake', qululûs 'high tide'), but if the word is morphologically complex, the position of stress may differ. This is demonstrated by the variations in the following forms, all of which exhibit reduplication: lâm-lâm, pâ-pâ-kâ-fâ-é-kâ-én-âm. S.A. in these forms, as well as all other morphological constructions, is accounted for by a basic stress rule which applies penultimately when possible, and a stress prominence rule. The prominence rule will cause the rightmost of two stresses to dominate if that stressed vowel is a, i, or u (and not e, the other underlying vowel), and at least two segments intervene between the two adjacent stresses. In all other cases, the leftmost of two stresses will dominate. Thus the reduplicated forms start out with two stresses after basic stress has applied: [lâm]-[-lâm], [pâ]-[-pâ], [kâ]-[-kâ]-[-kâ]-[-êm]-[-êm]. The above simple principles of S.A. will account for the potentially hundreds of different combinations of prefixes, roots, and affixes.

The more morphological variants a form may take, the more varied the position of stress is. The word for ‘6’ consists of the root [tâ] and suffix -tâ. When referring to 6 things, the combination [tâ][tâ] is used. When referring to 6 animals, the root undergoes partial (the first CV sequence) reduplication: tâ-tâ-â. When referring to 6 people, the root undergoes full (the first OCV sequence) reduplication: tâ-ta-tâ-â. The order of stress in the forms for ‘6’ (as well as the position of many other recalcitrant appearing cases) will be properly assigned if the rules apply cyclically to morphologically determined brackets:

[[[tâ]--[tâ][tâ]]-[tâ]] ‘6 (animals)’
[[[tâ]--[tâ][tâ]]-[tâ]] ‘6 (people)’

The following reduplication types are typical of the hundreds of different morphological types which yield to the remarkably simple system utilizing only two basic rules. The major theoretical points following from our analysis are: 1) the stress rules apply cyclically, 2) the proper morphological bracketing violates Brease’s Natural Bracketing Hypothesis, and 3) the derivations violate the principle of strict cyclicity proposed by Kean (1974).

Brease, M. 1974 The cycle in phonology: stress in Palestinian, Maltese, and Spanish. Li 5.1. (39-60)
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Perceiving Grammatical Functions in Paradise Lost I

Grammarians have described the ways the syntax of various poets differs from the syntax of modern, formal English, but they have not discussed how those differences challenge the reader's perceptual strategies. Here aspects of Milton's syntax will be examined as they pose problems in perceiving grammatical relations and as they may elicit special strategies.

I. Because of a rule inverting V/O, not only O S V, but S O V are functional orders in main clauses. One cannot depend on the first of two preverbal NPs as a Topicalized 0 (2 examples);

II. a) because Milton allows an S to terminate a right conjunct, S V O + S and S O V + S are possible orders (3 examples);
b) because the V/O inversion rule can split conjuncts, S O V + O is a possible order (3 examples);
c) because V/O inversion can apply within a conjoined VP, S V O + O V and S O V + O V are possible orders (6 examples).

The result is that NP3 in strings

NP NP V
NP V NP CORJ NP3 V2...

can be either part of S or O in relation to V1 or V2.

Examination of actual cases suggests that two special strategies may be worked out by the reader:

1. "NPs which share many semantic features may be split conjuncts;" Evidence is both positive (where a strategy facilitates perception) and negative (where it accounts for misperception). Discussion centers on such examples as

Such place Eternal Justice had prepar'd
For those rebellious, here thir Prison ordained
In utter darkness, and thir portion set
As far remov'd from God... (I. 70-73)

By falsities and lies the greatest part
Of Mankind they corrupted to forsake
God thir Creator, and th'invisible
Glory of him that made them, to transform
Oft to the Image of a Brute, adorn'd
With gay Religions full of Pomp and Gold,
And Devils to adore for Deities. (1.367-73)

The implication is that 'learning how to read' a poet may involve re-weighting the perceptual strategies one brings to the poem and working out some new ones. It may be more fruitful to view the 'differentness' or 'creativity' of poetic language in this light than as a matter of formal deviance.
In an attempt to clarify the conditions on noun + noun compound formation in English, I have considered a corpus of attested novel compounds and have asked subjects to (1) interpret such compounds in the absence of context and (2) create compound names for novel entities depicted in a series of drawings. The results of my investigation indicate that the underlying relationships appropriate for compounding are not finite in number and that the appropriateness of a given relationship cannot be evaluated absolutely, in the absence of contextual considerations. It is proposed that these results are explicable in terms of the compound’s functional status as a naming (classificatory), rather than as a descriptive device, a distinction often overlooked in previous treatments based on consideration of existing compound forms.

Many of the interpretations associated with the attested novel compounds or suggested by my subjects were based on extremely complex underlying relationships, e.g. thalidomide parent, cranberry morpheme / egg-bird - a bird that steals other birds’ eggs. Often these relationships were not reducible to any more basic semantic specification, such as location, origin, time, etc. Thus any exhaustive listing of “appropriate compounding relationships” would rapidly become infinite.

Even if such a list could be devised, the appropriateness of a given relationship would not be absolutely guaranteed, for it varies from situation to situation, depending on:

1) The semantic class of the head of the compound - Naturally existing entities (plants, animals, and natural objects) are typically classified on the basis of inherent characteristics (appearance, origin, composition, etc.), while synthetic objects are categorized instead in terms of the uses to which they may be put.

2) The permanence of the relationship - Temporary or fortuitous relationships are generally considered unsuitable for compounding, while permanent or generic relationships are preferred.

3) The predictability of the relationship - Relationships which are totally predictable or even which represent the unmarked state of affairs, are dispreferred. Thus *head-hat, *mouth-whistle, *book-novel. Predictability of course varies from context to context. As one subject suggested, hog-pork might be “pork from a hog as opposed to a sow or piglet”.

These facts derive from the status of the compound as a naming device. Names are created to denote relevant categories of experience, and what is relevant to the categorization of entities of one type (e.g. synthetic objects) may be irrelevant with respect to another (e.g. animals). Categorizations based on permanent or generic characteristics are typically of greater long-range usefulness, for categorizations based on temporary relationships may in time become obscure or irrelevant. And the information carrying potential of a compound is wasted if it is based on a totally predictable relationship (if all Bs are ABs).

These results indicate that the distribution of compound forms is predictable on the basis of functional considerations not reflected in earlier treatments of the problem.
The Source of American Linguistic Prescriptivism

The linguistic thought of Americans has long been marked by a concern for 'correctness' (Marchwardt, 1958). Scholars conventionally make two assumptions about this prescriptive attitude: 1) that it derives from 18th century prescriptivist notions, and 2) that the doctrine of correctness has existed through the American experience essentially unchanged and unchallenged (Boorstin, 1959, Lyman, 1961, Dillard, 1973).

A careful examination of linguistic thought of the 19th century reveals that the first assumption is too simple and the second is inaccurate. The doctrine of correctness in the present time has become so strong and accepted that it has led to the misperception that the correctness doctrine has reached across American history from the 18th century to the present.

The prescriptive doctrine met with significant intellectual challenge from 1820 through the 40's. The reaction against prescriptive grammar in the first half of the 19th century grew partly out of a specific revolt against rote learning, partly out of the development of national consciousness, and partly out of the romantic 'boundless' intellectual tenor of the times.

The thought of the period 1850 through the 70's was a significant source of the doctrine's subsequent vigor which was to exhibit a curious and remarkable continuity into and throughout the present century. During the latter half of the century the doctrine of correctness revived with a new vehemence in a new drive for uniformity and conformity. It became a mania for correctness. This mania was facilitated and accommodated in general by the intellectual milieu of the time: national integration and consolidation. The single most important specific factor was the development of the genteel cultural apparatus, as manifested linguistically by an increased interest in language, especially in 'linguistic etiquette' in genteel publications; in the reaction against innovation; in the application of intellect and logic to language; in the high premium placed by the genteel on books and authority; in the anglophile tendency of the genteel; and in the desire for a responsible, stable community.

In conclusion, aspects of 19th century American life are crucial to the understanding of the history and nature of American prescriptivism. The story is not merely one of continuity from 18th century Britain.

The basic data for the study are three major education and language journals that span the period. They are examined not only for the texts they provide but also for leads to other sources, such as important figures and books, which in turn become data for the study.

The purpose of this paper is to explain a number of typological facts concerning Raising. It has generally been assumed that the relationship between the (a) and (b) sentences in (1) is characterized by a rule or set of rules whereby an NP in a subordinate clause is raised into either subject or object position of the main clause.

(1) a. John believes that Mary is rich.
   b. John believes Mary to be rich.

(2) a. It seems that John is rich.
   b. John seems to be rich.

(3) a. It is easy to please John.
   b. John is easy to please.

What has not been previously investigated is whether there are any implicational dependencies with regard to these sentences. It has been found that, with respect to the occurrence or non-occurrence of these sentence types, languages can be typologized into the following classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TYPE</th>
<th>SENTENCE</th>
<th>(1b) yes</th>
<th>(2b) yes</th>
<th>(3b) no</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Modern Greek</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the chart in (4), it can be determined that if a language has sentences like those in (3), it will necessarily have sentences like those in (2). If a language has sentences like (2), it will necessarily have sentences like (1).

The thesis of this paper is that these facts can be explained only if the following assumptions are made: (1) there is a rule of Raising which raises an NP from subject position in the lower clause into object position in the higher clause; (2) there is a rule of Psych Movement which applies to certain "psychological" predicates; and (3) there is a rule of NP Preposing (passive).

The rule of Raising accounts for the relationship of the sentences in (1). The sentence in (2b) is derived by first applying Raising to the subject of the lower clause and then applying Psych Movement to change the higher sentence. Sentence (3b) is derived by applying NP Preposing on the lower clause, raising this preposed object into the higher clause, and then applying NP Preposing to the main clause.

This proposal has the following consequences: (1) the sentence types in (1) - (3) can be accounted for by a single raising rule; (2) the implicational dependencies summarized in (4) follow necessarily; (3) the fact that the raising in sentences like (2) occurs with "psychological" predicates like seem and appear is explained; and (4) the fact that languages with sentences like (3) also have passive sentences with agents is explained.
Linguistic Constraints on Variation in Chicano English

A number of studies have drawn attention to characteristic features of several varieties of Chicano English (Cornejo 1969, Matluk and Mace 1973, Sawyer 1957), but a systematic description of even a partial grammar of any of these varieties has not yet been achieved. The wide range of differences between certain elements of Standard English and their counterparts in the speech of members of a single Chicano speech community suggests that their speech can best be described by a variable rule analysis, in the manner of earlier studies (Cedergren 1973, Labov 1972, Wolfram 1969 & 1973). Our work has been the formulation of a rule which specifies the probability with which word-final (z)-devoicing occurs in different combinations of phonological environments in the speech of English-dominant fourth-grade students from the Martinestown barrio of Albuquerque, New Mexico.

We have found three constraints which favor the application of the (z)-devoicing rule: (1) (z) not followed by a voiced segment; (2) (z) following an obstruent; (3) (z) followed by nothing. The rule incorporating these three constraints is (z)→[a]B[(voiced)]→(z)->[voiceless]. There is strong evidence to suggest that other phonological and syntactic constraints are operating on this rule as well. The possibility that situational, topical, or stylistic factors might be influencing the variation was investigated with the result that any differences in (z)-devoicing can be attributed to the linguistic environments typical of each situation. This finding has obvious consequences for sociolinguistic investigations of the relationships between social or situational variables and linguistic variables. One social variable which does appear to influence (z)-devoicing significantly is the sex of the speaker. It is possible that certain social and situational factors should be built into the rule as lower order constraints.

Exploratory research into other phonological elements in samples of the fourth-graders' speech has revealed similar variation which is at least partially phonologically conditioned. We are exploring the relationships among these variables by intercorrelating the percentages of occurrence of their non-standard variants in the speech of each individual. The results of our research emphasize the necessity of exhausting the linguistic constraints on variability prior to investigating social or situational influences on the choice of linguistic variants.

The continuing controversy over the validity of the case grammar model has a value in the classrooms of institutions like MIT and Berkeley as a part of the training of professional linguists. However, there is another use for this model, which has not received sufficient attention, and that is its use in bilingual/multilingual/multidialectal education. In classrooms where linguistics is taught to varied combinations of non-native speakers of English, in the ESL or TESOL class, and in "service" courses where linguistics is taught to non-linguists--for example, to teachers and teacher candidates--the case grammar model offers unquestionable pedagogical superiority.

First, this model allows all languages to be represented in terms of a verb-like constituent plus its arguments, allowing the reduction of examples in the classroom to a single parallel structure regardless of the language or languages involved. The professor can thus concentrate upon the shared structure of the languages represented by the students rather than upon their surface differences.

Second, the model provides the professor with a superb tool for identifying, and for demonstrating, areas of cross-cultural communication breakdown. In Navajo, for example, the sequence "I am riding a horse" contains neither agent nor patient, because it is literally "the horse is going about with me" and therefore requires the commitative case. Examples of this kind allow the professor to demonstrate to the non-linguist very clearly why it is dangerous to assume that full communication is taking place just because both speakers are using sequences of English words grammatically. The problems of case mismatch are, in my experience, the greatest single linguistic source of communication problems in the multi-ethnic classroom.

Finally, the case grammar model offers a pedagogical tool that requires the student to subject his/her native language to intensive examination. For the student whose entire exposure to linguistics may be this one course to be required to draw trees and do derivations of elaborate structures is an exercise in futility; the formal problems are too great. However, to require such a student to determine what cases the arguments of a given verb must take, how those cases are marked in surface structure, and how that analysis can be justified, is possible from the very first class meeting. To be required to determine these facts for sequences like "ask a question", or for verbs in the "buy/sell/give/trade" class, immediately teaches these students that determining what you REALLY mean by a given surface structure is no simple matter.

The paper will outline the pedagogical advantages of the case grammar model, as briefly stated above, and offer numerous examples to justify those advantages.
A Pragmatic Account of the "Negative Transportation" Phenomenon

The semantic relationship of such sentences as:

1. I don't believe that insects have souls.
2. I believe that insects don't have souls.

...has been well noted in the literature (Fillmore 1963) and elsewhere. In this paper, it is argued that this relationship is best explained in terms of general principles of semantics and pragmatics, without positing either a syntactic transformation of Negative Transportation or a special interpretive rule.

It is argued that the so-called "negative transportation verbs" are just those with the following property: stated roughly, for each such verb V, from a speaker's utterance of a sentence in present tense with V as matrix verb, complement, and with first person subject (if V takes such arguments), it is reasonable to conclude that P(S)V(P')(S'), where P is the predicate formed from V by fixing its subject argument as the speaker. The utterance of (1), for example, suggests that the speaker has considered insects have souls as an object of belief, and it is psychologically reasonable to assume that he has reached a conclusion; thus the speaker believes that insects have souls or the speaker believes that insects don't have souls. This disjunction, together with the assertion of (1) that the speaker doesn't believe that insects have souls, yields (2). If the disjunction is not assumed, one obtains a "non-negative-transportation" reading.

An account of the motivation for using (1) to communicate (2), and thereby make (3) "insects don't have souls" but with connotations of considerable uncertainty on the part of the speaker, is given in terms of general conversational principles.

A pragmatic explanation of the "negative transportation" phenomenon avoids setting up a special rule and accounts for Bollinger's observations that (1) and (2) aren't synonymous. Such an explanation is furthermore far superior to a transformational description in accounting for certain data. For example, when a subject that isn't first person or when a tense other than present tense is used, a "negative transportation" reading can be obtained only in non-reportive style. (See Kuroda 1973.) Further examples are provided by such sentences as:

4. I don't believe that even insects have souls.
5. I believe that not even insects have souls.

where it is presupposed that insects are relatively unexpected to have souls. (4) can receive a reading such that the speaker commits himself to the falseness of even insects have souls. The source of (4) with this reading cannot, however, be the same as that of (5) I believe that not even insects have souls, which presupposes that insects are relatively expected to have souls.

Syntactic arguments and counterarguments for a rule of Negative Transportation that have appeared in the literature (R. Lakoff 1969, Lindholm 1969, G. Lakoff 1970, Horn 1971, Jackendoff 1971, Catell 1973, and elsewhere) are briefly recounted, and several of the counterarguments are amplified. Some new counterarguments are offered.


Kuroda, K. 1973. Further examples are provided by such sentences as:
The Linguistic-Phonetic Basis for the Intrinsic Pitch of Vowels

High vowels have a higher intrinsic pitch of voice than low vowels all other things being equal. These differences in pitch have led to tone change in certain Southern Chinese dialects which reflect the original underlying intrinsic pitch differences of vowels. In order to find the cause for these intrinsic pitch differences, two experiments were performed. The first was a study of the movement of the larynx using a photocell/computer tracking technique. The most common pattern found for larynx position during vowel production was 1 most superior and relatively anterior, 2 intermediate and posterior, and 3 always lowest and generally most anterior, relative to 1 and 2. These results may possibly suggest that changes in vocal fold length contribute to intrinsic pitch differences between vowels. The low larynx position for the vowel 2 apparently helps to enlarge the pharyngeal cavity to meet the acoustic requirements for this vowel. Larynx lowering with pharyngeal wall expansion should increase vocal fold tension and elevate pitch slightly. Inferior pharyngeal muscle constriction may account for the posterior position and low intrinsic pitch of the vowel 3. A second experiment was designed to shed light on this possible mechanism. The effects of Arabic pharyngeal approximates on vowel pitch vis-a-vis the effects of Arabic stops were investigated, since pharyngeal constriction is a key feature for their production. Arabic pharyngeal approximates were found to cause a significantly lower pitch on following vowels than Arabic bilabial, alveolar and velar stops. This is evidence that pharyngeal constriction and tongue retraction lower pitch. If pharyngeal constriction and tongue retraction vary inversely with vowel height, the same forces may act to automatically lower vowel pitch. Other hypotheses to account for intrinsic pitch differences between vowels will be reviewed in the light of these pitch and larynx movement results and in the light of the Arabic pharyngeal effects observed.

Reflexivization in English has been treated transformationally as a single obligatory rule subject to various conditions on its application. In Dutch, however, two obligatory rules with different conditions on their application are needed to describe reflexives. In direct object position, a reflexive exhibits the form self suffixed to the pronoun:

(1) ik zag mijzelf. "I saw myself."
(c.f. (2) Jan zag me/mij. "Jan saw me.")

In addition, in the third person, the pronoun base itself is changed to zich; but self is still suffixed:

(3) Jan zag zichzelf. "Jan saw himself."
(c.f. (4) Jan zag hem. "Jan saw him.")

Examining reflexives other than direct objects reveals that the appearance of zich and of self are controlled by different conditions. Like the English reflexive, sich does not require its antecedent to be a subject; also, it does not appear in certain kinds of (typically locative) prepositional phrases. Like the German reflexive, sich does require its antecedent to be a subject, but it appears in any prepositional phrase in the same clause as its subject-antecedent. Thus, while in English a pronoun is either reflexive or not, Dutch has three possibilities for third person reflexive pronouns, depending on which conditions are fulfilled:

(5) Jan heeft Kees over zichzelf verteld. (antecedent is "Jan told Kees about himself")
(6) Jan heeft Kees over hemzelf verteld. (antecedent is "Jan told Kees about himself")
(7) Jan zag een slang naast zich. (locative phrase)
"Jan saw a snake near him."
(c.f. (8) Jan zag een slang naast hem. "Jan saw a snake near him." 1 ≠ j)

The coexistence of both rules in Dutch despite the relatively light functional load carried by the opposition between them (e.g., distinguishing (5) from (6)), plus the fact that virtually identical rules exist just by themselves as the reflexive rules in other languages, suggests that we consider both of them to be natural rules of reflexivization. As further support, we trace the different historical origins of zich and self. We also note that in other, unrelated languages, subject-antecedence is correlated with relatively less restricted occurrence of the reflexive (Japanese, Lakhota) while the lack of subject-antecedence correlates with tighter restrictions on the reflexive (Tagalog).
Variation in Nonprimary Stress and the English Stress System

The paper will focus on what occurs when two nonprimary stresses are in adjacent syllables in an English Word. This most often occurs in relatively long words stressed secondarily on the second syllable, with a 'strong' first syllable, eg *condoeroga*, *reaffirmation*, but may also occur internally, as in *electrootropic*. Contrary to the implications in much of what has been written on English stress, not all 'secondary' stresses are equally prominent. Sometimes the first is more pronounced, sometimes the second: *condoeroga* or *reaffirmation*. This is also true when the 'secondary' stressed are separated by one or more syllables, but the difference in prominence is less pronounced: *geniohyglosenu* or *geniohyglosenu*. It will be shown that word familiarity or frequency may affect which of the pronunciations is chosen. It will also be shown how this relates to the well-known but little-understood phenomena in such words as *Fifth Street* vs. *Fifth Avenue*.

While not calling the cycle into question, the paper will show that noncyclic English stress assignment involves essentially the *SPE Main Stress Rule*, *Halle* (1973)'s *Stress Subordination Rule*, and a new rule suggested by the above data stressing 'strong clusters', all followed by a *Destressing Rule* similar to *Halle*’s, but critically affected (as shown in an earlier paper) by word familiarity. There may also be an *Initial Syllable Stress Rule* before the Destressing Rule, as argued by *Halle*. Longer nonanalyzed words have also been earlier shown to be treated in effect as a sequence of relatively short pseudomorphemes which receive stress independently rather than by an iterative process.

The net result is a coherent account of English stress, including those syllables whose stress is not and never was primary stress, but which fail to reduce.

The development of tag-questions in English provides the linguist with an opportunity to study change in a well-defined syntactic structure over a relatively short period of time. The variable tag based on verb or auxiliary verb form first appears in English about five hundred years ago, and representative examples ranging over this period have been collected. A clear pattern of syntactic change emerges from this data. Early tag-questions, like these from Early Modern English,

(1) 'Twas a pennywort, was't not?
(2) I thinke it is good morrow, is it not?

are generated by a rule that acts primarily on *be* as a main verb and selectively on other parts of the then developing English auxiliary system. This rule, *Tag Formation*, later extends itself over the fully expanded auxiliary system, producing familiar modern forms like

(3) John's here, isn't he?

The introduction of *Tag Formation* in Early Modern English is treated as a case of rule addition, and thus an innovation in the diachronic grammar of English. The changes in the rule from Early Modern to Modern English (and the intervening stages as well) are analyzed as cases of specific types of rule restructuring, in the direction of generalization and paralleling the growth of the auxiliary system. This development is in fact an overall simplification in the grammar, although the resulting rule is of greater formal complexity and generates more possible surface structures.

By analyzing the changes in a particular structure and rule over a limited period of time I conclude that syntactic rules change in some narrowly defined ways, and that the class of possible syntactic changes is closely related to the class of possible syntactic rules.
On a Canonical Case of Absolute Neutralization

In 1962 Morris Halle made what was probably the first claim of absolute neutralization in generative phonology. Relying on South Russian dialect data, he stated that archaic jakan'e (the surface realization of non-high vowels in first pretonic position after palatalized or palatal consonants) was best explained in terms of an underlying seven-vowel system. This vowel inventory included tense \( e \) and \( o \), even though these phonemes had no distinctive phonetic manifestation, always merging with that of underlying \( e \) and \( o \), respectively.

### Schematized Derivations of \( \text{rebō} \) 'rib'

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Underlying Representation</th>
<th>Nom-sg.</th>
<th>Instr-sg.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r'ebro+ō</td>
<td>r'ebro+om</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakan'e</td>
<td>r'abr+ō</td>
<td>r'ibr+om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenseness Neutralization</td>
<td>r'abr+ō</td>
<td>r'ibr+om</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phonetic Realization</td>
<td>[r'abrō]</td>
<td>[r'ibrōm]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the above derivations it is apparent that the realization of first pretonic \( o \) as \([a]\) or \([i]\) is determined by the presence of tonic \( e \) or \( o \), even though the distinction between them is neutralized by the Tenseness Neutralization rule.

Although most cases of putative absolute neutralization have been questioned in the literature, the original data utilized by Halle has not been challenged directly. Actually, older evidence and more recent work cast grave doubts on Halle's original interpretation.

Many of these archaic dialects previously thought to have five-vowel systems have been shown to phonetically distinguish tense and non-tense mid-vowels under stress. In these dialects jakan'e is phonologically conditioned. In dialects with five-vowel systems, however, jakan'e alternations can be traced to morphological conditioning.

These phonetic and morphological facts render the use of absolute neutralization in these cases totally inappropriate.

A recent anthropological focus has been semantic (cultural) classification as reflected in the lexical systems of natural languages. Berlin (1970) predicted a rapprochement between linguistic anthropologists and generative grammarians through a similar interest in universals of semantic structure. Yet the latter have continued to concern themselves as little with paradigmatic organization as the former with the syntactic actualization of abstracted systems. This paper describes the degree to which covert spatial classification is integrated syntactically in Tarascan and suggests some theoretical implications of the underlying feature organization.

Three spatial features defining total (outline) contour are specified. These are [1D], 'long', [2D], 'flat', and [3D] 'bulky/round'. A fourth feature, [GD], specifies generic dimension. [GD] morphemes or stems may substitute for those of numbered dimension. Phrase structure lexical concord requires matching of contoural features in verb and subject or object NP in accordance with the transitivity resolution of the verb theme. Over 200 verb stems combine a [D] feature with a finite set of binarily organized features representing other spatial concepts.

Examples of contourual contrast are:

1. \( \text{išántet'i škāri} \). 'the stick is lying (there)'
2. \( \text{išántet'i iděškuta} \). 'the tortilla is lying (there)'
3. \( \text{kirántet'i cakāpu} \). 'the stone is lying (there)'

The verb \( [4] \) xarā'ti may replace the first lexical item in any of the sentences with no meaning change. (D) features in the three sentences are \( [1] [1D], [2] [2D], [3] [3D] \). These are features of the (C)V(C)Y stem. Stem \( [4] \), xarā'-is \([GD]\).

Syntactic intersection of binarily and trinarily organized features in Tarascan suggests that an assumption of universal binary feature organization, common since Chomsky, 1965, may need reexamination. Linguists may be well-advised to consider the dictum of Lévi-Strauss (1963:161) that apparent manifestations of dualism are "superficial distortions of structures whose real nature is quite different and vastly more complex."

### References:


An Event Analysis of Aspectual Complement Structures

The complement structures of Aspectual Verbs may be consistently classified as "events." Similar claims have been made elsewhere, principally to indicate the presence of the head noun "event" in the deep or source form of these structures. What is intended here is a temporal analysis of events (as they appear in surface forms) which adds in significant ways to an understanding of aspectual verbs.

Aspectual verbs have a consistent semantic effect of a temporal nature on their complement structures. They constitute a time-index referring to the onset, initiation, continuation, duration, repetition, cessation, or completion of the activity or event named by their complement. The possibility of referring to separate time-segments of an event suggests the need for a temporal analysis of events themselves in terms of an onset, a nucleus, and a coda. Through the use of aspectual verbs we repeatedly refer to these various temporal intervals.

The onset of an event (a preparatory stage) is referred to in such sentences as:

(1) Henry started to sneeze but quickly regained his composure (without actually sneezing).

The nucleus (or the 'activity' itself) is indicated in:

(2) Linda kept worrying about her graduate course.

The coda (or final definite ending) is referred to in:

(3) I finally finished writing my dissertation.

Sentences (1) and (2) should be compared to (1') and (3') respectively.

In (1') where start has been changed to begin, an onset is no longer indicated; in (3') finish is replaced by stop with the loss of any reference to a coda.

(1') Henry began to sneeze but quickly regained his composure

{without actually sneezing.}

(3') I finally stopped writing my dissertation.

In his article "The Time-Axis Phenomenon" (Language, 49:4,1973), Talmy Givon distinguishes several time periods (the time-axis of the verb) according to which he describes, among others, aspectual verbs. However, he does not go far enough as he fails to develop a similar time-axis for their complement structures. A full account of these verbs requires a description of the various temporal and aspectual properties possible for their complements as the two interact. In fact, it turns out that aspectual verbs have classificatory powers that allow us to distinguish the aspectual character of other verbs according to their co-occurrence possibilities with aspectuals. This is done partly along the lines of David Dowty (following Zeno Vendler) where states, processes, activities, actions, etc. are distinguished.

It will be shown, for example, that aspectual verbs are awkward with complement sentences containing verbs that are considered to be "states" as opposed to "events."

(4) Our students began to know the difference between nouns and verbs.

(5) Our students began to learn the difference between nouns and verbs.

Similarly, certain aspectuals will be shown to occur only with certain types of events.
Arguing for the Syntactic Cycle

Virtually all existing arguments for the syntactic cycle are weak because they demonstrate only that the cycle is sufficient, not that it is necessary. The purpose of this paper is to show that there is a strong argument for the cycle—in particular, the strict cycle (Chomsky 1973)—based on the evaluation metric that the theory weakest in expressive power makes the strongest claims about language and is therefore the most highly valued. The strict cycle is preferable to alternatives such as linear ordering (Kimball 1972) or unordered simultaneous application with free reapplication (Morin 1974) because it excludes derivational possibilities which these alternatives allow, but which do not show up in natural languages.

If extrinsic ordering is assumed, linear grammars allow rules applying to complex-S domains to feed or bleed simplex rules that apply to the sentential subdomains of these complex structures; whereas the strict cycle does not. Should these derivational possibilities allowed by linear grammars be relevant to natural languages, we would expect to find languages which, for example, have both passives and infinitives, but no passive infinitives. Yet such languages, it seems, do not exist. The Gutsovdas-Sanders-Noll hypothesis of universally determined rule application prevents this type of bleeding in linear grammars, but it still allows for the unnecessary feeding possibility. Linear grammars under the KSN hypothesis also differ from strict cyclic grammars in that they exclude derivations in which obligatory rules that apply to complex-S domains are bled by optional simplex-S rules which apply in the sentential subdomains of these complex-S structures. In this respect they are too weak in expressive power since English allows such derivations (e.g., Passive bleeding Equi as in Sam expects the committee to be chosen by him). The unordered simultaneous application with free reapplication theory is also weak in this way, although it also excludes the same bleeding and feeding possibilities the strict cycle excludes. Furthermore, this theory is less constrained than the strict cycle because given an obligatory simplex-S rule which bleeds a complex-S rule by applying to the sentential subdomain of the complex-S structure, it allows two derivations, bleeding and non-bleeding, while the strict cycle allows only the bleeding derivation.


The Manifestation of Subject and Object in American Sign Language

Oral languages have two means of distinguishing subject and object (and other arguments) in constructions with transitive verbs and (semantically) verb and subject: fixed word order or case markers or a combination of the two. American Sign language (ASL) has neither fixed word order nor case markings. This paper presents a discussion of the formal elements available in ASL for marking the relation of argument to verb. Surface manifestation depends on which of three classes the verb belongs. These classes are semantically determined and their differences are reflected in the phonological design.

The majority of verbs are multi-directional. Each verb has a core hand configuration and place of articulation (most commonly in neutral space). The verb's movement trajectory from the location (real or grammatically established) of the source to that of the goal, thus unambiguously indicating agent and patient or beneficiary, thus in 'I tell you' the extended index finger moves outward toward the addressee brushing past the chin; 'you tell me' is identical except that the hand moves inward from neutral space toward the signer.

Multi-directional verbs include GIVE, BRING/TAKE, GO/COME.

The second class are what may be called anchored to the body in that they cannot move off the body from source to goal. Examples of these semantically transitive, static, multi-directional verbs are ANGRY, LIKE, LOVE, SCARE (D). Anchored verbs always appear on the surface as one-place predicates—thus for this class of speech verbs, ASL has signs which designate c-ly the reaction of the experiencer but which do not lexicalize or package the agent. The identity of the experiencer is most easily indicated by some sign which has the previously established body position of the appropriate referent. (The type of 3rd person reference involves moving or orienting the body or head in particular directions to 'take-on' one or more 3rd person 'roles', eg, look up for child, down for mother, without overt mention of the agent.) The sign 'Sam loves Hilda' may be rendered as (simplified transcription): SAM MARKER (on right) HILDA MARKER (on left) NEED (markers make contact), (body moves into Sam's position—on right, facing left) LOVE.

The third verb class - multi-orientation verbs—combines characteristics of multi-directional and anchored verbs: core hand shape, place, and movement, orientation depends on location of agent/experiencer and patient/beneficiary. Most commonly among verbs such as HA'TE, PI'Y, BÖÖHER are made in the agent/experiencer's body position, the hands oriented in the direction of the agent/beneficiary. For example, in 'I hate you' the palm side of the hand in HATE is toward the addressee; in 'you hate me' the palm faces the signer, back of hand toward addressee.

ASL avoids ambiguity in (semantically) transitive constructions by subject and object by the use of the signing space to establish locations of referents and to move verbs between (among) them, by the use of the body and body-space to indicate 3rd person referents without overt lexical items for those referents, and by the avoidance of ambiguous transitive constructions by choosing surface one-place verb constructions anchored to the experiencer.
This paper will demonstrate the possibilities of analyzing a linguistic system from both Pragmuian structuralist and generative semanticist points of view, focusing on the interaction of pragmatic factors with syntactic forms. Aside from the perfect and pluperfect, Macedonian has two preterite forms: the simplex past (minato opredeleno vreme past definite tense) and the sum series, which is formed with the l-participle (minato neopredeleno vreme past indefinite tense). The two pasts are frequently interchangeable, but, in subordination to verbs directly contradicting the notion of affirmation, only a sum form may be used:

(1) Ne veruvam deka toj go napravil toa 'I don't believe that he did it' 
(2) *Ne veruvam deka toj go napravil toa 'I don't believe that he did it' 

In (1), the sum form of napravi 'do' is used while in (2) the simplex form is used. Although in other contexts the exchange of one preterite for another may result in a changed meaning, e.g. a sum form's implying 'reported' or a simplex form's implying 'witnessed', it is only in the above mentioned context that the substitution is completely impossible.

There exists a sort of hierarchy of affirmation, e.g. the choice of preterite varies from the simplex past (minato opredeleno vreme 'past definite tense') and the sum series, which is formed with the l-participle (minato neopredeleno vreme 'past indefinite tense'). The two pasts are frequently interchangeable, but, in subordination to verbs directly contradicting the notion of affirmation, only a sum form may be used:

(3) Viselan deka anegvisit sto ja prafativ visata pokana 'I think that I was mistaken in accepting your invitation' 

The form prafativ 'I accepted' is simplex. It is also true that a sentence like (2) is acceptable if the illocutionary force is one of great surprise rather than disbelief, but then the use of an egoran 'I don't believe' is not literal and therefore 'infelicitous' in Searle's (1969) terms.

In the existing work on the Macedonian verb, Lunt (1952) considers the sum form to be marked for a feature which he calls distanced aspect, while Koneski (1967) considers the simplex/sum series opposition to be one of definite/indefinite. Such judgments are belied by examples such as the following:

(4) Vo dva gozit vozra tae sed go skril kozito napermno 'At two o'clock yesterday, I broke the bottle on purpose' 
(5) Koga go vidyo kizo, toj vese si kupi kartite 'When I saw Hizo, he had already bought the tickets' 

In example (4), a sum form is used in a context where it is neither 'distanced' nor 'indefinite'. In (5), the act of buying expressed by the simplex form kupi takes place at an indefinite time in the past.

Structurally, the simplex past can be said to be marked for the basic meaning of affirmative, which is a marking of the grammatical category of status in Aronson's (1968) redefining of Jackson's (1957) term as the speaker's evaluation of the narrated event. Generically, one can employ performative theory (Jadock 1974) to show that in sentences using a simplex past tense form, the abstract performative verb must be different from the performative verb to which a sum series form is subordinated, e.g. the former must be something like AFFIRM while the latter should be an unmarked declarative performative. Thus the two different theories can both be shown to present valid explanations of the same problem.

Speech errors are of interest to the theoretical linguist insofar as they reveal the nature of human language. This paper examines the so-called "counterfeit speech" of Southern Thai bidialectals - a linguistic phenomenon whereby a Southern Thai bidialectal commits an error while attempting to communicate in Standard Thai. Some of the errors can be shown to be due to universal tendencies rather than dialect interference. In particular, tonal errors are considered - which provide evidence on the following theoretical issues: segmental versus suprasegmental representation of tone, nature of contour tones, "naturalness" in tone rules, "markedness" in tone, intonation and tone.

From a corpus of 300+ tonal errors, 3 primary types are found that cannot be explained simply in terms of dialect interference - (1) perseverative (2) anticipatory and (3) reversal. For example,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Standard Thai</th>
<th>Southern Thai &quot;Counterfeit Speech&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) sh or ruang</td>
<td>(perseverative) no diarhia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) jii baan</td>
<td>(anticipatory) be at home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) van nii prachum klum ha klum ca</td>
<td>(reversal) The group meeting today depressed me.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each of the above "counterfeit" errors may be pronounced in different ways conditioned by the preceding and/or following phonological environment. These errors are remarkably similar in type to segmental speech errors reported for monodialectal English speakers (see Fromkin 1971).

The phonetic shapes of the tones themselves in the "counterfeit speech" are sometimes identical to lexical or sandhi tones in the local Southern Thai dialect, sometimes not. Sandhi effects that have been observed suggest that the errors may occur at different stages in the production of a sentence.

The Nordic Quantity Shift: Quantity vs. Quality

The historical development of the Nordic quantity system shows that the domain of quantity "shifted" from the segment to a syllable-sized unit. Thus, in the "pre-shift" period there were 4 combinations of closed-syllable types: VC, Vc, VC, VC (where diphthongs were only V); while in the "post-shift" period there were only 2 combinations: VC or Vc (where diphthongs as well as monophthongs are V or V).

Benediktsson argues that the quantity shift occurred perhaps as late as 1500. Grundt, however, claims that the change must have occurred earlier. She bases her argument, in part, on Lehteis's discovery of vowelduration ratios in which negative correlations of duration are found in the production of vowels in English word pairs such as shadow-shifty.

This paper supports the claim for the earlier date of the change in the quantity system. The arguments are based on three sets of facts. (1) Spectrographic data of the mid vowels in Modern Icelandic show that long allophones are diphthonized, whereas short allophones remain monophthongs, e.g. the long [e:] vs. short [e] allophones of /e/. This relationship between Modern Icelandic vowel quality and quantity suggests re-examination of the historical, scribal evidence. (2) Scribal use of the accent mark in the 13th and 14th centuries shows, e.g., the frequent omission of the accent mark on high vowels, as in sfa and bua, written sia and bua. However, the long non-high vowels such as [a] and [a] (which have Modern Icelandic pronunciations [oU], [aU]) were more consistently written with the accent mark than were the high vowels, and (b) the original diphthongs, especially ei and ey, frequently were written with the accent mark. Since the non-high vowels developed into diphthongs whereas [a] and [a] did not, the scribal use of the accent on non-high vowels as well as on diphthongs can be interpreted as indicating vowel quality, not quantity. (3) The earliest Icelandic evidence from the First Grammatical Treatise shows that the First Grammarian in attempting to demonstrate the quantity opposition be posited, used 7 possibly 3) minimal pairs which involve junctural differences, as in the example which illustrates long and short e – seo 'look thou' vs. sepo 'nailed (III pl.)'. However, quality differences were exemplified by simple one-word pairs. This suggests that the focus of the quantity opposition may already (12th century) have begun to shift from the segmental to syllable-sized units.

In conclusion, support is found for the claim regarding the earlier dating of the shift. However, it is based on re-examination of the historical data with the additional insight provided by the phonetic structure of Modern Icelandic.

Diegueno has six surface cases, marked by nominal suffixes. Though generally parallel morphologically, the cases show some hierarchical behavior. Superficial motivations for them differ, but the hierarchies are notably consistent with one another, leading to the suspicion that there is some common basis. Furthermore, they generally agree with other proposed case hierarchies (e.g. Ross' Primacy and Keenan and Comrie's NP Accessibility). This paper describes two of the Diegueno hierarchies and proposes that they reflect the functional aspect of derivational history on the semantic content of surface categories. The first hierarchy is linear order: cases surface generally in the order (1) SUBJECT < OBJECT < COMITATIVE < Locative Cases

When deviation from this order occurs, there are independent functional reasons (e.g., preposing of object relative clauses eliminates a center embedding) and special morphological constraints apply.

The second hierarchy governs optionality of case marking. Not all surface cases are marked for case, and the conditions on when case must be marked include (i) a governor by the hierarchy (1). If any case in a sentence is marked, then all cases to the right of the marked case on hierarchy (1) must also be marked. Thus sentences like (2) are acceptable even though the SUBJECT na'al 'father' is unmarked, but those like

are ruled out (since 'wil' 'rock' is unmarked for ABLATIVE, while SUBJECT and COMITATIVE are marked).

This hierarchy parallels the traditional opposition of "grammatical" and "local" cases. The "most optional" cases are least semantic: they often derive from a variety of deep cases, and hence their marking carries less information than if their semantic origins were more immediate and transparent. As the term "grammatical" reflects, such cases are often the product of rules (e.g. Raising rules) which confine the semantic structure of sentences. Grammatical correspondences (or "transformations") increase the distance between meaning and form. The Optionality Hierarchy "preserves" the cases closest (grammatically/semantically) to their sources. Several other factors in Diegueno case optionality and other hierarchies governing the applicability of "dis-semantic" grammatical processes (e.g. Ross' Panthouse Principle) behave similarly: items which are already (at the "time" of application) most distant from their semantic sources are most amenable to further mutation. By "expanding" existing differences among syntactic constituents this "poor get poorer" tendency contributes to the (informative) function of category differentiation in surface syntax.
Relative/Correlative Deletion in Gothic

Gothic exhibits the typical relative-antecedent correlative structure of Indo-European languages:

(1) hwa wilteþ jus e i ktaujau þamæþ þanæþ jus kvipþ plidan Judaie? what will ye call king of Jews? what do you want me to do to him whom you call "king of the Jews".

In some cases, either the relative or the correlative may be deleted;

(2) hwa wilteþ jus e i ktaujau þamæþ jus kvipþ plidan Judaie?

(3) taihundon dail allis þisæi ik gastalda tenth part of all which I own 'a tenth part of everything that I own'

where (3) replaces the expected:

(4) taihundon dail allis þisæi ik gastalda

Careful examination of the corresponding Greek text indicates that certain deletion possibilities were systematically avoided in Gothic and hence it seems reasonable to conclude that certain deletions were ungrammatical in Gothic. (2), for example, is the translation of the following Greek sentence:

(5) ti thelete poleaso hon legete basilea ton Ioudaion? what ye-wish I-shall-do him ye-call king of the Jews?

where hon is the relative pronoun in the accusative case, but Gothic þamæþ is in the dative case, the accusative relative þamæþ having been deleted despite the example of the Greek original.

Standard transformational analyses (relative movement and/or deletion rules), I shall argue, can account for the observed patterns only in a very cumbersome and ad hoc way with clear loss of generalization. The deletion phenomenon in question is governed by the hierarchy below:

(6) 1-Nomina tive, 2-Accusative, 3-Genitive, 4-Dative

In this hierarchy, the whole range of deletion possibilities can be captured as in (7):

(7) In the configuration \[\overline{\text{j,n,m}}\], where \(\text{j}\) is a correlative and \(\text{n}\) is a relative antecedent, and \(\text{m}\) are indices of deletion, (1) if \(\text{m} \neq \overline{\text{m}}\), optionally delete the NP whose index of deletion is lower; (2) if \(\text{m} = \overline{\text{m}}\), optionally delete NP.

Some speculations are offered as to the nature and relevance of such hierarchies in grammatical descriptions and general linguistic theory.

A number of recent studies have attempted to make predictions of intonation, particularly placement of the main stress, on the basis of underlying structure. Bresnan (1971,1972) and G. Lakoff (1972) have argued along differing lines for the existence of underlying syntactic constraints capable of predicting sentence stress placement on a categorical basis. Others, including Schmerling (1971,1972) have questioned the adequacy of syntactic explanations of intonation, and Bolinger (1972) has strongly attacked "the error of attributing to syntax what belongs to semantics," arguing that intonation might better be predicted by semantic factors such as presupposition, semantic novelty, etc. The study reported here is an attempt, by means of a series of controlled experiments, to provide evidence for either syntactic or semantic constraints on intonation.

This study assumed that if the principal constraints were syntactic, then stress placement would be predicted by the syntactic categories, but if the main stress were seen to move from one position to another as words were substituted in key sentential positions, then this would argue for semantic constraints, particularly if the movement correlated in a gradient manner with the variable of semantic richness. Thus the test cases, all adapted from examples in the articles listed above, were specifically designed to display gradience, if it existed. For example, in the simplest test, containing the three-way contrast

I've got some lessons to learn
I've got some passages to learn
I've got some passages to memorize

were elicited from eight native speakers of American English by means of randomly-ordered cue cards, and months later played for 48 listeners, including the eight speakers, who made forced-choice judgments relating to stress placement.

Statistical evaluations of several such tests clearly show significant differences in stress placement correlating with differences in word-length and semantic richness, rather than with syntactic categories. More sophisticated analyses show the relative importance of the word-length and semantic richness variables.
Variable Rules and Generative Metrics

The Halle-Keyser generative metrics of English iambic pentameter provides a model of the experiences reader's ability to judge sequences of syllables as "metrical" or "unmetrical." The model conceptualizes this ability, which may be called "metrical competence," in terms of a categorical linguistic rule. This rule constrains the placement of stressed syllables in the weak (W) positions of a line of metrical verse in one particular linguistic environment. The present paper attempts to demonstrate that this conception of metrical competence in terms of a categorical rule is unnecessarily narrow, and that metrical competence can be conceptualized in terms of a variable rule, using the paradigm of variable rules introduced by Labov and refined by Cedergren and Sankoff.

Large samples of verse by several 17th century English poets were analyzed to determine the frequency of stressed syllables in W positions occurring in different environments. These frequency counts were then examined to see whether W position stress placement is systematically dependent on the presence or absence of certain features in the position's environment. The data suggest that W position stress placement tends to be systematically dependent on adjacent stress, adjacent major syntactic break, and line position; furthermore, this dependence is evident in all environments, not just the one included in the Halle-Keyser categorical rule. This finding argues for a revision of generative metrics. The stress placement rule should be restated in the terms provided by the new paradigm--as a variable rule with the probabilistic "feature weights"--rather than the old categorical paradigm. The variable rule, here as elsewhere, subsumes the categorical rule, which is simply one particular instance of context-sensitive W position stress placement.

The relatedness of cleft sentences like (3) to pseudo-clefts like (1) and (2) is widely accepted in the literature. The presence of "it" in clefts whose corresponding pseudo-cleft has an animate subject is shown to be a consequence of the little noted fact that subjects of identifying sentences are typically pronominalized by it or that regardless of whether or not they are animate (this phenomenon appears to be typical for European languages in general, and Faltz (1975) has noted its existence in Hebrew as well). This fact accounts for the distinction between sentence (4), which attributes a former property to the subject, and (5), which identifies the subject as the speaker's wife. The analysis thus claims that a sentence like (6) is unacceptable for the same reason as a sentence like (7).

The fact that cleft sentences necessarily have an identifying interpretation, while sentences which have the form of pseudo-clefts are generally ambiguous with respect to an attributive or identifying reading follows from this analysis. The analysis also explains why sentences like (8), which are necessarily attributive, have no corresponding clefts.

It was the phone that you heard.

The stress placement rule should be restated in the terms provided by the new paradigm--as a variable rule with the probabilistic "feature weights"--rather than the old categorical paradigm. The variable rule, here as elsewhere, subsumes the categorical rule, which is simply one particular instance of context-sensitive W position stress placement.

The Halle-Keyser generative metrics of English iambic pentameter provides a model of the experiences reader's ability to judge sequences of syllables as "metrical" or "unmetrical." The model conceptualizes this ability, which may be called "metrical competence," in terms of a categorical linguistic rule. This rule constrains the placement of stressed syllables in the weak (W) positions of a line of metrical verse in one particular linguistic environment. The present paper attempts to demonstrate that this conception of metrical competence in terms of a categorical rule is unnecessarily narrow, and that metrical competence can be conceptualized in terms of a variable rule, using the paradigm of variable rules introduced by Labov and refined by Cedergren and Sankoff.

Large samples of verse by several 17th century English poets were analyzed to determine the frequency of stressed syllables in W positions occurring in different environments. These frequency counts were then examined to see whether W position stress placement is systematically dependent on the presence or absence of certain features in the position's environment. The data suggest that W position stress placement tends to be systematically dependent on adjacent stress, adjacent major syntactic break, and line position; furthermore, this dependence is evident in all environments, not just the one included in the Halle-Keyser categorical rule. This finding argues for a revision of generative metrics. The stress placement rule should be restated in the terms provided by the new paradigm--as a variable rule with the probabilistic "feature weights"--rather than the old categorical paradigm. The variable rule, here as elsewhere, subsumes the categorical rule, which is simply one particular instance of context-sensitive W position stress placement.

The relatedness of cleft sentences like (3) to pseudo-clefts like (1) and (2) is widely accepted in the literature. The presence of "it" in clefts whose corresponding pseudo-cleft has an animate subject is shown to be a consequence of the little noted fact that subjects of identifying sentences are typically pronominalized by it or that regardless of whether or not they are animate (this phenomenon appears to be typical for European languages in general, and Faltz (1975) has noted its existence in Hebrew as well). This fact accounts for the distinction between sentence (4), which attributes a former property to the subject, and (5), which identifies the subject as the speaker's wife. The analysis thus claims that a sentence like (6) is unacceptable for the same reason as a sentence like (7).

The fact that cleft sentences necessarily have an identifying interpretation, while sentences which have the form of pseudo-clefts are generally ambiguous with respect to an attributive or identifying reading follows from this analysis. The analysis also explains why sentences like (8), which are necessarily attributive, have no corresponding clefts.

It was untrue that you heard.
On the Significance of Semantic Models for Stylistic Analysis

Many twentieth century literary artists have been concerned with the problem of meaning in language and their statements on meaning parallel, in significant respects, the various semantic theories advanced by philosophers of language. The first part of this paper is an adumbrated discussion of how the semantic notions of linguists and writers relate to one another. In the second part of the paper I will argue that an author's views on meaning in language (more exactly, the semantic basis of an individual work of literature) have important implications which must be taken into account in a stylistic analysis.

For the sake of convenience and clarity two main theories provide the framework for presenting the semantic views of authors – the analytical and the operational. The analytical or referential definition of meaning has two versions; one identifies meaning with a non-linguistic phenomenon or 'thing' and another identifies meaning with a non-physical process or 'thought'. Various authors and literary theorists have subscribed to either of these approaches. Accordingly the author attempts to manipulate language in order to either 1) present a 'thing' devoid of all traces of a priori human judgment, including that which is deeply embedded in language, or 2) convey an intuited form or mental image of some phenomenon. In such cases meaning depends entirely on the correspondence of the linguistic presentation with a pregiven entity and the semantic basis of a text will differ according to whether that entity is a physical object or a mental construct. The operational or contextual definition of meaning posits meaning as a function of usage or of the dynamics of words in action. Authors whose works are discussed under this definition of meaning are those who maintain that no specific (meaning-) concept exists prior to the literary text itself and that meaning or the consciousness of some thing emerges only through a basically linguistic conception.

While it is not possible to categorize authors or works of literature according to the semantic theories of linguists (for the obvious reason that their intentions are quite different), the alignment of styles and semantic models suggested here does indicate certain similar tendencies. More importantly, this alignment permits the introduction of semantic arguments which highlight distinctions in language style, the implications of which are of consequence for the application of basic concepts in stylistic analysis. Such concepts as subject-object dichotomy and the related concept of irony cannot be applied uniformly to all styles without modifications necessitated by the semantic basis of a particular literary text.

In the Hua dialect of Yagaria, an Eastern Highlands language of New Guinea, objects of transitive verbs and the possessors of inalienable nouns are represented by one series of pronominal prefixes on the nominal or verbal stem in question. With all roots beginning with the sequence /há.../, this pronoun is prefixed: thus for example the first person singular possessive of /háku 'wing' is not */háháku/* but rather */hadáku/* 'my wing'. In fixation of this sort is not found in any of the other Yagaria dialects, and it is optional with certain prefixes in Hua as well. Thus the first person dual pronoun /ra'á/ may be either prefixed or infixied: */ra'áháku/* or */hara'āku/* 'our (2) wings'. We attempt to account for this anomaly by describing the mechanism whereby fixation arose.

The explanation is provided by four facts about Hua, and two mechanisms of reinterpretation. These are the facts:

1. Hua, alone of the Yagaria dialects, does not tolerate /Ch/ phonetic sequences, and avoids them in various ways when they arise;
2. A large number of roots occur with an unstressed prefix /ha-/, of indeterminate meaning, whose status as a prefix is nevertheless assured;
3. When two identical vowels occur together, a productive phonological rule deletes the one that is unstressed;
4. The third person singular pronoun is phonologically null.

Given these facts, the following mechanisms of morphological reinterpretation seem to be at work:

a) The analytic leap, whereby a surface form which happens to be identical with the output of a productive rule may be interpreted as having an underlying form identical with the input to that rule;

b) Watkins' Law, whereby a null 3 sg. form may undergo 'invisible metathesis; with another morpheme, and thus create the basis for visible metathesis of other forms in the paradigm.

If the mechanism of invisible metathesis is operative here, it may perhaps be isolated as the only systematic source of counterexamples to the putative universal definition of the word as that entity within which the order of morphemes is fixed.

A similar case of metathesis and fluid morpheme order from Turkish will be discussed.
Towards a Reconstruction of the IE Accent System

We briefly examine the major rules that govern the accentuation in the nominal declension and in the derivation of words in modern Russian, Lithuanian, classical Greek and Sanskrit. In all four languages these turn out to be a rule that de-accentes vowels and a rule that retracts the accent from one vowel to an adjacent one, but the conditions under which the rules apply as well as the precise manner in which they operate differ from language to language. Our point of departure is the treatment of these phenomena in Halle (1973) and Kiparsky (1973), on which we improve in a number of ways. Extending to Russian, with modifications, Kiparsky's parallel treatment of derivational and inflectional suffixes, we simplify the description of the accentual patterns in derivational morphology, eliminate the use of ad hoc constituent structure that marred Halle's treatment, and explain several previously puzzling cases in the inflectional morphology. (Just to mention one, we explain why the pattern of the Russian participles *pereden'/*peredena occurs only with certain verbs and no others.)

We eliminate in all four languages, the Post-Stem (or Oxytone) rule and assume that suffixes in the case fa.bles are inherently accented. Among the advantages of this new solution is that it eliminates some damaging difficulties which Kiparsky (1973) did not notice in his treatment of Lithuanian. The resulting analyses not only shed new light on each of the four languages (especially Russian and Lithuanian) but at the same time show their accentual systems to be more similar that was hitherto apparent. We conclude our paper with a proposed reconstruction of the IF accent system in the light of our new findings.

Since the beginning of the study of general constraints on extraction (Ross 1967), it has been a mystery why (1) in English is ungrammatical, while its exact paraphrase in a language like Turkish (2) is grammatical:

(1) *The girl who that Harvey likes is clear is Alice.
(2) Harvey'nin sevdiği belki olan kız Alice-tir.

In other words, why do some languages (e.g. English) have a constraint prohibiting extraction from sentential subjects (the Sentential Subject Constraint) while some languages (e.g. Turkish) do not? Ross (1967), seeing no way to predict which languages would have the SSC and which would not, was forced to suggest that the presence versus absence of this constraint was one of the arbitrary ways in which languages could differ.

In this paper I will argue that the SSC in English is a reflection of a more general constraint on the interaction of extraction with center-embedded structures, and that the reason languages like Turkish do not exhibit such a constraint is that the extraction in Turkish is out of an external clause, rather than from an internal one as in English. [The terms "external" and "internal" must be slightly refined.] With this caveat, the proposed principle may be stated as follows: Any extraction which results in a structure such that the clause containing the extraction hole is internal causes ungrammaticality (of the island-violation kind).

This is similar to, but distinct from, Kuno's (1973) proposal that the SSC is essentially a constraint prohibiting clause-final incomplete constituents. One prediction made by the principle advanced here, and not by Kuno's principle, is that in SOV languages like Turkish it will be difficult to extract from sentential objects, but not from sentential subjects. I will present evidence that this is indeed the case. Similar evidence from several other languages will also be adduced in favor of the proposed principle.

In conclusion, I will suggest an explanation for the principle itself. I will show that if the perceptual difficulty associated with relating an extracted constituent to its original location (or function) is seen as the same kind of complexity as that associated with center-embedding, this extraction constraint can be accounted for as a reflection of a general constraint on the degree of complexity which can be tolerated in the processing of a sentence. In other words, the Sentential Subject Constraint turns out to be a reflection of the same limitation in responsible for the unintelligibility of sentences with more than one degree of center-embedding.
Is Georgian Ergative?

Georgian is often represented as a prime example of an ergative language. It is considered to be of more than usual interest in the study of ergativity because its ergative construction is confined to one of the three tense series (Series II), in which all verbs may occur; in the other two series, the language is apparently nominative-accusative. There is debate now over the real significance of the classification of languages as ergative vs. non-ergative. However, we must agree that if the term "ergative" has any significance at all, it identifies those languages in which the subject of an intransitive verb is treated in the same way as the direct object of a transitive verb by at least one of the rules that that language uses to code grammatical relations (case marking, verb agreement, or word order).

Georgian does not make use of word order to code grammatical relations; verb agreement is clearly non-ergative, even in Series II. It is argued here that according to the definition above, Georgian is likewise non-ergative in case marking, even in Series II. First, it is shown that there exist a large number of intransitive verbs which belong to the morphological class usually called "transitive" (or "active"); in Series II tenses, the subject of these verbs is in the "ergative" case, although they never have a direct object. The presence of these intransitive verbs in the class of verbs which take an ergative case subject in Series II does not appear to be a historical accident, since the verbs belong to a few clearly definable semantic classes, for example, body functions, such as "cough", "sneeze", etc.

A second group of verbs, traditionally called "middle", also contains a large number of intransitives (eg. "work", "shine") which put their subjects in the ergative case in Series II.

The group traditionally called "intransitives" (or "passives") contains five or six transitive verbs (eg. "tell", "beg for"), which nevertheless put their subjects into the nominative (or absolutive) case in Series II. There is some evidence that these verbs, unlike those discussed above, may in transition.

It is suggested here that the three traditional classes of verbs do not correspond to a strict transitive/intransitive dichotomy. While the morphological classification of verbs in Georgian is related to transitivity, no class can be characterized as exclusively transitive or intransitive. Thus, the assignment of cases in Series II must be sensitive to the morphological class of the governing verb, not to whether the verb is transitive or intransitive. Hence, Georgian is not ergative.

Sociolinguistic Differences between Geographic Varieties of Brazilian Portuguese

The present study deals with differences between some of the sociolinguistic rules of several regional varieties of Brazilian Portuguese. It is based on data from a survey of address among some one thousand speakers representing several regions of the country.

Among the localities studied, two types of differences occur in the address systems: (1) the forms employed, and (2) the sociolinguistic rules for usage of the same or corresponding forms. Formal differences serve to distinguish three principal sets of address terms: two binary (senhor, -a; você and senhor, -a; senhor, -a; senhor,-a; você -tu) and one ternary (senhor, -a; você -tu). The sociolinguistic rules for the use of the same forms or of corresponding ones vary extensively from one locality to another; flow charts representing most common usage in the dyads of entire domains (such as family or education) reveal differences from one place to another in the number of relevant selectors, their nature and their relative importance. Hence, sociolinguistic rules permit identification and description of many varieties, with both spacial separation and socio-cultural division; formal differences distinguish only a few of these.

In the data analyzed here, formal differences and differences in sociolinguistic rules do not necessarily accompany one another: in a given dyad the nature of preferred usage may be the same for two localities, although the actual forms employed are different. For example, intimate usage in some varieties requires você, in others tu; elsewhere, however, the distinction between você and tu reflects different degrees of intimacy or deference.

Although dialect geography has traditionally focused almost exclusively on formal features rather than their use in communication, the present study shows that, for the localities surveyed, sociolinguistic rules are more significant than formal features for revealing the differences between geographic varieties in terms of their address systems.
In Czech there exists a marked phonological and morphological variability between its literary (i.e., standard) and colloquial forms. As claimed by Kucer̆ (1961, 1970), the variability is functionally motivated and follows hierarchically interdependent rules. Results of sociolinguistic research conducted by this author in Czech ethnic communities in the USA, confirm Kucer̆'s hypothesis and demonstrate that ongoing linguistic change in the speech of Czech Americans is related to the restructuring of the functional variability of the language, which in turn influences the extent of the English interference.

The diglossic structure of the present-day Czech consists of the codified Literary Czech (LC), used in written communication as well as in formal speech, and of the Colloquial Czech (CC), used in informal conversations. The use of either variety is not associated with any socio-economic or educational class of speakers. Rather, the variability is utilized functionally to distinguish varying degrees of social formality of the speech events. Unlike in other standardized languages, deviations from the codified norm which occur in CC, are not restricted to lexical "colloquialisms" or syntactic simplification, but include elements of phonology and inflectional morphology which differ systematically from LC. Kucer̆ (1961) experimentally established a hierarchy of the relative frequencies in the occurrence of CC phonological elements in speech (e.g., CC /ej/ ≠ LC /i:/, CC /i:/ ≠ LC /e/; etc.), and proposed (1973) a formal grammatical description that accounts for the functional variability of the overall Czech system in terms of absolute and partial rule interdependency (e.g., making the use of the CC phonological variant /ej/ contingent on the use of the CC inflectional suffix in the same word).

The maintenance of functional variability in American Czech was studied by this author in the speech of 84 Americans of Czech descent, representing four successive immigrant generations. Each informant was given a series of five tests, (1) a structured elicitation instrument which tested competence in LC and consisted in conversion of tape-recorded CC sentences to LC; (2) and (3) story-telling tests examining use of LC and CC elements in two situationally distinct contexts provided by pictorial guides; and (4) and (5) letter-writing tests examining the functional variability in formal and informal written communication.

Statistical analyses of the data show that the range of functional variability is decreasing with the growth of the generational distance and lesser cultivation of LC by the immigrant. Subsequently, it further reflects on the declining responsiveness by the generational categories to the social formality of the speech events. E.g., the mean use of the LC:CC elements in the Formal Story was 8:19 for generation 1 and 2:19 for generation 4, while in the Formal Story the ratios are 14:5 (gen.1) and 4:19 (gen.4). Although absolute frequencies of the use of LC elements decrease in the late-generation speech, the hierarchical order in the use of the variable elements is fully preserved even the fourth-generation speech whose grammatical complexity is very limited. These results validate Kucer̆'s claim and also comply with this author's earlier findings in the study of register (1974) and language acquisition (1975). I would like to present the hypotheses and summarize the results.

An Interpretive Approach to Inalienable Possession in French

An interpretive treatment correctly indicates "coreference" (i.e., codesignation) relations for alienable and inalienable possessions in French, and explains a stylistic variation by using the notion of markedness.

Inalienable possession is usually indicated in French by use of the definite article, and in many cases, an indirect object pronoun.

1. Elle lève les mains. "She raises her hands."
2. Elle se lave les mains. "She washes her hands."
3. La tête lui tourne. "His head is turning/He is dizzy."

There exists also the possibility of using possessive adjectives, usually for stylistic variation:

4. Elle lève ses mains. "She raises her hands."
5. Elle lave ses mains. "She washes her hands."

A Transformational account proposes that in 1-3 the possessor be included in a relative clause in the deep structure, and later deleted, while in 4-5 the possessor is transformed into a possessive adjective. This approach is unmotivated because the relative clause derivation violates the recoverability condition on deletion transformations (all possessives cannot have the same source).

An interpretive treatment correctly indicates "coreference" (i.e., codesignation) relations for alienable and inalienable possessions in French, and explains a stylistic variation by using the notion of markedness.

Inalienable possession is usually indicated in French by use of the definite article, and in many cases, an indirect object pronoun.

1. Elle lève les mains. "She raises her hands."
2. Elle se lave les mains. "She washes her hands."
3. La tête lui tourne. "His head is turning/He is dizzy."

There exists also the possibility of using possessive adjectives, usually for stylistic variation:

4. Elle lève ses mains. "She raises her hands."
5. Elle lave ses mains. "She washes her hands."

A Transformational account proposes that in 1-3 the possessor be included in a relative clause in the deep structure, and later deleted, while in 4-5 the possessor is transformed into a possessive adjective. This approach is unmotivated because the relative clause derivation violates the recoverability condition on deletion transformations (all possessives cannot have the same source).

A Lexicalist approach proposes that possessive adjectives be generated as such in the base and that possessive relations be interpreted by a semantic projection rule. French data is better described by the Lexicalist than by the Transformational approach: both articles and possessive adjectives can be generated with inalienable possessions, the former being the norm (unmarked) and the latter being the marked form. The marked inalienable possessions would be interpreted by the same projection rules as other possessive adjectives. The unmarked inalienable possessions are marked coreferent with the surface indirect object pronoun. This pronoun is always the "possessor" regardless of the syntactic position of the body part in the sentence (subject, direct, object, etc.). The only exception is a group of forty verbs (such as avoir, croiser, lever, etc.) which become "pseudo-transitive" when constructed with a body part; they acquire a middle voice interpretation, evidenced in reflexive paraphrases.


In the case of pseudo-transitives, the body part is marked coreferent with the surface subject of the sentence.
Recent theories of "performatives" or illocutionary "higher sentences" have hardly gone beyond merely establishing that there is such a thing as a speech-act and that it has its reflection in language. The true evidence for underlying deleted higher clauses ought to show that they have at least some of the properties of actual (non-deleted) sentences. Such evidence is presented here.

1. In a Romance language, Gascon, main affirmative declarative sentences have a preverbal particle ke, interrogative sentences contain e (the so-called "enunciative particles"). Subordinate sentences also have e, with the exception of sentences that are complements of quotative verbs ('say, know'), which also have ke. Etymologically, ke (gué) is a subordinating particle. If quotative verbs govern ke in their complement clauses, ke in main sentences must be governed by a deleted quotative frame-clause. Clauses subordinated to a surface-main clause have e. Thus, the use of e might be interpreted as a sign that the clause containing it is not directly dependent on the highest quotative frame-clause. This suggests that surface-main interrogation has more than one deleted higher clause.

2. In Hungarian (also English) exclamatory wh-questions (questions soliciting repetition), the yes-no prosody reflects a deleted higher clause of the type "Would you tell me again?". Hungarian main imperative sentences and echo-questions have the prosody of subordinate clauses that have been extraposed from an emphatic slot in the main clause, with a pronoun left behind. This suggests that frame-clauses of the following respective types must have been deleted after prosody assignment: "I want THAT that..., "Are you asking THAT that...?" (where "THAT" stands for the Hungarian emphasized pronoun-copy left behind), cf. French qu'il vienne, spoken Hebrew Ke-yavo 'let him come', with an initial subordinating particle in a main imperative clause.

Phonetic studies indicate that the intrinsic perturbations caused by prevocalic consonants on the fundamental frequency of the following vowel are of about the same order of magnitude as the intrinsic differences depending on vowel height. However, it is very rare to find these variations leading to changes in the phonological structure of a language. The goal of this paper is to provide preliminary explanations for this asymmetry.

Two points will be emphasized:

1. A voiced (vs. voiceless) consonant causes a rising (vs. falling) fundamental frequency pattern at the onset of the following vowel. On the other hand, the intrinsic fundamental frequency associated with different vowel qualities is manifested by differences in steady-state fundamental frequency levels. Our auditory system is more "efficient" at detecting changes in varying fundamental frequency signals rather than differences (of the same magnitude) between two steady-state fundamental frequency signals.

2. The cause of the fundamental frequency perturbations of vowels caused by prevocalic consonants can easily be noticed by listeners since these perturbations disappear when consonants are removed. In the case of variations due to vowel height, the listeners' task is more difficult since a given intrinsic fundamental frequency is always associated with a given vowel quality.

Results from an experiment involving subjects imitating synthesized stimuli (5 vowels [i,e,a,o,u] with different fundamental frequency levels [100, 125, and 150 Hz]) will be presented in order to support our hypotheses.

These data will provide preliminary explanations to the asymmetry observed in development of tones from segments, namely that many more languages developed tones from consonantal influences rather than from vowel height.
A universal conspiracy exists to block negation from overt representation in non-sentencelike embedded clauses. In some instances, an otherwise optional rule of neg-raising cannot apply in tensed indicative that-complements of some predicates. Thus the literal English equivalent of Jespersen's Danish example "Se vil jeg aldrig smake, at du havde gift" (lit. 'Then I would never wish that you would get married', i.e. '...wish that you never...') is impossible: cf. 'I never hope to see a purple cow', or 'I never hope that I will see a purple cow'. On the other hand, extraction is unexpectedly permissible, or unexpectedly quasi-obligatory, out of certain infinitival clauses. Thus, neg-raising applies rarely over the for-(that-) clause governing verbs for 'think', 'believe', or 'desire' in Malagasy, but freely over the infinitival-governing 'intend' and 'want'; Greek 'mei' 'ai' is a neg-raiser which governs the infinitive, while other Greek verbs of saying are not and do not. This is seen to partake of a wider phenomenon in which the freedom of negating an embedded clause is directly relatable to the syntactic and semantic independence of that clause.

This presentation will focus on the difficulty of expressing negation within an extremely dependent, non-clause structure: that embedded under causatives, particularly after application of verb-raising ('clause-union'), it will be shown that the status of negation is determined by the degree of simplicity (Aissen's term) of the derived structure. Examples range from the contrast between English force not to and make not (the latter less clausy with no overt complementizer and correspondingly harder to embed under negation) through increasing degrees of clause-union, as measured by a number of phenomena--and correspondingly increasing difficulty in negative intercalation--in Czech, French, and Italian, to languages with a high degree of clause-union in negative intercalation (Turkish, Swahili, the Korean "lexical"-type causative) in which negation cannot intervene between cause-marker and stem. Examples will be given of devices used by languages to express embedded negation in other words, ranging from incorporation of the negative into the matrix or embedded verb (prevent X from going or make X stay for make X not go) to substitution of the dual form (not let or not pas laissez for make not or faire ne pas) to the tolemation of ambiguity in the causative formative (Italian non fare = Fr. ne faire/ne pas laisser, depending on context; Turk. -birine 'make not'/not make'). Significantly, this ambiguity often is virtually absent (as in Italian and Czech) except under negation, where the 'make not' reading is in fact primary.

The existence of languages in which these devices are not available or do not suffice will be touched upon. In some of these, a special negation--often termed "emphatic"--is utilized in non-finite dependent clauses (Greek mi vs. ou, Estonian mitte vs. ei) in others (e.g. Aztec and Mayan languages), no non-finite clause negation exists, resulting in large-scale ambiguity.

A functional explanation will be suggested for the existence of the embedded-negation conspiracy, based on the nature of negation as an operator on propositions (or thoughts) and the consequent difficulty of applying negation to a clause or clause-remnant which is not felt (syntactically and/or semantically) to express a complete and independent thought.
Yiddish and Hebrew as Elements in the Ethnic Identity of American Jews

There is little available empirical research which has specifically explored the roles, if any, of Yiddish and Hebrew in the ethnic identity of contemporary American Jews. In the present study, a questionnaire containing 78 language-related items and 53 Jewish identity items was administered to 191 Jewish college students in New York City. Responses to the language items and to the identity items were separately factor analyzed and the initial factors were in each case rotated to varimax orthogonal solutions. Eighteen language factors were extracted, representing Yiddish and Hebrew abilities, attitudes, and patterns of use. Some thirteen identity factors were extracted, representing such independent dimensions of Jewishness as religious orthodoxy, commitment to Israel, Jewish educational background, and organizational involvement. Composite factor scores were then computed for each subject on all 31 language and identity factors and Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated between the language factor scores and the identity factor scores.

Examination of the zero-order correlation matrix suggested a very tenuous relationship between Yiddish- and Hebrew-related responses, on the one hand, and identity responses on the other. The highest single correlation was .49, between Hebrew ability and religious background, and only three other coefficients reached or exceeded .30. However, multiple correlations ranging between .50 and .68 were obtained in four instances when individual language factors were regressed on all identity factors collectively. Finally, canonical correlation, a procedure hitherto neglected in sociolinguistic research, showed the relationship between the language and identity factors to be much greater than anticipated. Three linear combinations of language factors, two predominantly Hebrew and one predominantly Yiddish, yielded highly significant correlations of .88, .67, and .59 with three linear combinations of identity items.

When linguistic and non-linguistic identity are both viewed as complex variables, the relationship between the two may be substantially greater than that revealed by simple, or even multiple, correlations with the individual components of such variables. The value of canonical correlation in elucidating just such a relationship is demonstrated.

In the last few years, considerable research in psycholinguistics has sought to test the hypothesis that the clause is a relevant segmentation unit in the processing of speech. The current interest in linguistic contexts and discourse analysis has raised the question of the validity of the clausal processing strategy suggested by Bever, Garrett and Hurtig (1973). They demonstrated that the alternative readings of deep structure ambiguous sentences are available during the processing of a clause but that at the clause boundary only one reading remains available. They argued that such evidence supports a view of speech processing as operating clause by clause. That is, the primary processing strategy is one of clausal segmentation of the input string. It has, however, been suggested that the use of ambiguous sentences in linguistic argumentation or in the psycholinguistic investigation of speech processing is unjustified since phenomenally such sentences are never ambiguously perceived in context.

The present study is an attempt to demonstrate that the type of strategy suggested by Bever, et al., is operative in the processing of connected discourse. An experiment was designed using the fragment completion paradigm (Bever, et al., Exp. 2). Subjects were presented context sentences followed by sentence fragments which they had to complete. The experimental variables included: (1) complete and incomplete clause fragments (2) ambiguous and unambiguous fragments (3) neutral and disambiguating contexts. The analysis of the latency to completion data support the hypothesis that the clausal processing strategy demonstrated in research on sentences in isolation is also operative in connected discourse.

Such a finding is consistent with the functional interactionist model of language proposed by Bever (1970) and Fodor, Bever and Garrett (1974). Thus the notion of interactionism can be extended to account for discourse phenomena by characterizing the relationship of sentence grammar, discourse grammar and the psychological processes operative in the encoding of sentences and discourses in the following way: The sentence (clause) is the on-line perceptual unit while the discourse (proposition/idea set/logical event space) is the unit of cognitive (semantic) memory. That is, the discourse is the object of analysis at the cognitive organizational level while the sentence (syntactic structure) is the object of analysis at the production/comprehension level. Such an hypothesis thereby treats the research on sentences and discourse in linguistics as well as psychology as interactive models of the various subcomponents of a total linguistic-cognitive system.


Of five geographically differentiated types of accentual systems in Basque distinguished by Luis Michelenla, the most widespread, and the only one whose history has not been understood, is a tonal accent found in the western part of the area. This occupies the greater part of the Basque-speaking region within Spain, in Vizcaya, Guipúzcoa, and part of Navarra. I have suggested that the contrasts involved are best regarded as between unmarked words, which bear no accent at all, and marked words, which bear a tonal falling accent on a predetermined syllable. This distinguishes, for example, in the word for 'man', unmarked ergative singular gizonak or gizon (cover symbol giz), all plural forms of nouns are accentually marked, as opposed to the singular and indeterminate forms.

The tonal accent seems to have developed as a result of the shortening of long vowels or diphthongs. Basque marked forms must have contained double vowels, usually arising from the loss of an intervening consonant. The ergative plural gizonak is from *gizonaak < *gizonaeg. In some dialects the position of the pitch drop has drifted forward in the word. The ending *-agek is analyzable into –g, mark of definiteness, *-g 'plural', –e-, a 'buffer' vowel occurring between consonants, and –k, mark of the ergative case.

Other plural case endings must be reanalyzed so the plural marker *-g (final -k) runs throughout, as seen in this partial paradigm for (h)aran 'valley':

| Nomina tive | *haran-a-k | (aranak) |
| Ergative | *haran-a-g-e-k | (araneg) |
| Genitive | *haran-e-g-e-n | (aranen) |
| Instrumental | *haran-e-g-e-z | (araneg) |
| Allative | *haran-e-g-e-ta-ra | (aranetara) |
| Partitive | *haran-e-g-e-i-k | (araniki) |

The accentual marking would have spread analogically to the nominative. The –e- which distinguishes the plural of the local cases (as menditara 'to the mountains') from the indeterminate (menditara 'to mountain(s)') is seen to originate from the buffer vowel(s) engendered by the presence of –g.

Certain case endings are themselves accentually marked, regardless of number. Again this points to former double vowels in them, as Vizcayan sociative *-ga 'with' < *-gea < *-eaa < *-galez (cf. -gatik, Vizcayan -gaitik 'because of').

Accentually marked affixes on verbs include the plural ending –k. This is from *-ak, based on a former third person singular suffix –do. The second person singular feminine suffix *-nà (< *-na) may be from *-na=ga, a feminine gender marker *-nà preceding the second person singular suffix *-ga.

Accentual marking in derivation and compounding is also considered.
Gk. ἀμφός, Lat. ambī and Related Forms

Gk. ἀμφός, Lat. ambī and Toch. A ἄμπλι, like words for both' in other IE languages (e.g., Ved. uḥhī, Gw. ubc ( fem.); Lith. abū, OCS obu; cf. Go. bal), can be analyzed into an element *-bhōh(y) preceded by a morpheme of uncertain origin. The prefix *-am- is also found in the preposition and preverb Gk. ἀμφή, Lat. ambī- (cf. ambire, etc.) and in an apophonic byform *-a-, in OIr. im(m) and OHG umbi; the relationship of these forms to ἀμφός and ambī is especially clear in Greek, where ἀμφός still has the synchronic value 'on both sides of'.

The etymology of *am- is revealed by the word for 'both' in Tocharian B, where čụm (entapi) can only continue a Common Tocharian prototype * Hun(b) (with the substitution of plural for dual inflection). This in turn implies immediate prefixes *andhi for ἀμφός and ambī, and *andhi for ἀμφή and ambī-; the assimilation of *-ndh- to *-ndh-. *-bhōh(y) in Greek and Latin has an exact parallel in Toch. A ἄμπλι. The formation of *am- 'on both sides (of)' can now clearly be seen to be that of a quasi-instrumental adverb in *-bhōh of the IE root noun *hūnt. gen. *hūntēs 'side', It may be noted that according to the la-yngoinal vocalization rule established by H. Rix, MSS 27, 79-110, a reconstruc-tion *hnt-bhōh would eliminate the need for assuming an apophonic difference between ἀμφός, etc. and OIr. im(m), OHG umbi.

We are led, therefore, to reconstruc-t the source of ἀμφός, etc. as *hnt-bhōh(y). It is unlikely that this source is simply an anomalous nom., acc., dat. 'both sides'; it is more easily taken as a diachronic innovation based on the more widely distributed preposition *hnt-bhōh. The value of ἀμφός and ambī- in compounds like ἀμφίσινον 'having a mouth on both sides, having two mouths' (cf. hiatus) and ances 'having a head on both sides, having two heads' (cf. émacis) suggests an analogical proportion with the forms of the numeral 'two': *dji: *dghōh(y): *hnt-bhōh,: X, X = *hnt-bhōh(y). The creation of *hnt-bhōh(y) via such a process would clearly have been favored by the earlier existence of a form or forms comparable to the words for 'both' in Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic and Germanic.

Old Irish Verbal-nouns

A widespread assumption concerning the origins of Old Irish (OIr.) verbal-nouns (vns.) is that they are etymologically related to the forms of Old English (OEng.) which are termed infinitives (infs.) in other IE languages, and that the formal character of these forms, as well as the constructions in which they occur, reflect, in Celtic, striking archaisms (Windsch 1878, PB 2; Vendryes 1954, MSU 16; Lewis and Pedersen 1937, 315). This assumption has never been critically examined in the literature, and this paper will argue that there is considerable evidence—lexical, morphological and syntacti-which suggests that such an assumption is not valid. Some examples follow:

1) Recent research (Jeffers, Jg. 51) has shown that a strikingly restricted set of PIE nominal derivational types show an apparently inherited tendency towards reanalysis as verbs (i.e., infs.). OIr. vns. show only a small set of IE *-bhi of the IE o

2) IE vns. develop as infs. due to formal identification with finite verb forms. OIr. vns. often show considerable formal divergence from the verbs with which they are associated. They may even be lexically distinct, e.g. red 'he loves' vn. sēc.

3) The alleged correspondence (of which much has been made) between the OIr. productive vn.-suffix -ad/-ad-1, on the one hand, and the Cl. Skt. in-nom and the Latin supine, on the other, is spurious. Although each reflects PIE *-ti-, the occurrence of this suffix in non-finite verbs is late in Skt. and Latin (see Jeffers, Jg. 51). Moreover, the success of this suffix as a vn. formative in OIr. is a language specific development. It is associated almost exclusively with denominative verbs which are Irish creations (Tumsey's classes AI and AII).

4) OIr. vns. are often used in a far wider range of syntactic contexts than are the vn. infs. of late PIE and the early dialects. In OIr., e.g., we find vn. constructions in lieu of gerund and participial (incl. absolute) constructions (N.B. PIE participle forms are lost in Celtic.)

5) In those types of complement constructions where IE vns. come to be regramarized as infs., OIr. shows vn. constructions which are structurally and typologically unique in IE. The IE construction is 'nom. obj. + vn.' possible OIr. correspondent is 'prep. + vn. + nom. obj.' etc.

It should also be noted that many OIr. forms serve a dual function. A given form, when used as a simple noun (e.g. as subject) may show all the syntactic attributes associated with the category, 'noun', such as adjectival modification. When the same word functions as a vn. (i.e. in a complement construction), nominal modifiers do not occur. This phenomenon has been noted above and is not inconsistent with the following hypotheses: At some point in the prehistory of Irish, nominal forms not always, lexically related to those verbs) were called upon to function in innovative syntactic contexts as a result of the loss of several inherited syntactic patterns. The loss of the patterns may well have been due to the demands made upon the language in the course of its significant typological shift to VSO structure. Moreover, the replacement patterns of OIr. are of a type associated with many VSO languages, a factor which further suggests their recent development.
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The Linear Cycle in English Syntax

In this paper we will present three arguments from English for the linear application of syntactic rules (Kimball 1972; Zwarts 1975) as opposed to the cyclic application of such rules (Chomsky 1965; Kayne 1969).

One argument, the Comp Condition Argument, is that applying Passive and wh-movement linearly allows us to eliminate one of the conditions on transformations proposed in Chomsky (1973); viz., the condition that anything moved from a Comp must be moved into a Comp position. This condition was proposed to block the generation of sentences like "what was asked to read by John" which are automatically blocked by the linear application of Passive and wh-movement.

The second argument, the Subject Condition Argument, is that, if we do not apply wh-movement linearly, then we will have to complicate the statement of another condition on transformations, the Subject Condition (Chomsky 1973), in order to block the generation of such structures as *who were stories about heard by John?

The third argument, the Raising Argument, is that the linear mode of application of wh-movement, but not the cyclic, enables us to generate the correct range of constructions involving Raising with the seeming-class of verbs. Thus *who does it seem to be tall? is generated in the cyclic, but not the linear system we are proposing for syntax.

Finally, we show that alternative proposals to the linear cycle in syntax, involving "trace theory" or the introduction of a "post-cycle," fail to handle the data.
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Ergativity in Universal Grammar

Ergativity in natural language has long been a controversial issue in linguistics. With the renewed interest in linguistic universals engendered by transformational theory and, more recently, by relational grammar, the general problem of characterizing ergativity in linguistic theory has been receiving increased attention, but no general, widely accepted solution to the problem has yet evolved. Out of this recent work a number of recurrent views can be isolated:

Recent Views on Ergativity

I. Base Reanalysis Hypotheses

A. Oblique Reanalysis: erg. NP = base oblique agent

B. Flip Reanalysis: erg. NP = base direct object

II. Non-reanalysis Hypotheses

A. Passive Analysis: erg. NP = agent of passivized clause

B. Direct Analysis: erg. NP = cyclic subject

The above hypotheses will be examined with respect to the Australian language Dyirbal and it will be shown that only the Direct Analysis Hypothesis (II B) is consistent with both the facts internal to Dyirbal and various apparently well-justified universals involving pronominal principles (defined on the relational hierarchy: subject-direct object-indirect object-oblique object (Perlmutter & Postal; Keenan & Comrie), Silverstein's markedness hierarchy and cross-linguistically regular correspondences between syntactic relations such as 'subject-of' and 'direct-object-of' and semantic ones such as 'agent-of' and 'patient-of'.

Since Dyirbal is the only well-documented language which appears superficially to be a perfect candidate for the base reanalysis hypotheses (IA & IB above), the fact that a deeper investigation reveals that it too is best treated as an active-ergative language (II B) suggests the general principle that, contrary to what the Oblique and Flip Reanalyses maintain, no ergative language involves a base that is radically different than that of the more familiar languages. Furthermore, a direct analysis of Dyirbal opens the way for a unified characterization of ergativity in universal grammar within the framework of relational grammar and thus indirectly supports the fundamental claims of relational grammar and contributes to the development of an adequate, general theory of language.

Sentence Accessibility

Recently an increasing amount of attention has been paid to the varying strength of clause boundaries. Thus Postal (On Raising) observes that full clauses constitute stronger barriers to transformations than 'quali­ clauses'. Postal's dichotomy of clause and quasi-clause, however, turns out to be inadequate for Japanese, where minute gradations of clause strength are observed in adverbal subordinate clauses. This paper will show that the variable accessibility of clauses should be captured in terms of 'sentential'ty 'rather than Postal's dichotomy.

The notion of sententiality has already been proposed by Ross ("Noun­ness"), Ross characterizes sententiality in terms of rule applicability. But I think this is putting the cart before the horse. In this paper, I first give an independent characterization of the sententiality of clauses, where the sententiality of a clause is measured by its cooccurrence restrictions with various grammatical elements. That is, a clause is more sentence­ like as it can cooccur with a larger number of sentential elements. For example, as we proceed from right to left on the following hierarchy of Japanese conjunctives/inflections,

(1) nagara ba node kara keredo

'with...ing' 'if' 'because' 'since' 'though'

a gradual decrease is found in the cooccurrence possibilities with such elements as modals, performative honorifics, sentence adverbs, and subject. Thus in (1), the nagara-clause is most restricted, while the keredo-clause is most generous in allowing these elements to coccur, hence, the former is less sentential than the latter.

With this sententiality hierarchy established on independent grounds, the applicability of transformations to these clauses is examined. (NB: Japanese does not have the Adverb Constraint like English.) As exemplified by (2), it is found that clauses toward the left of the scale in (1) are more 'transparent'.

(2) WH-Q Binding

a. *Nani o tabeta nagara, hanasi-masita ka? llt. 'Did you talk while what OBW eat-ing talk did-you Q eating what?'

b. Nani o tabeta kara, byooki ni nari-masita ka?

'since sick become did-you Q what are-you'

c. *Nani o tabeta keredo, heiki demu ka?

'since though all-right are-you Q what ate though all-right are-you Q'

Thus the less sentential a clause is, the more applicable are the rules which apply across the clause boundary (e.g. Binding, Pseudo-Cleft).

The opposite situation, however, is also found in which rules like Themati­ zation (so-called Root transformations) are more applicable as sententiality increases.

The gradation of this kind cannot be explained by previous proposals. Postal's clause/quasi-clause dichotomy and Chomsky's Tensed S Condition are inadequate, since most subordinate clauses in Japanese have subject and tense.

The Raising theory does not hold for Japanese, which lacks a VP-node. In conclusion, the variation of clause strength is directly associated with the degree of sententiality. The relatively high accessibility of 'full-clauses' is thereby attributed to their low sententiality. Cross­linguistic support will be given from English, French, and German. Finally, the fact that some rules apply more readily to a clause with lower senten­ tiality argues against Ross' Penthouse Principle, which says that all rules are more applicable in main clauses than in subordinate clauses.
Adpositions and Locationals: Typology and Diachronic Development

Fifty diverse languages were studied to determine typological and universal attributes in the location expressions (LE's), with particular attention to adpositions. Lexical and morphological developments affecting LE's and their constituents were also traced. The semantic transparency and uniformity of LE's provide a fruitful setting for analysis of the variety of surface structures that can be observed. Principal findings include:

1. With few exceptions, langs. include both simple and complex LE's. Simple LE's are of the form: (prep.)N (postp.), whereas either the preposition or the postposition, not both, are used with primary constituent structure: Eng. In the city vs. On top of the box; Jap. Mati ni vs. Hako no ue. Complex LE's and "loc" refers to an oblique case, in case langs. incorporate these elements, plus an additional locational noun and incorporate the process: Eng. of the room vs. In the room. This demonstrates the productive source of adpos.

2. Ninety percent of all Nominally-derived adpos. often preserve (Hung. Alatt, 'beneath') longer productive in Hung., but are inhibited in all but presto speech by the stress retraction 3 morae from the end but no farther. Since all past tenses have short vowels, regular antepenultimate stress shows up in past tenses (but not in other tenses.)

3. With few exceptions, langs. include both simple and complex LE's. Simple LE's are of the form: (prep.)N (postp.), whereas either the preposition or the postposition, not both, are used with primary constituent structure: Eng. In the city vs. On top of the box; Jap. Mati ni vs. Hako no ue ni. Complex LE's and "loc" refers to an oblique case, in case langs. incorporate these elements, plus an additional locational noun and incorporate the process: Eng. of the room vs. In the room. This demonstrates the productive source of adpos.

Typology and Diachronic Development

This paper will deal with two issues in phonological change: what factors can lead to the reanalysis of a morpheme as a non-meaningful unit; and what sort of evidence in the synchronic phonology might justify a belief in such a reanalysis. The case study concerns the past tense paradigms of Ancient (AG) and Modern Greek (MG). The synchronic evidence is interesting in its own right, containing a morphophonemic rule which depends crucially on information from a fast speech rule.

In AG, past tenses were formed by prefixing ε to the root. The inflectional paradigm of pher-e 'carry' for example was:

ε-pher-on ε-pher-amen ε-pher-es ε-pher-ate ε-pher-e ε-pher-on

The accent shifts between the stem (ε,2pl) and the prefix. This is a manifestation of the 'recessive accent' of AG verbs: stress retracts 3 morae from the end but no farther. Since all past tenses have short vowels, regular antepenultimate stress shows up in past tenses (but not in other tenses.)

To find whether ε- is really there unconsciously though, we must see if it behaves identically to e's we know must be there. There are two fast speech processes which treat root-initial ε as a real segment but ignore prefixed ε - this indicates that the latter must have been rephrased after these rules applied. These rules are vowel contraction, which deletes a less sonorous vowel adjacent to a more sonorous one over single #, and glide formation, which breeds contraction by turning high vowels before other vowels into glides. These rules are applied to all but preto epsilon. The presence of double #, yet operate much more freely at ## to apparently delete prefix ε-. This is easily explained if we realize there is no ε- there. The fast speech rules merely delete a word-initial ε- by attaching the preceding word to the past tense verb. The syllable-counting rephrasing rule then finds a more-than-syllabified word and fails to apply. Accent for the exceptions to the preceding formerly independent word. Thus, a vowel-initial verb like echo 'have' does not undergo contraction with full word: sif-tos but (ε)pher-on does at ε-pher-on.

A fuller contrast will be shown in the behavior of glide formation.
Spanish Contact Phenomena in Nahuatl

Early in the 16th century, Nahuatl began a period of intense contact with Spanish. On the basis of extensive written material spanning 300 years and linguistic studies of the modern language, we are prepared to present a concise diachronic description of Spanish contact phenomena in Nahuatl. Three stages are discernible. During the first brief period, Nahuatl attempted to deal with contact entirely by extension of native vocabulary and constructions. During the second period, semantic extension of native verbs continued, but Spanish nouns were extensively borrowed with little apparent morphological change in the recipient language. Borrowed verbs were treated as nouns. The surface phonetics of Spanish were strongly assimilated to Nahuatl phonology. At the beginning of the third period, which extended from the second half of the 17th century to the present, a strategy for borrowing Spanish verbs developed. The Spanish infinitive, the basis of the loans, brought /v/ into Nahuatl, and native sound substitutions for this segment subided. Equivalence relations between certain Spanish and Nahuatl verbs were established, so that all idiomatic uses of the former could be translated by the latter.

Spanish/Nahuatl contact phenomena are quite similar to those observed in other pairs of languages, although there is remarkable clarity in this particular case. We introduce data from other contact situations to examine notions about order and layering of contact phenomena. We argue that degree of typological difference has been assigned too much importance for two reasons. First, given two languages, the degree of typological similarity will not be consistent over all areas of grammar. And secondly, specific typological differences may retard, but will not prevent borrowing (examples from Iñonl and non-Iñonl pairs). Finally, we relate Nahuatl's extreme resistance to borrowing adjectives, which has no apparent morphological basis, to a current analysis of Nahuatl sentential structure (J. Richard Andrews, An Introduction to Classical Nahuatl, UT Press, Austin, Texas, 1975).
I argue that this theoretical claim about possible transformations is incorrect. Navajo WH question words embedded in direct discourse sentences provide examples of unbounded leftward movement, as in the following example:

1. häggoolá Jóan shizhe'e adoohabi nisin nf where.to.Q John 1.father 3.F.drive 1.want 3.say Where did John say he wants his father to drive to?

The underlying structure of (1) must be (2) since /häggoolá/ where can only be the complement of /adoohabit/ drive.

2. sō1Jóan s2[shí s3[shizhe'e häggoolá adoohabi]s2 nisin]s3 nǐs0

I hypothesize that the movement exists in Navajo for semantic reasons, caused by the restrictions of direct discourse. A direct discourse S is defined as an S interpreted from the point of view of the immediately dominating S, as contrasted to an indirect discourse S where the point of view is the speaker's. Thus in (1) above, the first person verb /nisin/ refers to John rather than the speaker and the first person possessive pronoun /sh/- in /shizhe'e/ also refers to John.

I also suggest that the WH movement transformation in Navajo direct discourse sentences should be considered an instance of the universal WH movement rule postulated for languages like English. This however, raises questions about how such a rule should be written, both because the Navajo WH question word may remain in any intermediate S and because the meaning of the sentence varies according to where the WH word is placed, as demonstrated by the following translations:

3. hädilá Jóan shizhe'e Mary dinñisñ xíní ní where.at.Q John 1.father Mary 2.P.work 3.3.say 3.say Where did John say his father told Mary to work?

4. Jóan hädilá shizhe'e Mary dinñisñ xíní ní John where.at.Q 1.father Mary 2.P.work 3.3.say 3.say John asked where his father told Mary to work.

5. Jóan shizhe'e Mary hädelá dinñisñ xíní ní John 1.father Mary where.at.Q 2.P.work 3.3.say 3.say John said his father asked Mary where she will work.

The evidence from Navajo clearly demonstrates that we must modify currently accepted universals, and suggests that any constraints on the existence of movement rules must at some level consider semantic factors, (such as point of view) as well as syntactic factors.

Alteration of vowels and consonants in imitative expressions including onomatopoeic and sound symbolic words is a very common means of changing the meanings of the words in Korean. For example, (1) /pinjkläpıpılkl/1, (2) /pıpıpıpılkl/1, and (3) /ppi làpıpılkl/ are descriptions of a circular movement of an object. However, the difference in vowel between (1) and (2) and the difference in consonant between (1) and (3) bring about the difference in the connotative meanings of these words. The movement described by (1) involves a large circle and a slow speed while that described by (2) involves a relatively small circle and a fast speed. Again, (3) describes the repetitive movement of the object more emphatically than (1).

Korean is unusually rich in such imitative expressions and the majority of such words undergo a systematic semantic shift by the same means as described above.

In an article by Johanna Nichols (1971), it was shown that in many of western North American languages, increased hardness of articulation (e.g., a lenis consonant becomes a corresponding fortis one) and higher pitch (e.g., 3 becomes s) are highly regular means of diminutive shifting. In the present paper, it will be shown that contrary to the cases discussed by Nichols increased hardness and higher pitch are used as means of augmentative shifting in Korean.

Most native Korean linguists have related the meaning shift involving vowel alteration with the three groups of vowels which are relevant to vowel harmony in Korean. That is, if an imitative word contains a so-called 'bright' vowel (i.e., e, a, and o), the state or action described by the word has a quality of 'light,' 'bright,' 'small,' 'quick,' 'thin,' etc. depending on the nature of the state or action. On the other hand, a word containing a 'dark' vowel (i.e., e, a, and u) has a connotation of the opposite to the above qualities.

It will be shown that the relevant factor in the systematic correlation between the meaning of a word and the vowel in it is the height of the vowel and the traditional description of the phenomena is inadequate to explain a number of related phenomena. Since the use of the same means of sound alteration is extended frequently to words of non-onomatopoeic origin, this means plays a very important role in Korean phonology. Some aspects of the significance of this means will be discussed.
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Nasal Infixation in Latin: De-morphologization

This paper introduces the notion of de-morphologization into the current re-evaluation in phonology and morphology. Cases of morphologization are by now well represented in the literature, but Latin nasal infixation requires an extension of this concept.

In certain 3rd conjugation verbs, Classical Latin exhibits a nasal infix in (A) the present (imperfective) (rumpē, rumpī, rumpūtum 'break'), (B) the present and perfect active (pingō, pīnxī, pīntum 'paint'), and (C) the present, perfect active, and perfect passive (sēnō, sēnxī, sēntum 'join'), yielding the rule $\phi - N /$ (as an infix in the present of certain 3rd conjugation verbs). This rule never constituted a phonological process, being morphologically conditioned from its inception. Hence, no morphologization could have taken place. However, as evidenced by examples (B) and (C), the nasal infix spreads beyond the present into the perfect active and passive.

In addition, Classical Latin possesses 3rd conjugation verbs with etymological nasal consonants (sēnō, sēnxī, sēntum 'surround'). These facts render nasal infixation opaque and suggest that, synchronically, the alternation in (A) should be accounted for by the deletion $N - \phi /$ (in the perfect active and passive), and the one in (B) by $N - \phi /$ (in the perfect passive). These rule inversions make the right prediction—their loss results in nasal consonants throughout the paradigm, a development shown by (C) and by the Romance reflexes (cf. Italian pingo, pīnzi, pinto).

If morphologization may be defined as the "functionalization" of an alternation, its opposite, de-morphologization, renders the alternation functionless: the nasal infix in (B) and (C) no longer has morphemic value. It has to be stressed that this abandonment was prepared by the anomalous nature of the morpheme, as (a) no other verbs have an 'imperfective' marker, and (b) it is the only infix, all other tense and person morphemes being suffixes.

The paper concludes, therefore, that, unlike morphologization, de-morphologization occurs infrequently, since the conditions making the loss of a morphemic value possible are probably rarely met.

STEPHEN D. KRASHER
University of Southern California

A Model of Adult Second Language Performance

It is proposed that adult second language learners develop and utilize two possibly independent linguistic systems, one acquired in ways similar to child language acquisition, and one consciously learned. It is hypothesized that only the acquired system is involved in the initial phases of speech production, while the learned system, when conditions permit, acts as a monitor, inspecting and often altering the output of the acquired system.

The model explains certain otherwise puzzling experimental results. In several studies, all using oral tests, it has been found that adult ESL learners make errors that are similar in difficulty order to errors made by children learning ESL (Bailly, Hadden, and Krashen, 1974; Larsen Freeman, 1975). Less consistent difficulty orderings are found, however, when other sorts of tests are used (Larsen-Freeman, 1975). Such tests it is suggested, allow more processing time and thus permit the intrusion of the idiosyncratically learned system (the monitor). Adult monitor-free second language production occurring in certain oral tests reflects the acquired system only.

It has often been observed that some second language learners display a firm grasp of the structure of the target language, scoring high on "grammar" tests, yet seem to be unable to communicate. Others perform poorly on such tests yet function very well in the language. According to the model presented here, the first group lacks a well-developed acquired system, having probably been dependent only on the artificial linguistic environment of the classroom for the ordinary linguistic data necessary for acquisition. The second group has developed little or no monitoring to supplement their relatively advanced acquisition.

The monitor may be essential to adult second language improvement after a certain point. It is hypothesized that while adults, like child L1 and L2 acquirers, can acquire through the environment, adults are limited in the extent to which this process can develop. Monitoring, the involvement of the conscious grammar, may be necessary for adults to outperform their acquired competence. An example of conscious linguistic knowledge used as such a supplement is the linguistic performance of an advanced ESL learner: it was discovered that she was able to self-correct and provide the appropriate generalization for 95% of the errors she made in casual (un-monitoring) speech. Her (monitored) writing is virtually error-free.

Evidence is also presented to support the hypothesis that language aptitude is directly related to monitor competence, while affective factors correlate primarily with the level of acquisition attained.

Finally, it is hypothesized that adult limitations in acquisition are related to psychological changes occurring at puberty. Such changes are thought to be a consequence of Formal Operations (Piaget). On the other hand, the ability to theorize, brought about by the onset of Formal Operations, allows or compels the learner to create an abstract grammar of the target language, bringing the monitor into existence.
Koyukon Athapaskan Classifier Occurrence: A Semantically-based Model

The Athapaskan languages are characterized by a set of prefixes known as classifiers, which directly precede the stem in verbal constructions. Reflexes of four forms, Proto-Athapaskan *s, *t, *d, and *m, occur in adequately described languages in this family. The various classifiers are syntactically linked with a number of grammatical attributes including activity-passivity, causativity, transitivity-intransitivity and the like, though the occurrence of classifiers with verb stems does not vary in the same manner among the various classes and stems. This has all been relatively well documented in the literature, including extensive discussions by Sapir (1915), Hoijer (1946), Li (1946) and Krauss (1965, 1969).

A semantic link between stem and classifier has not, however, been well established in the literature, including extensive discussions of relationships among these classes and stems. This has all been relatively well documented in the literature, including extensive discussions by Sapir (1915), Hoijer (1946), Li (1946) and Krauss (1965, 1969).

A semantic link between stem and classifier has not, however, been presented. If there are, nevertheless, relatively broad semantic classes which obtain within each classifier base, then there is some justification in categorizing verb stems according to other than grammatical criteria.

Data from Central Outer Koyukon, an Alaskan dialect, were examined with this in mind. A “base form” of the verbal was designated: neuter forms for attributive stems and active forms for stems. If the latter showed classifier alternation within the active form, the intransitive was considered to be the base. Base forms could be subdivided into six categories: 1) stems in which the verbal action involved a liquid subject or object (’abaq ‘it boils’), 2) where the verbal action involved friction (’adob ‘I am good, healthy’), 3) non-color term attributives (’adob ‘I am good, healthy’), 4) stems related to physical posture (’asdo ‘I sit, stay’), 5) where the stem involved the displacement of a passive object (’k’amsay ‘I steal something’) and 6) the stems -laan ‘be, exist, think’ and -nee ‘say, think’. Base forms showed two categories: irreversible manipulation of a physical state (’k’alad ‘I train’) and 2) sensory actions or perceptions (’k’oolatit ‘he hears it, listens’). Base forms divided into 1) color term attributives (’lak’al ‘white, it is white’) and 2) stems involving continuous or repetitive action (’daak ‘he is arguing, talks continuously’). Base forms, rather restricted in number, included a high proportion of stems which appeared to be derived from stems in other classifier bases (compare no’psbaak ‘I roll, turn’ with psbay ‘I swim’ [s classifier]). The alternation patterns of stems in the various classifier bases show some regularity, as well. The analysis of the verb classification system along functional, rather than the traditional formal grounds, and the designation of a semantic base for classifier-stem co-occurrence, provides a high degree of grammatical predictability, eliminating much of the special case treatment in classifier assignment and alternation with regard to specific verb stems, at least for Koyukon, and hopefully will be found to function in cognate languages as well.

Linguistics has chosen as its niche the language component of human communication, and, naturally enough, the linguist’s growing interest in the neural basis of language has been concentrated in language systems of the cerebral hemispheres. However, decoding a speaker’s total message requires attention to gestures, facial expressions, voice quality, and other nonverbal communication channels over and above the sentences uttered. The language user has the freedom to variously spread the components of a message among many modes of human communication. Speech is normally embedded within a matrix of other behavior patterns based on nonverbal communication systems that develop early in ontogeny and that evolved in phylogeny before language. To fully understand language and its neural substrata, the scope of the linguist’s concern must be broadened to include the total range of human communication; in particular the behavior produced by the limbic system, a forebrain complex shared by all mammals. In the first year of postnatal life the human infant develops two permanent levels of limbic communication systems: an involuntary sign system and an intentional and representational signal system. In adults, limbic communication patterns and limbically regulated emotions interact in complex ways with symbolic, propositionally based linguistic behavior. This paper presents a summary of the anatomical structure of the limbic system and a review of past proposals for the functional organization of limbic information processing systems. Citing both experimental work on limbic involvement in primate vocalizations and the clinical evidence on limbic manifestations in various types of language disorders, a framework will be proposed within which the relationship of limbic and linguistic communication may be considered. Tentative conclusions will be drawn regarding inhibitory functions of the left (dominant) cerebral hemisphere on limbic activity and a special relationship of the limbic system to the right hemisphere.
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Subject and (Switch) Reference in Yuman

Yuman languages have a set of two contrasting "switch-reference" suffixes linking a dependent clause to the main clause to indicate whether the two clauses have the same subject (-k or -c, depending on the language) or different subjects (-m). We investigate the decisions speakers make when problems arise in the identification of subjects as either same or different. Our findings are presented in recent discussions of "subject" and "topic" and their grammatical and semantic characterization.

Non-problematic uses of "switch-reference" morphemes are shown in Mojave (M). M *inyec pap *-ako-c-r-k *-salyi-k (I potato 1-see-same 1-try-tns) 'After I peeled the potatoes, I tried them'.

M *inyec pap *-ako-c-r-m Judy-c salyi-k (I potato 1-see-diff Judy-subj fry-tns) 'After I peeled the potatoes, Judy fried them'.

Diegueno (D) nya-nawakosic=c tu-pa (when-return same crack=acorns) 'When they ran and cracked acorns'.

When one of the clauses has a singular subject included in the plural subject of the other clause, speakers' choice of suffix varies:

D nya-aa-nycowap=c Riverside=sa skwe=1 m-hap-a (when-2-live=pl-same Riv.-to school 2-enter=Q) 'When you all lived there, did you go to school in Riv?'.

M *-iva-c-*ny, John mat *-kunav-m (1-arrive-same/diff John reflex. 1-talk-tns) 'When I arrived, John and I talked'.

The choice of 'same' is justified on grammatical (same person), formal (same shape of person prefix), and semantic (inclusion) grounds, though the subjects are not strictly identical—which explains some speakers' use of 'diff'.

A special case involves the comitative construction used to express conjunction in all Yuman languages:

M Ginyec=a-k-c c=1 *pa humar-m havik-m yayuc=pc (woman-subj man child-with two-diff see=tns) 'A woman saw a man and a child'

M *-iya-c humar-m havik-k Ginyec=a-ku-yov-c-k (man-subj child-with two-same woman see=pl-tns) 'A man and a child saw a woman'.

The verb 'two' is marked for different subject when the comitative NP 'a man and [lit. with] a child' is not the subject of the following verb. If the comitative NP is the subject of the next verb, 'two' is marked for same subject. But the subject of 'two' is grammatically singular (simply 'man'), while the following verb is plural. Consider further:

M *inyec Allen-m *-havik-k town *-tayem-k Allen-c imattakwona-v tu-rum-a (I Allen with 1-two-same town 1-gow=pl-same Allen-subj shirt buy-tns) 'Allen and I went to town and Allen bought a shirt'.

Here is a string of three clauses (verbs 'two', 'go', 'buy') all apparently 'same subject' whose grammatical subjects are 'I', 'I and Allen', and 'Allen'.

When both clauses contain verbs having no identifiable subject (cf. Eng. rain) there is much fluctuation but interesting trends emerge. Verbal tense expressions (e.g. M nya-me=aw-v 'in the morning', D x1-cur-m 'in winter') take -m 'diff', but other predicates describing weather conditions surprisingly tend to accept 'same' marking if two compatible conditions are involved, particularly if they are two aspects of the same condition:

M nya-kuvaw-k=m haucur-m (when-rain=tns same cold-tns) 'When it rains, it's cold'.

D kutu=vi nya-a=la=ap-c a=lap-c apas=x (north-at when-snow-same snow -same very) 'When it snows up north, it really snows very'.

In conclusion, it can be seen that given the proper conditions, the notion "subject" can be extended beyond its traditional grammatical characterization to include such concepts as "participant in the situation" or "non-conflicting aspect of the situation".
The Role of Linguistic Structure in Sociolinguistic Analysis: Spanish Si-clauses

Research carried out on variation during the last decade has uncovered two kinds of linguistic factors governing it: a) purely linguistic ones and b) social or extra-linguistic ones. Examination of recent sociolinguistic literature also shows that emphasis has been placed mainly on the discovery and interpretation of the social conditioning.

We will argue that a more thorough examination than what has been customary of the purely linguistic factors will yield a deeper understanding of how and why linguistic variation takes place.

Our argument will rest on a study of tense variation in si-clauses in Buenos Aires Spanish. Previous reports have discussed its sociolinguistic conditioning (1972, 1974). We will here concentrate on the purely linguistic factors. The variation basically consists of the substitution of the conditional for the imperfect subjunctive, as in:

Si tendría tiempo 'If I had time', instead of Si tuviera tiempo (same gloss).

The corpus analyzed consists of 1,519 non-past si-clauses, drawn from 105 face-to-face interviews, which form a judgment sample of the Buenos Aires speech community. The data were examined within contexts three sentences long on the average, and treated quantitatively.

At the first stage of this analysis (reported on in 1972) non-past si-clauses were classified into two groups along the dimension of 'Degree of probability of the condition named by the si-clause'.

- [Contrary], e.g., Si muéstrase volver el tiempo atrás, me preocuparía mas en eso 'If I could turn time back, I would worry more about that', and
- [-Contrary], e.g., Si mañana hiciera lindo dia, iríamos al club "If it be a nice day tomorrow, we might go to the club.' The highest frequency of imperfect subjunctive shows up in [+Contrary] examples, while the conditional substitutes much more often in -Contrary ones.

When the conditional replaces the imperfect subjunctive in [+Contrary] examples, the variation relates to other linguistic facts.

Two of these will be examined:

a) the si-clause is negated, e.g., Si yo no crezía en Dios, qué hago '*If I didn't believe in God, what can I do.'

b) the verb is the second of two conjoined verbs, e.g., Si tuviera dinero y podría comprar una casa, sería muy feliz 'If I had money and could buy a house, I would be very happy.'

Quantitative data will be supplied.

The analysis shows that the use of the imperfect subjunctive in negated si-clauses involves a decodification process which conflicts with the routines for negation in Spanish, and that the second position for a verb in a si-clause is an environment where the difference between protasis and apodosis (and therefore between condition and consequence) is sometimes neutralised. That is, both factors a) and b) are shown to constitute linguistic environments for which the conditional is better suited than the imperfect subjunctive to express what the speaker means, and to guarantee a more accurate reception by the hearer.
Despite the fact that the semantic notions underlying children's two-word utterances have been related to cognitive attainments which often precede single-word utterances (Brown, 1973), investigators have been quick to point out that, because of the lack of structural properties which enable the expression of relations between words, single-word utterances reflect more elementary underlying notions than those reflected by multi-word utterances (Bloom, 1973). Yet spontaneous single-word utterances are nevertheless used by children well after the emergence of syntax. This paper examines some possible reasons why.

Seven children were studied longitudinally from the single-word stage to the period when mean utterance length approximated 2.50 morphemes. The data were in the form of videotaped language samples obtained during home visits. The videotaped data allowed for careful analysis of the contexts in which utterances were produced. Single- and multi-word utterances were analyzed according to the semantic categories of Bloom, Lightbown, and Hood (1975). Single-word utterances were categorized by examining the relationship between the spoken word and the object or event to which it was referring.

When the order of emergence of underlying semantic notions was computed separately for single- and multi-word utterances, it was found that the order was nearly the same as that used for the order underlying single-word utterances. Notions such as Instrumental were last to emerge. Usually a notion was reflected in a child's single-word utterances before it appeared in his multi-word utterances, although other multi-word utterances reflecting earlier notions may have been produced at this time. However, some notions were first reflected in single- and multi-word utterances produced during the same language sample. Finally, when multi-word utterances were produced, a single-word utterance could usually be observed in the same sample which appeared to reflect the same notion.

The position is taken that the absence of syntactic information in single-word utterance reflects even single-word utterances. The initial acquisition of syntax may represent the development of a process which more precisely codes existing meanings for communication purposes, rather than representing a process forced to emerge simply to keep pace with a developing system of underlying notions. This position implies that the granting of sentencehood to multi-word but not single-word utterances must rely on more purely syntactic justifications than upon assumptions about the differences in the notions underlying these two types of utterances.
Traces and Twice-moved NPs

I shall assume the trace theory of movement rules, first outlined in Chomsky, 'Conditions on transformations', and developed in the theses of Kayne, Vergnaud, Fienberg et al., and in ch.3 of Chomsky, Reflections on Language (1975). Two views of trace theory have emerged: the 'pluralist' view says that traces (a) play a crucial role in the syntax and (b) turn out to yield exactly the right information at surface structure to support semantic interpretation and surface filters; the 'exclusively semantic' view says that the early syntactic evidence for trace theory is not crucial and that the theory is motivated only by a requirement that all semantic interpretation be done on surface structures. Tied in with these two views of trace theory is this question: does a moved NP always leave a trace or is a trace left only on the first movement, i.e. left only in the original, deep structure position? The usual assumption is that a trace is left only on the first movement. Clearly if one adopts the exclusively semantic view of trace theory, there would be no reason to have an NP leave a trace at intermediate stages of a derivation, because presumably such positions never play a role in semantic interpretation. Here I shall argue that a trace must be left for every movement of a given NP, hence that an NP may bind more than one trace (by transitivity). This will be support for the pluralist view of trace theory.

The argument will be based on the contraction of want to + wanna, used to + usta, etc., first discussed by G. Lakoff as evidence for global rules, and then by Bresnan as evidence for her 'Ordering Hypothesis'. (The basic observation is that Teddy is the man I want to succeed, Teddy can be interpreted only as the object of succeed and not as the subject.) I show that trace theory affords a superior account of the facts. Crucial data is (i) a Nikon was used to take the picture, where contraction is impossible (ii) *a Nikon was usta take the picture). Under the ordering hypothesis a statement will be needed that to Adjunction must precede Passive, in order to block (ii). This yields an ordering paradox, since I shall show that to Adjunction must follow Passive in other cases. Under trace theory, a trace is left between used to and blocks Adjunction. Precisely parallel facts obtain for twice-moved NPs, as in who do you want to be certain to succeed, which has two possible surface structures, corresponding to the two possible readings. Only (b) allows Adjunction, where who is interpreted as the object of succeed.

(a) [who do you want [t to be certain [t to succeed]]]
(b) [who do you want [PRO to be certain [PRO to succeed t]]]

This argument has two further consequences: (a) a slight revision of the Specified Subject Condition in such a way as to yield another plausibility argument for some version of the autonomy thesis, (b) a counterargument to Chomsky's proposal that wh elements are preposed 'successive cyclically'.

Acknowledging Dual-lingualism

The purpose of this paper is to report on a particular case of dual-lingualism. This example challenges the specific application (Capell 1962:173) of the theory of pidginization proposed by Ray (1926:595-8) to account for diversity of Austronesian languages in Melanesia.

Dual-lingualism is the form of language contact in which a speaker of language A, living in close social contact with a speaker of language B, understands language B, but does not speak B; furthermore, the speaker of B understands A but does not speak A.

The particular case of this extreme asynchrony of speaking and hearing involves a woman who speaks Banoni, an Austronesian language of the SVO type, and her husband who speaks Siwai, a non-Austronesian language of the SOV type. This couple lives in the wife's village where all children learn Banoni, nearly all women speak exclusively Banoni, and the adult Banoni men generally speak at least Banoni, Siwai, and Tok Pisin fluently. The Siwai man understands Banoni spoken to him but chooses to reply in Siwai, reportedly, even in private conversation with his wife.

There are two ways that people in this village deal with the problem that some neighbors, friends, and kinsmen speak a different language. The Banoni men, from the smaller more exogamous group, learn to speak the neighboring languages. Siwai men, from a larger more endogamous group, learn to understand Banoni but do not speak it. Thus, they avoid a pidgin form of Banoni.

Ray (1926:595-8) proposed a theory of pidginization to account for the diversity of Austronesian languages in Melanesia. Capell (1962:173) mentions an application of this theory to account for the differences between Banoni and Piva, the latter being "Papuanized Banoni." The pattern of Banoni-Siwai contact suggests this is impossible.

Unpublished reports from Savo Island and Malaita Island indicated that dual-lingualism with bilingualism may be characteristic of all Melanesia. This would be a serious challenge to Ray's theory.


Reflexive Inchoatives in Spanish

Roldán (1971), following Lakoff (1965), has proposed that inchoative verbs in Spanish (e.g. espesar, enfermar, etc.) derive transformationally from a complex deep structure as in (1):

(1) NP VP S

(2) La salsa se espesó. 'The sauce thickened.'

(3) Roberto se enfermó. 'Roberto got sick.'

Napoli (1976b) argues against this analysis (cf. Fodor 1970) and proposes instead a simplex S source for such verbs in Italian, as shown in (a), and the derivation shown in (b) and (c):

(a) NP VP S

(4) a) ammalare Roberto get sick

(b) NP VP S

(5) Roberto si ammalò. (It.)

(c) NP VP S

(6) Roberto se enfermó. (Spn.)

REFLEXIVE

'Roberto got sick.'

A different view is presented here of reflexive inchoatives in Spanish. Briefly, it is claimed that they are not transformationally derived. Such inchoative verbs are lexically reflexive.

There are three main arguments against an analysis à la Napoli.

First, many inchoatives (e.g. caerse, morirse, arrepentirse, auto­
sentirse, etc.) do not have a transitive counterpart, hence no possible source. Second, if inchoatives are derived by the reflexive rule REFLEXIVE, why are they grammatical with the emphatic phrase a sí mismo, while true reflexives are not?

(5) Se vio a sí mismo. 'He saw himself.'

(6) Se murió a sí mismo. 'He died himself.'

Third, there are many transitive verbs which do not have inchoative counterparts (e.g. impeler, impedir, pintar, etc.).

(7) Se enfermó a sí mismo. 'He got sick himself.'

(8) Roberto se impelió. 'Roberto got impelled.'

The surface orders shown are simply not admissible, but any changes in that order which result in a move closer to the S will result in a legal sequence. Such orders may be obtained through passivization, pastivization or extraposition.

In San Mateo Chuj the O position in a VOS string is highly restricted. No element involving embedding may hold this position at the surface level; a constrast of rules makes over any complex deeper level structure to destroy the VOS order.

These same facts hold for Tzeltal and Tzotzil. (Josh Smith personal communication). I therefore submit that, at least for these languages and probably in a more general realm, VOS is a marked order syntactically even when morphologically the most basic.
A Re-examination of Relativization in Japanese

Relativization in SOV languages such as Japanese which do not have any relative pronouns have been usually assumed to be simple deletion of the NP in the relative clause under the identity with the head NP. In sharp contrast with this theory is Kuno's (The Structure of the Japanese Language, 1973). In it it is claimed that what is relativized is not just an ordinary NP but the NP Wa, the theme of the relative clause. According to that hypothesis, then, relativization in Japanese is essentially similar to that in Malay-Polynesian languages such as Tagalog (Schachter and Otanes 1972) and Malagasy (Keenan 1972), and the Dyirbal language of Australia (Dixon 1972), which only allow relativization of theme (topic). Consider (1), (2), and (3). (2) and (3) represent deep structures for (1) according to Kuno and the usual analysis, respectively. (ga = nominative marker, while o = accusative marker).

(1) (John ga kaita) hon "the book (John wrote)"

(2) S NP S NP Theme
   S hon John ga hon o kaita
   Wa

Recently Kuno ("Subject, theme and the speaker's empathy—a re-examination of relativization phenomena," to appear.) has conjectured that "I suspect that the above hierarchy (N.B. Keenan-Comrie NP Accessibility Hierarchy) is in fact a hierarchy for accessibility to thematic interpretation of NPs. Namely, the subject is the easiest to relativize because it is easiest to interpret the NP in the subject position as the theme of the S.")

In this paper I examine Kuno's hypothesis and arguments for it. Based upon data from Japanese, other typical SOV languages such as Taal (Masica 1972), Basque (de Rijk 1972) and Korean (Tagashira 1972) as well as data on the historical evolution of relative clauses in English (Ceo_ghegan 1975), I conclude that the relationship between thematization and relativization in Japanese is different from what Kuno holds it to be. Especially, I show that the parallelism pointed out by Kuno (1973) and elsewhere of thematization and relativization is best accounted for in terms of the unique recoverability of the missing case markers from the context, and that it has no direct relevance to "a hierarchy for accessibility to thematic interpretation of NPs" as such. This was actually once suggested by James McCawley to Kuno (SJL 247). A particularly damaging piece of evidence is that certain direct objects do not thematize, while they do relativize as in (4).

(4) Thematization: *Kkokonsiki no hi Wa John ga matiwbite ita, wedding day awaited eagerly (cf. Kokonsiki no hi o John Wa ga matiwbite ita.) "John eagerly awaited the wedding day."

Relativization: (John ga matiwbite ita)kekkon siki no hi "the wedding day (John eagerly awaited)."

The purpose of this paper is to show that certain phonological alternations in Tihutulabal can be accounted for in a more explanatory way if the abstract segments posited in the original Swadesh and Voegelin account (1939), and also in McCawley (1969) and Lightner (1971), are not posited in the underlying representations of these alternating forms. Tihutulabal has a length rule which lengthens every other vowel beginning with the first vowel in the word as long as the vowel is not adjacent a syllable with an underlying long vowel or in word final position. However, alternating pairs such as yawan - yawan appear to violate the pattern. SAV posit underlying /ya'sawan - yawa'sawan/ with an abstract ʔ sequence to account for the surface alternation. Each of the rules necessary to convert their representing representations to the surface forms is independently motivated. Thus, both a glottal deletion and vowel contraction rule are necessary to account for the alternation set.\[\text{In this paper I examine Kuno’s hypothesis and arguments for it. Based upon data from Japanese, other typical SOV languages such as Taal (Masica 1972), Basque (de Rijk 1972) and Korean (Tagashira 1972) as well as data on the historical evolution of relative clauses in English (Ceo_ghegan 1975), I conclude that the relationship between thematization and relativization in Japanese is different from what Kuno holds it to be. Especially, I show that the parallelism pointed out by Kuno (1973) and elsewhere of thematization and relativization is best accounted for in terms of the unique recoverability of the missing case markers from the context, and that it has no direct relevance to “a hierarchy for accessibility to thematic interpretation of NPs” as such. This was actually once suggested by James McCawley to Kuno (SJL 247). A particularly damaging piece of evidence is that certain direct objects do not thematize, while they do relativize as in (4).}

(4) Thematization: *Kkokonsiki no hi Wa John ga matiwbite ita, wedding day awaited eagerly (cf. Kokonsiki no hi o John Wa ga matiwbite ita.) “John eagerly awaited the wedding day.”

Relativization: (John ga matiwbite ita)kekkon siki no hi “the wedding day (John eagerly awaited)”
LYN MILES
University of Connecticut

The Use of Sign Language by Two Chimpanzees

The acquisition of sign language and artificial languages by apes has been exciting, but a great deal of specifically linguistic analysis has yet to be carried out. Towards that goal, this paper analyzes the use of the American Sign Language for the Deaf by two male chimpanzees, Ali, a three year old, and Booee, a six year old. Both chimpanzees have approximately three years of sign language experience.

Each chimpanzee was observed using sign language during relaxed free play sessions with a human trainer. Twenty fifteen minute play sessions were observed (ten with each chimpanzee) and all observations were videotaped and later transcribed.

During the sessions both chimpanzees asked and answered questions, made and carried out requests, commented on events, and Booee, a six year old. Both chimpanzees have approximately three years of sign language experience.

From a vocabulary of 90 signs Ali used 37 during the sessions, and from a vocabulary of 35 signs, Booee used 25. Ali's Mean Length of Utterance was 1.6624, and Booee's was 1.7874. Their sign utterance lengths ranged from 1 to 6 signs. While single signs were most frequent, multi-sign combinations represented the majority of sign utterance types. Semantic and syntactic analysis showed rule following behavior in sign combination construction.

This suggests a greater complexity of linguistic output than has widely been supposed, and also suggests the possibility of a chimpanzee linguistic capacity in the wild. Greater exploration of the parameters of language ability in apes may shed light on both the nature and evolution of human language.

Polysemous Coding of Nested Deep Structures

A problem for Discourse Analysis is representation of more than one dimension of a message, utterance, or text. Notations can be developed to express linguistic events on the level of syntax, semantics, or communication strategy; but how do these different dimensions inter-relate? The need for coding and retrieval tactics which express language as a 'system of systems' has been urged by many, in particular by Lamb (Stratificational Grammar), Pike (Tagmemics), Herdan (Type/Token dualities) and Frye (Polysemy), who recognize that individual natural language units, including but not restricted to the word, can function simultaneously in many contextual frames. This paper discusses extensive experimentation with nested, n-dimensional descriptive notations, concurrently applied to a source text and sorted by computer to bring out associations and contingencies among the varied observation units into which discourse can be parsed or partitioned.

The purpose of this research into mappings is three-fold: to recommend generally that more than one "level" of language be observed both in automated and manual versions of discourse parsing; to suggest specific means by which inclusive codes may be devised; to show how polysemous coding may lead as ultimately to predicting one code from another, hence to discovering deep conceptual themes as a by-product of parsing surface structure. Both in computational and more traditional approaches to discourse modeling, a goal is to extract latent (thought) patterns from manifest (discourse) features. It is therefore a challenge to develop an indexing language in itself rich and fluid, and in implications extendible, so that the multiple systems which make up language can be examined for their inter-dependencies. Predictor variables may then be isolated, and elusive aspects of meaning eventually predicted from features more easily perceived, coded, and culled.

The method specified as STRUCTURAL THEMATICS consists of making several passes over a message stream. On each pass, constituent cuts are applied according to a distinct classificatory principle, such as a system of "cases." Whether the processing is parallel or serial, each separate pass over the document resembles the usual procedure of Content Analysis, in that exclusive and exhaustive tags are assigned to discourse tokens according to a partitioning principle appropriate to just that pass; but the result of making several passes rather than just one is that each word in the message can be tagged for simultaneous set-theoretical membership in multiple domains of discourse, ranging rhetorically from the semo-syntactic to the thematic, and, in the broadest communication context, from the perspective of sender to that of receiver.

Concrete demonstration of the value to be found in stratified coding and nested sub-sorting of language data is provided by displays of polysemous patterns of "distress" in texts drawn from literature and from real world discourse. Multiple, hierarchic, and contingent code-sets employed in these samples reflect precepts of both classical (Aristotle, Cicero, and Quintillian) and contemporary (Skinner, Burke, Harris, and Sledd) rhetoric and stylistics. Strong associations linking such seemingly varied discourse taxonomies are suggested, such that the burden of language on any one plane -- syntactic, semantic, or pragmatic -- might be inferrible from what is occurring on other dimensions. This paper concludes with discussion of just such an inferential system, CLAIM STRUCTURE GRAMMAR, which has been programmed on several computers to analyze discourse commitments regardless of genre.
Comitative Constructions: A Syntactic Reinterpretation in Yuman

Comitative constructions are used in a number of languages to express conjunction, but usually they are associated with asymmetrical rather than symmetrical coordination. In Yuman languages, however, symmetrical construction is generally expressed with a complex comitative construction, illustrated in these Mojave sentences:

(1) "ipi-ny-ŋ? aña-fa-k-ny-m havi-k Parker tayem-m (man-dem-subj woman-dem-with-two same F go=pl-tns) 'The man and the woman went to Parker'

(2) "ipi-ny-ŋ? aña-fa-k-ny-m havi-k m t-yyu-p-c (I man-dem woman-dem-with two-diff 1-see-tns) 'I saw the man and the woman'

The first of the two coordinate nouns is marked for its case role in the main clause, while the second has the comitative/instrumental suffix -m following the second noun is the number 'two' with a suffixed -k or -m. Numbers are verbs in Yuman, taking person prefixes and other verbal affixes. -k and -m are 'switch-reference' subordinators widely used throughout Yuman: -k indicates that the verb it follows has the same subject as a following or higher verb; -m shows that the subjects of the m-marked verb and the higher one are different. Thus, -k follows havi-k (1) because the comitative phrase 'the man and literally 'with the woman' is the subject of the next verb; -m is used in (2) because the comitative is a non-subject in that sentence. Comitative phrases thus include subordinate clauses and should be literally paraphrased as 'the man, being two with the woman' etc.

The m-marked noun in this construction, though formally comitative, may also have direct object and subject traits, as this Mojave sentence shows:

(3) "ipi-ny-ŋ? aña-fyog-m ny-havi-k Parker t-tayem-m (man-dem-subj me-with locbj-two same F l-gowler-tns) 'The man and I went to Parker'

The NP 'me' is marked as comitative and must also be the direct object of havi-k (note the object prefix), which is being reinterpreted as a transitive verb--as shown by some speakers' tendency to omit the m-marked noun's syntactic comitative to coordinate left, of course, a semantic coordination.

Despite the confusion introduced by the m-marked noun's syntactic comitative and direct object characteristics, its primary semantic role in the sentence is the same as that of the noun it follows (i.e., main-clause subject in (1) and (3), object in (2)). Comparative evidence supports the claim that this comitative construction is the main way of expressing conjunction in Yuman, a situation which must have evolved because of the lack of any true conjunction in Proto-Yuman (no other coordination pattern is reconstructable).

The semantic change from comitative to coordinate left, of course, a semantic gap, filled in Mojave by a construction using the verb 'follow':

(4) "ipi-ny-ŋ? aña-fyog ny-takwer-k Parker lyem-m (man-dem-subj me locbj-follow same F go-tns) 'The man went to Parker with me'; literally, 'The man followed me to Parker'

Note that the second verb ('go') is singular and marked for a third-person subject; the accompanier noun is not a co-subject, and there need be no literal "following"). The adoption of this construction to express an asymmetrical comitative confirms the idea that the syntactic comitative described above has changed in function; the comitative construction with 'two' now expresses a semantic coordination.

The results are exactly in accord with the scale of phonetic salience, the biggest break occurring when the desinence becomes distinctively stressed.

In traditional historical linguistics it is a recognized principle that the more irregular a morphological form is the more likely it is to survive over a long period of time. Thus, while a given morphological opposition may be lost in more regular forms in the course of time, it is not uncommon for the same distinction to survive in the more irregular forms. The synchronic scale noted above is exactly in accord with this expected diachronic scale. We argue that these facts strengthen the relationship between synchrony and diachrony.
Arguments for Acoustically-oriented Features for Vowels

As indicated by experimental evidence from the literature, certain features traditionally used in the description of the "color" or "quality" of vowels are more regularly related to acoustic aspects of speech events than they are to the articulatory parameters they nominally represent. Radiographic and cineradiographic evidence indicates profound and evidently unsystematic variability in the articulatory configurations of phonetically equivalent vowels of different subjects. By contrast, comparison of the first and second formant frequencies of different speakers indicates a more removable (i.e., systematic) variability.

The problem of the removal of inter-subject variability from acoustic data has long been a subject of phonetic interest. Though it is a reasonably good first approximation, the "constant ratio hypothesis" (which holds that the formant frequencies of equivalent vowels of two speakers may be related by a single multiplicative scale factor) is here shown to exhibit statistically significant systematic error. However, statistical techniques suggest the general shape of a (hypothetically universal) non-linear transform, which when applied to raw formant frequency measurements better reduces inter-subject variability upon the subtraction of a single speaker-dependent value. Individual data from the classic Peterson and Barney study of American English as well as averaged data from several languages are used in the analyses.

The acceptance of a feature set for vowels F1-F2 measurements has important phonological implications in the characterization of certain types of vowel harmony systems. For Finnish, these are: 1) high F2 (/i,e/), 2) medium F2 (/y,ë,â/) and 3) low F2 (/u,o,a/). The primary harmony constraint may then be stated succinctly as follows: medium F2 vowels do not co-occur with low F2 vowels within words. It is thus argued that the vowel feature set which appears to be more directly related to physical parameters may also lead to less ad hoc characterization of certain common phonological patterns.

Hyperlexia and the Relation between Speech and Writing

This paper is concerned with the phenomenon of hyperlexia and its implications for linguistic theory. A small number of very young children, even before the age of three, develop a spontaneously generated or at least remarkably accelerated ability, referred to as hyperlexia, to recognize written words, sometimes with and sometimes without comprehension of their meaning. This ability, which has been attributed by psychologists (Silberberg and Silberberg, 1967) and by neurologists (Mehegan and Dreifuss, 1972) to specific neurological causes, occurs both in normal children and in those with developmental disorders. Huttenlocher and Huttenlocher (1973) have proposed that children develop the "super-normal" ability to pronounce words as compensation for their deficiencies in other cognitive/motor areas. This explanation is unacceptable for two reasons: 1) it is applicable only to developmentally abnormal children; 2) it presupposes the ability to speak. That this ability is in fact unnecessary is shown by a patient we have seen, who, although completely mute, developed a large reading vocabulary (at least 650 words) with comprehension before the age of 5½. This reading ability was first noted before the child was 2 and was not the result of teaching by the parents or others. We will present the case history in more detail with a discussion of its theoretical implications. We suggest that the fact that children, even those without speech, develop reading ability spontaneously and without explicit instruction indicates that written language is as deeply rooted in human cognitive capacities as spoken language, and that contrary to the opinion of most modern linguists, it may be fundamentally independent of spoken language and not merely a visual representation of it.
Vocalic Variations in Spanish Verbs

The roots of Spanish verbs exhibit systematic vocalic alternations of the following types:

1. \( a \rightarrow o \) (\( \text{[peñar]}'\text{to think}'; \text{[pyoxeñ]}'\text{they think}!'\)
2. \( a \rightarrow e \) (\( \text{[volverse]}'\text{to return}'; \text{[welveñen]}'\text{they return}!'\)
3. \( i \rightarrow u \) (\( \text{[mençir]}'\text{to feel}'\) (\( \text{[muntán]}'\text{we might feel}'; \text{[muntén]'they feel}!'\)
4. \( o \rightarrow u \rightarrow w \) (\( \text{[dormir]'to sleep'; [durámos]{\text{we might sleep}'}'; [durímen]'they sleep}!'\)
5. \( a \rightarrow i \) (\( \text{[pedir]'to ask'; [piden]{\text{they ask}'}!\)

In the traditional accounts of these alternations, found both in the standard reference grammars and in the generative analyses of Foley (1965), Harris (1965, 1974), Brame and Bordelois (1973, 1974), others, the mid vowels \( a \) and \( o \) are assumed to be basic in all cases, with the corresponding diphthongs \( (a u \) and \( w) \) and high vowel alternants \( (i \) and \( u) \) being derived from them by general rules that are sensitive to the location of primary stress and to various other phonological and non-phonological characteristics of Spanish verbs. The derivational processes that must be postulated, however, have a number of unnatural characteristics and must be supplemented by a variety of subsidiary assumptions, including the postulation for every Spanish verb stem of an arbitrary diacritic lexical marker specifying whether the mid vowels in that stem do or do not undergo the assumed processes of diphthongization and raising.

The present paper will provide a general critique of this traditional pattern of analysis, and will suggest an alternative analysis that seems more natural than the traditional accounts and more appropriate to the actual range of facts at issue. The proposed analysis is based on the assumption that it is the diphthongal alternates of (1) that are basic rather than the monophthongs and that it is the latter rather than the former that are derived by general rule. Thus, in contrast to the traditional analysis, Spanish is assumed to have phonological processes of vocalic reduction or merger rather than epenthetic expansion, and a process of vocalic lowering rather than raising. It will be argued that these assumptions are quite natural and well-motivated for Spanish, and that their adoption obviates any need for the diacritic marking of verb stems which is required in all versions of the traditional analysis. Thus, for example, where traditional analyses must distinguish the alternating \( o \) of contar 'to count' (cf. cuentar [\text{cuentán}]{\text{they count}!} from the non-alternating \( o \) of montar 'to mount' (cf. montan 'they mount') by means of diacritic marking of these two stems, the distinction follows under the present proposed analysis simply from the assumption that the stems are basically represented as /\text{con}t/ and /\text{mont}/, with the phonetic \( o \) of contar resulting from the general process of merger which applies to all \( a \) and \( o \) which do not receive stress.

The relative adequacy of the proposed analysis will be subjected to further test with respect to certain additional critical facts about the synchronic and diachronic phonology of Spanish. On the basis of this and the considerations of some problems and positive evidence to the proposed analysis, an evaluation will be made of this alternative relative to the traditional analysis of Harris and others.
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A Reanalysis of Present Perfect Tense in Montague Grammar

According to Montague's analysis of present perfect tense, negation, and quantification proposed in the paper "The Proper Treatment of Quantification in Ordinary English," Sentence 1 has the semantic readings given below:

1. Many guests have not arrived.
   a. Mu [guest(u) \neg \text{arrive}(u)]
   b. \neg \text{H Mu} [\text{guest}(u) \land \text{arrive}(u)]

The first interpretation (VP-Negation) is not problematic. The second interpretation does not seem to constitute a Quantifier-Negation as Montague intended it to be but rather Tense-Negation due to the implicit quantifier involved in the interpretation of H. Thus 1b says that there was not a time at which many guests arrived. It seems to allow only a group reading. In a situation where many guests have arrived but all separately, interpretation 1b would not represent the meaning of Sentence 1.

In the paper, three possible solutions are discussed and examined:

1. Analyze H as a tense operator operating on the result reading of verbs rather than the action reading.
2. Analyze H as an operator operating only on an atomic verb.
3. Analyze H as an operator operating only on what we will call atomic proposition.

Arguments will be presented to demonstrate the plausibility of the third approach together with the difficulties of the first two approaches.
Vowel Metathesis in Old English: An Artifact

In a recent paper (Metathesis and Old English phonology, University of Massachusetts Occasional Papers in Linguistics 1.125-163 [1975]), S. J. Keyser has proposed including among the rules of Old English phonology a rule of (Vowel) Metathesis in order to account for the seeming peculiarities of Old English Vowel Deletion: where in some cases it is a stem vowel (the a of [lufa] in [lufa + i + an]) that is deleted; in others (the e of [ena] in [söö + enä]) a vowel of the inflection. Metathesis is then presented as a way of getting all the underlying vowels into the right order so that Vowel Deletion can proceed in a perfectly regular way.

Keyser's solution is, however, very unsatisfactory—it would be unfortunate to include among the rules of a phonology a rule of no historical validity—and in fact, incorrect. There is, happily, a better solution, one dependent on a more satisfactory understanding than Keyser's of underlying representations in Old English, of surface representations, and of the rules of Old English phonology—a full discussion of which runs far beyond the modest limits of this paper.

Yet it is a simple matter to do away with Metathesis: for example, [lufa + i + an] seems a correct enough underlying representation for lufian. But what is the phonetic surface represented by this Old English spelling? Surely (given early Old English spellings lufigan, lufigan, etc.) it is [lufijan] not—as I assume Keyser believes—[lufjan]. Surface [lufijan] can, however, be derived without recourse to Vowel Deletion (thus, a fortiori, without Metathesis) by independently motivated rules as follows:

- lufa + i + an (by 1-Mutation)
- lufe + i + an (by Glide Formation)
- lufi + j + an (by e-Raising / -i-)

Similarly does all of Keyser's seeming support for Metathesis evaporate.

Historians of linguistics who have written about the Latin grammars of the Middle Ages have focused their attention on the speculative grammars of the 13th and 14th centuries. These works are, however, atypical of medieval grammars of Latin in that they devote no space to orthography and relegate a consideration of speech sounds to the province of the natural philosopher.

The purpose of this paper is to point out the extent to which notions about the acoustic and articulatory aspects of speech sounds are discussed by medieval grammarians. For primary sources I rely chiefly on Latin grammars written in Italy in the fourteenth century. These works are relatively independent of the modistic tradition which flourished north of the Alps. Some of the material I cite has appeared in print in anthologies of medieval grammatical theory, but most of it is from unpublished manuscripts which I have consulted in Italian libraries in recent years.

The main conclusions arrived at are the following: 1. Acoustic notions are found relatively seldom and exclusively in connection with vowels. 2. Notions about the classification and points of articulation of sounds are in most cases fairly precise. 3. Further research on the possible influence of the Aristotelian corpus (especially the Historia Animalium) on medieval grammarians is called for.
The purpose of this paper is to bring to light the anticipation, in a little-known 19th-century school grammar, of certain premises and explanatory devices of modern transformational theory.

Published a century before Chomsky's *Syntactic Structures*, Greene's *English Grammar*, along with the usual Latin-based parsing and admonitions against "false syntax," contains a section titled "Transformation of Elements — Equivalent Elements." Greene introduces this section by explaining that

A sentence is transformed when it undergoes a change in the form of any of its elements, without any material change in the meaning; the new forms of the elements, which express the same or nearly the same meaning, are called equivalents (Greene 1857:196).

Greene's statements and examples of equivalencies correspond to the processes that today would be called passivization, nominal compoundung, infinitive nominalization, relative-be deletion (wh-is-deletion), gapping, extraposition (and it-insertion), and there-insertion. (There is also mention of several other processes, including the now-discredited question transformation, cf. Chomsky 1957:63.) The latter two are discussed with reference to SVO ordering, which is for Greene the "natural or grammatical" arrangement of sentence elements (Greene 1857:198).

Greene's interest in underlying meaning is evident not only in those cases in which he evaluates his equivalencies on the basis of semantic similarity, but also in his Preface:

**In the following classification of the principles of Grammar, great prominence has been given to thoughts and ideas in their relation to forms...The thought determines the sentence (Greene 1857:5).**

A second purpose of this paper is to demonstrate, by comparison with other 19th-century grammarians, that Greene is unusual in his concern for meaning and in his use of process in linguistic description.
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In a recent investigation as part of a French-English syntax project, an analysis of nearly 500 French time adverbials in 85 different syntactic frames was made and their distribution was studied. It was found that a fine semantic classification is not only possible but also that it is of much use in automatic text parsing such as is done at the automatic translation centre to which our project is connected. The three major classes: punctual, durative, and frequency adverbs were subdivided into sub-groups which were found to have nearly perfect semantic and syntactic correlations on all tests, and perfect correlations on crucial tests. It was thus possible to organize the crucial tests in a critical path network which made later analyses of various tests easier and reliable. Moreover, these test frames not only were able to define syntactically the members of individual semantic classes, but also to delimit what might be the temporal import of a marginally temporal adverb. For instance, the pseudo-passive construction can sort out subject-oriented manner adverbs from true time adverbs, whether in initial, intra-clausal, or final position:

- Spontanément, la porte s'est fermée. / Brusquement, la porte s'est fermée.
- La porte s'est spontanément fermée. / La porte s'est brusquement fermée.
- La porte s'est fermée spontanément. / La porte s'est fermée brusquement.

The analysis of co-occurrences of adverbs with verbs of certain semantic types were helpful in sorting out certain homonyms. For example, aujourdhui with an eventive verb (Vendler: 1965 calls it an "Achievement" verb) is a genuine punctual adverb, having a behaviour similar to and particular only to punctual adverbs (i.e. being the domain of relationship prepositions: e.g. dès, jusqu'à, depuis, etc.; not being welcome between Aux and V or V + Y and fitting with NP est, ... ADJ, JUSTE, ... MÊME frames), and means "today, this very day on the calendar", while with an "accomplishment" verb, it has a contrary behaviour in these test frames and means "nowadays": cf.

Jean arrive aujourd'hui même. Cet édifice est aujourd'hui achevé.

Aujourd'hui, as well as all adverbs denoting a point during the period contiguous to the speech act, as well as adverbs denoting a point during the present tense, the following two examples being very closely synonymous:

Jean arrive aujourd'hui, ce soir, cette semaine, lundi, ce mois-ci, etc.
- Jean arrive aujourd'hui, ce soir, cette semaine, lundi, ce mois-ci, etc.

Co-occurrences with such verbs also brought forth the ambivalence of some seemingly perfect durative adverbs, e.g. dès à dominer, durant la semaine, which have a punctual reading with eventive verbs and a durative reading with stationary verbs.

We shall endeavour to show convincingly the importance of assuming that there are systematic semantic explanations for various syntactic properties (which, upon preliminary examination, seem idiosyncratic) as several cases of syntactic properties of sub-groups of adverbs, including their distribution, will show to depend crucially and in regular ways on their meanings.

Based on their analyses of acoustic data, Lehiste and Ivic (1963) found that the chief factor differentiating Serbo-Croatian rising and falling tones was the ratio between the fundamental frequency in the accented vowel and in the first post-accentual vowel. Falling word tone was characterized by a fundamental frequency in the second vowel much lower than the level of the fundamental frequency in the first vowel, while a rising word tone was marked by a fundamental frequency in the second vowel which was as high as or even higher than the level of the fundamental frequency in the first vowel. Rehder (1968) reach a similar conclusion, namely, that a step up or a step down in the fundamental frequency occurring in the second half of the accented vowel or within the first post-accentual vowel would cue a rising or a falling word tone respectively. Purcell (1973) noted six sizeable and regular variations in the acoustic parameters studied which might serve as cues for the differentiation of Serbo-Croatian word tone. One of these six variations involved the relative location of the peak of the fundamental frequency within the accented vowel. Falling word tones were marked by an earlier occurrence of peak fundamental frequency, while rising word tones were marked by a later occurrence. Such a patterning had not been noted in previous investigations.

This paper presents the results of a perceptual experiment involving synthetic stimuli designed to test the ability of native speakers of Serbo-Croatian to hear differences in the location of peak fundamental frequency. Nineteen natives from Belgrade and Sarajevo participated in the experiment in Yugoslavia in September, 1973. The results prove that listeners can attend to differences in the location of peak fundamental frequency, and that in the absence of any other variation in the stimuli the natives interpret these differences in peak location as rising or falling word tone. A peak located in the final 24% of the accented vowel tends to be judged rising, while an earlier occurrence of the peak tends to be judged falling. The data of the present study demonstrate the relevance of the location of peak fundamental frequency in the differentiation of Serbo-Croatian word tone. A comparison of these data with those of Lehiste and Ivic (1972) on the perception of differences in the ratio of the first and final fundamental frequency values within the accented vowel indicates that peak fundamental frequency location is the more important cue for the determination of Serbo-Croatian word tone.

The present study was designed to investigate the necessity of the (silent) closure interval as a cue to the perception of stop consonants in sequential pairs. Both synthetic and real speech stimuli of the type CVCC were presented to listeners. The medial pair of consonants consisted of all the permutations of the voiced stops /b/ d g/. The initial consonant was always /l/ and both vowels were /e/. The closure interval between the medial pair of stops was varied systematically from 0 to 125 msec. With each of the possible stop sequences two types of closure intervals were heard: one with a fundamental frequency throughout and another with silence throughout. In a series of listening sessions subjects were asked: (1) if the first syllable ended with a consonant or not, and if so if it was /b/ /d/ or /g/. (2) if the second syllable began with a consonant or not, and if so if it was /b/ /d/ or /g/. In those cases where the medial stop consonants were not identical, an average of 60 msec of closure duration was necessary for recognition of the presence of a syllable-final stop in 50% of listeners' judgments. An interval of 110 msec was required for correct identification of the syllable-final stop to reach asymptote. Recognition of the presence of an initial stop in the second syllable was virtually unaffected by reduction and elimination of the closure interval, but correct identification of this stop required an average closure interval of 25 msec to reach asymptote. It thus appears that the closure interval is a necessary cue in the recognition of the first stop in a sequential pair and also, to varying degrees, for the correct identification of both stops in such a sequence. In those cases where the stops in the sequence formed a geminate pair, listeners correctly reported only the initial stop of the second syllable in the range of closure duration. At the outer limit of 125 msec of closure duration, fewer than 50% of listeners' judgments reported the presence of a syllable-final stop. It appears that for a language such as English in which gemination is not distinguished, quite a long closure interval is needed in order to induce listeners to report hearing two identical stop consonants in sequence. These and other data suggest that the duration of the closure interval necessary for stop perception may be related to the time necessary for the articulation of sequences of stops, as well as to the phonotactic rules of a language.
A Critique of 'Acoustic Assimilation'

It has recently been argued (e.g., Hyman 1973, Ohala 1974, Thurgood & Javkin 1974) that phonology needs to recognize natural rules of "acoustic assimilation" (ACA). In this paper I show that:

1. ACA is implausible on general theoretical grounds;
2. The cases cited in support of ACA can be explained in terms of different principles which are independently justified, and which have been given explicit recognition in the theory of NATURAL SYSTEM PHONOLOGY (NSP).

The rules under discussion are:

(a) \( u \rightarrow i / \{ t \} \) (both \( d \) and \( q \)) (both \( f \) and \( h \));
(b) \( a \rightarrow o \) (both \( f \) and \( h \));
(c) \( *a \) to \(-e\), \( *a \) to \(-o\), \( *a \) to \(-e\).

Ad (1): ACA is evaluated against the background of a formal typology of natural phonological rules, as incorporated into NSP. Three major rule classes are recognized: 1. ARTICULATORY SIMPLIFICATION RULES (lentition, assimilation, sloppy timing); 2. PERCEPTUAL DIFFERENTIATION RULES (syntactic; dissimilation, ephemeris; paradigmatic; from zero ("perceptual strengthening"), from other segments); 3. PERCEPTUAL RESANALYSIS (PRA) RULES.

The first class is plausible since based on the "laziness principle." The second class ensures maximally distinct signals, thereby increasing "perceptual ease;" it is diametrically opposed to ACA, which is based on the implausible assumption that perceptual ease is enhanced by making segments more similar (dissimilating) to each other. Admitting ACA into phonology would weaken the predictive power of the theory, since "acoustic differentiation" and "acoustic assimilation" would cancel each other. The third class, PRA-RULES, codes changes involving minimal "perceptual jumps."

Ad (2): It is argued that (a)-(d) involve interaction between ARTICULATORY ASSIMILATION and PERCEPTUAL RESANALYSIS (PRA).

Examples supporting the validity of PRA are drawn from French, German, Ifugao, Kannada, and Cockney.

2.1. A system of DIVERSED MOTOR FEATURES is used to describe the articulatory aspects of the processes. The resulting rules are shown to fit the structural definition of (articulatory) assimilation rules.

2.2. The natural class of PRA-RULES is defined in terms of a system of PERCEPTUAL FEATURES. PRA-RULES have the form: \( X \rightarrow X' \), where \( X \) and \( X' \) are bundles of perceptual features, and the NO-CROSSING CONSTRAINT is met:

PRA of a segment \( X \) as \( X' \) may not cross over a segment \( X'' \) of the original system, where \( X'' \) is on a perceptual path from \( X \) to \( X' \) and the total perceptual distance between \( X \) and \( X'' \) is smaller than the total perceptual distance between \( X \) and \( X' \).

The notion of perceptual path is defined, and a tentative definition of total perceptual distance is given.

2.3. The theory is applied to the processes in (a)-(d), and it is shown that the processes can be broken down into plausible steps, each of which conforms either to the definition of articularatory assimilation rules, or to that of PRA-RULES.
Linguistic Intuition and Introspective "Observation"

Transformational generative linguists assert that linguistic competence involves the ability to intuitively recognize conformity to and deviation from grammatical rules even though these rules cannot themselves be stated or recognized by the language user who possesses these intuitions. Transformational linguists emphasize that the data on which they rely in evaluating grammars and theories of language consist almost exclusively of reports of such linguistic intuitions. However, such reports are not considered to be incorrigible. Linguists frequently question the validity of linguistic intuitions reported by investigators who hold different theoretical views. (e.g., Chomsky 1972) Furthermore, certain contemporary theoretical conflicts can be resolved only if the reliability and validity of such reports of disputed intuitions can be seriously assessed. (Sotha 1973) A fully satisfactory methodology for carrying out this assessment has not yet been articulated.

The purpose of this paper is to consider what constitutes a defensible account of what reports of linguistic intuitions are and what are reports of. These considerations suggest some basic guidelines within which to begin constructing a methodology for assessing the reliability and validity of reports of linguistic intuitions.

In current literature, reports of linguistic intuitions have been described as reports of introspective observations. They have also been compared with the reports of subjective judgments employed as data by investigators in psychophysics. The first part of the paper is a demonstration that there are crucial differences between reports of introspective observation (as understood in classical introspective psychology) and reports of subjective judgments in psychophysics. A concise statement of the methodologically significant differences is provided.

In the second part of the paper, evidence is adduced that in current linguistic practice there is a strong tendency to treat reports of linguistic intuitions as reports of introspective observations. It is shown that this conception of reports of linguistic intuitions, when combined with current insistence that transformational generative linguistics is an empirical science, involves the same methodological/conceptual inconsistency which undermined claims by introspective psychology. Specifically, it involves an attempt to base an objective empirical science on data whose reliability and validity could not (even in principle) be checked. In addition, it is shown that while the use of subjective judgments in psychophysics is not subject to the difficulties faced by attempts to engage in (and report on) introspective observations, there are significant disanalogies between reports of linguistic intuitions and reports of subjective judgments in psychophysics. Finally, some methodological consequences of the preceding discussion are sketched. It is indicated that certain kinds of appeals to idiosyncratic intuitions (e.g., Ross 1967) are inappropriate in scientific linguistics. In addition, an identification of methodologies (e.g., Garfinkel 1967, Greenbaum 1970, Lakoff 1972) which are not subject to the difficulties which beset introspective observation and which reflect a sensitivity to differences between subjective reports in psychophysics and reports of an intuitive recognition of conformity to and deviation from various sorts of rules. Several specific questions about the relative usefulness of and appropriate methodologies are raised.

The point of the paper, then, is not to challenge the legitimacy of appeals to linguistic intuitions, but rather to clarify the conditions under which reports of linguistic intuitions can serve as data in a science of linguistics and hence to illuminate the conditions under which certain significant theoretical issues in contemporary linguistics could possibly be settled.

The difficulty that English speakers have in processing sentences like:

(1) The vase [that the maid [that the agency hired] dropped] broke on the floor.

which contains two levels of self-embedding (SE) served to motivate the distinction between competence and performance. Current notions about a theory of performance hold that it includes at least two types of constraints: (1) perceptual constraints or strategies; (2) constraints set by the limits on human processing. The limit on the capacity to process multiple SEs is assumed to account for the unacceptability of sentence (1). Recent work in performance theory has concentrated on perceptual strategies. This paper illustrates how the second type of constraint can be further explored. Studies of the limits of human processing have only utilized English to provide test structures. However, there is strong evidence from Korean relative clauses and predicate complements that up to two and possibly three levels of SE can be processed by native speakers with little comprehension problem. (2) is an example of SE relative clauses.

(2) ul kkal ki yoei [kyoanchi kake cuchaccun] at [iheq cun] ttak+ makasste our dog [that woman police for her found] son gave cake ate 'Our dog ate the cake that the woman gave to her son who the police found for her.'

Thus while the number of SEs that can be processed is limited, it is not quite as limited as has been suggested by English SE structures.

The difficulty with sentences like (1) can be explained by assuming that additional factors beyond SE are at play. This hypothesis can be supported by examining a number of variations on sentence (1). For example, sentence (3):

(3) The vase [that the maid [that came from the agency] dropped] broke on the floor.

shows that two levels of SE are also processable in English. The difference between (3) and (1) is that in (3) the subject of the most embedded clause is relativized, but in (1) the object of the most embedded clause is relativized. All previous studies of SE have only considered sentences in which the object is relativized in both relative clauses. Sentences like (3) combined with the Korean data are support for the claim that the processing difficulty associated with (1) is not primarily due to SE. The crucial problem seems to be that (1) requires the repeated assignment of the referent of a deleted NP, once the referent has been passed.

This raises the question of whether SE is relevant to the difficulty associated with (1). The difficulty might be entirely due to the two backward reference operations. That this is not the case however is shown by sentences like (4):

(4) John fixed the vase [that the maid [that the agency hired] dropped].

which is much easier to process than (1). Here we have one SE and two backward operations. (3) contains two SEs and one backward reference operation. The difficulty of (1) is due to the specific combination of two SEs and two backward reference operations.

We suggest that cross language studies provide a laboratory for the investigation of complex performance constraints and that such studies can especially specify the kinds of operations that push the limits of human processing ability.
On Delimiting Phonological Variation

This paper will be concerned with the proper characterization of linguistic variation within certain dialects of Spanish (Cuban, Porteño, and Andalusian). The nature of this variation concerns consonantal alternations typically characterized as Aspiration of s (s → h) and the concomitant assimilatory processes affecting h and a following consonant. Alternative solutions within a Standard Theory framework (as developed by Chomsky and Halle, 1968) will be considered and it will be shown that the Standard Theory does not allow for the correct characterization of the phenomena. The Standard Theory provides no explanation for the facts of language variation considered here, since it forces us to consider Aspiration (s → h) and assimilation as separate phenomena, thus allowing for the possibility of a dialect differing from another in having Aspiration but not assimilation. However, the facts are such that the exact nature of the assimilation may vary from dialect to dialect, but there is no dialect that aspires s but lacks the concomitant assimilation process. Since the Standard Theory allows for this logically possible but empirically indefensible characterization of dialectal differences, we must conclude that the theory is too powerful and needs to be constrained. A proposal will be made which attempts to provide an explanation for the concomitant nature of the aspiration and assimilation processes. The proposal will be formulated in terms of weakening processes and phonological hierarchies with the intent to delimit the class of possible phonological dialect variations.
Sag's (1974) has offered objections to recent generative accounts of Sanskrit alternations between aspirate and non-aspirate consonants (of the type: bhudha, bhudh-, bhudh). The crucial issue is the viability of Grassmann's Law as a synchronic rule of Classical Sanskrit and the assumption of underlying aspirate roots (e.g. bhudha-, bhudh-). Sag offers objections to both these assumptions, proposing instead an analysis (essentially that of Panini) that posits no underlying aspirate roots (i.e. underlying budha-, dugh-), and a rule of Progressive Aspiration Assimilation (throwing back the aspiration) to account for forms of the bhotasyati, chokdi type.

More recently, however, Sag's analysis has been attacked by Hoard (1974) and by Phelps (1975), both of whom in addition offer new analyses with underlying aspirate roots and a rule of Grassmann's Law. I will argue that their objections to Sag's analysis are without substance, and that these new attempts to salvage Grassmann's Law as a synchronic rule of Sanskrit are untenable.

Both Hoard and Phelps are agreed in assuming internal word boundaries before the imperative suffixes -dhe and -dhvam. Indeed the success of either analysis depends on the correctness of that assumption. Strong evidence against such boundaries exists, however. Progressive Retroflex Assimilation, which otherwise can never cross word boundaries (cf. dvijit# arise as: *dvijit#), does indeed affect -dhe and -dhvam (cf. dvij#dhe, dvij#dhvam; dvij#bh, dvij#dhvam), although any other well-motivated internal word boundary is sufficient to block this assimilation (cf. dvitsu, dvitsu (<dvij#)).

Both Phelps and Hoard assume a rule of Medial Cluster Reduction to be operating in the derivation of desiderative forms such as dhīpa, rīpe, dhitāti, etc. Such a rule forms the basis, in fact, of Phelps' claim that Sag's analysis is incapable of deriving such forms as dhitāti (<dhi-<dhi> +ati in Phelps' system). Medial Cluster Reduction cannot possibly be a rule, however, as the clusters to eliminate thrive in Classical Sanskrit (cf. kṣetra-, vārām, karṣyati, etc.). Sag's claim that such desideratives arise by morphological suffusion is further substantiated by a form such as bhindh(i) (desiderative of both sī and sī), which has no plausible derivation via reduction.

Phelps addsuce the isolated Vedic forms dhashat and intīm as further support for the superiority of her analysis over Sag's. Her argument, however, rests on the demonstrably false assumption that "it is generally assumed that Bartholomae's Law is a relatively late development in Sanskrit". Similarly, Hoard insists that it is a virtue of his analysis that it generates such forms as bhindh(i) (<bhīdhi in his framework), instead of the form bhindhi or bhindhi cited by Sag. bhindh(i), however, is the correct attested form.

For all the above reasons and several others, the analysis offered by Sag (and Panini) is by far superior.
Sapir's Athabaskan Correspondences: Variable Data and Phonetic Law

One of the most famous, as well as perhaps the most argued, claims in the history of linguistics has been that sound change takes place without exception. This was the cornerstone of much of the achievement of 19th century comparative linguistics, and has been a productive hypothesis in work with many language families in this century. In an early and influential article, Sapir (1931) showed how the comparative method could be applied to the Athabaskan languages, and reconstructed some of the basic sound correspondences in this family.

Recent research in 19th and early 20th century archival data on Athabaskan languages shows that the picture is not as neat as Sapir and some subsequent linguists have indicated it as being. Importantly, much of the data analyzed and reported by modern linguists have shown the forms of individual languages as invariant, whereas in a number of instances the archival records, reflecting the usage of several informants, or different bands of the same tribe, show significant variation. For example, the forms for 'star' may be compared with Sapir's correspondences:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Proto Ath</th>
<th>Hupa</th>
<th>Chipewyan</th>
<th>Navajo</th>
<th>Sarsi</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*ts</td>
<td>*ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
<td>ts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'star'</td>
<td>tsin</td>
<td>(t)Qun</td>
<td>son</td>
<td>son</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In other examples, 'star' is (t)Qun or sun in Beaver and (t)mon/ tsun/son in Kutchin, while 'tongue' is tsad/zad/zad in Coyotero Apache. 'Head' is (t)Qun/tsi/si in Sekani, and 'star' is son or tsun, with a 1:2 ratio in reported usage. Kutchin, a northwestern language, shows more than 60 per cent of the time.

These and other examples illustrate that variability is found throughout the branches of the Athabaskan family, and point to the need for a careful re-examination of both archival and modern data--unhomogenized by phonemicization--to arrive at a better understanding of the internal history of Athabaskan, the phonological changes within the family, and the relation of variability to the process of phonetic change.
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These and other examples illustrate that variability is found throughout the branches of the Athabaskan family, and point to the need for a careful re-examination of both archival and modern data--unhomogenized by phonemicization--to arrive at a better understanding of the internal history of Athabaskan, the phonological changes within the family, and the relation of variability to the process of phonetic change.
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Another Look at Generative Spelling: Quantitative Results

This is a report of the quantitative results of a study of the efficacy of teaching the pronunciation of English polysyllables to non-native speakers by means of ordered rules which use the standard orthographic representations as underlying forms, to derive a correct phonetic form.

Out of some fifty sets of words ending some seventy suffixes, which were studied, fifteen word classes, representing nineteen suffixes were selected for detailed quantitative study involving between five and twelve non-native speakers (predominantly Francophones) as experimental subjects, and five French speakers as control subjects.

Experimental subjects read lists of words ending in the nineteen suffixes. They then applied ordered rules to between ten and forty selected words ending in the suffixes to which each set of rules applied. After performing these rules on this small number of words, they reread the original words lists. Control subjects did the same except that they performed a repetition exercise instead of employing the sets of ordered rules.

The experimental subjects made 15,289 errors on the first reading, as compared with 2,562 on the second reading, for an improvement of over 80%. The control subjects made 12,112 errors on the first reading, as compared with 7,990 on the second reading, for an improvement of less than 35%. The difference between the experimental and control groups' percentage improvements for each of the fifteen classes were at the .004 level or better as determined by a Mann-Whitney U-test.

At the presentation, an analysis of why the differences between experimental and control subjects were greater for some sets of words than for others will be given. Also, it will be shown how a selected sample of these ordered rules work.

Implications for the study of the structure of the lexicon and the psychological reality of underlying and orthographic representations will be considered.
On the Gradation of Grammatical Relations

A theory of Relational Grammar (RG) wherein grammatical relations (GR) play a direct and central role has been proposed by Johnson (1974), Postal and Perlmutter (in preparation), et al. RG is superior to the "standard" structurally-oriented Transformational Grammar in that it "bypasses" the need for the inherently language-particular structural configurations for all rules in what play a crucial role, and imposes structure on S's at a point in the derivation after all such rules have applied.

An adequate theory of RG, however, must provide some operational principles (ideally, universal) for distinguishing whether a N is the "subject" (s), "direct object" (d.o.), or "indirect object" (i.o.) of a given S. A question relevant to the researching of such principles is whether the above GR's are to be considered as absolute relations, or whether there is a finer sub-classification of the known GR's, possibly varying from language to language, motivated by the diversity of the syntactic behavior they trigger. Keenan (1974) entertains this type of possibility in an attempt to provide a universal characterization of the notion "subject of," and comes up with the hypothesis that the "subjecthood" of GR's results from a combination of certain syntactic and semantic properties that characterize N's which are "pretheoretically felt to be s's.

A relationally-oriented study of some syntactic processes in Persian reveals that the notion d.o. is not an absolute GR, and must be further "graded" into four sub-relations, depending on whether or not the d.o. is definite, and whether or not it is basic and derived d.o.'s, for Persian, the Keenan-Gorrie (1978) hierarchy of GR's would be altered to (1) to accommodate this finer sub-classification of d.o.'s:

1) s>>indefinite d.o. > basic definite d.o. > derived d.o. i.o. oo... the "strongest" d.o. being [definite], while the "weakest" being [derived].

The "strengths" of d.o. being signaled by the feature d.o. may not be [definite]. Thus all super-

2) a) man bače *(f) saib dādam (Dative-Moved)
   I child, [def. acc. m.] apple gave
   'I gave the child apple.'
   [I gave the child apples.'

b) man bače (f) diwāne hās manem (Subject-Raised)
   I child, [def. acc. m.] crazy consider
   'I consider the child to be crazy.'

Indefinite d.o.'s, like S's do not carry a case marking, while all lower "grades" of d.o.'s on the hierarchy, like i.o.'s have a case marking. In Persian only S's with indefinite d.o.'s may undergo Dative-Movement, such that a definite d.o. is too "weak" a d.o. to be "demoted" to the "chômeur" (unemployed) status by the rule:

3. parvīs bače [f] saib (e-man) dādam (Dative-Moved)
   Parvis child-def. acc. m. apple *(f) gave
   'Parvis gave the child apple.'

With respect to relative clause formation strategies (RCFS) the dichotomy is between basic and derived d.o.'s, such that with the former it is optional to leave behind in the relative clause a pronoun copy of the N relativized upon, while with the latter, as with i.o.'s, it is obligatory. It is interesting to note that Verb-Raising, being a semi-productive process in Persian, results in a d.o. that behaves equivalently, sharing derived d.o.'s the restrictions that a d.o. behaving like a basic d.o. in RCFS are concerned. The features that unite every d.o. under a single "supra-GR" are its position relative to other GR's in an S, and its unitary subjection to Passivization.

Though such a sub-classification of d.o.'s may turn out to be idiosyncratic to Persian, it should be clear that GR's do not seem to be clear-cut absolute relations, making imperative further intensive research on this issue.

Effects of Redundancy and Intonational Stress in Facilitating Children's Comprehension of Temporally-ordered Events

Our general framework of language comprehension posits that redundancy of forms (e.g., intonational; semantic) facilitates comprehension and that such redundancy becomes a vehicle for learning new, more complex forms of language during acquisition. Johnson investigated the use and production by young children of sentences expressing temporally-ordered events, and some of the linguistic variables facilitating comprehension of such sentences.

To express two temporally-ordered events, one could say, for example, "Do X first, then do Y second," or in a more complex form, "Do Y after X." Consecutives like "before" and "after" make possible an "inverted" sentence, in which the order of linguistic elements does not correspond with the order of events in "real time." Such inverted sentences, while extremely efficient in expression, have typically been found not to be comprehended by young children. In this study, it was assumed that sentences with the linguistic order of events corresponding to the "real-time" order of events ("noninverted" sentences, such as "After A, B"; "A before B"); "A and then B") are less "complex" than corresponding sentences in which this linguistic order is inverted (e.g., "B after A"); "Before A, B"; "B, but first A"). It was expected that increased redundancy of the expression of the temporal relation and intonational stress on the temporal word(s) would facilitate comprehension of such sentences.

Redundancy was defined as the number of times a temporal relation was mentioned in a given sentence (e.g., "Before B, A" and "B after A") were considered less redundant than "Before B, first A" and "B after A first").

Thirty-two children (4-6 years) were asked to manipulate objects to "act out" the meaning of sentences expressing two events (20 trials per child). The stimulus sentences varied in redundancy, as defined above (3 "levels"), and in stress versus no stress on the temporal word(s). Additionally, a production task was employed, using increasing structured instruction, asking the child to describe actions (of a similar kind) performed by the experimenter: in some trials, the child was given a sentence stem to complete (e.g., "B"); in others, the child was asked to produce a sentence expressing the same action (e.g., "B after A").

Results indicated that intonational stress facilitated comprehension (as indicated by success or failure, as well as a more finely-scaled response measure) of the kind of interaction between the inversion-noninversion and the redundancy variables, as well as adding redundancy made the inverted sentences as easy to comprehend as the noninverted sentences. An independent set of analyses indicated that, with redundancy held constant, sentences with a temporal word appearing first were easier to comprehend (even if "inverted") than corresponding sentences with the temporal word in a non-initial position.

Analyses of the production tasks provided further validation of the principle of "complexity" tested here. Further analyses will compare the child's performance on the production and comprehension tasks with the expectation that a scaling of the child's production (here in a progressively-structured task) can predict his comprehension success and failure.

These results confirming our general model of comprehension suggest a re-interpretation of some earlier findings of children's failure to comprehend sentences of the kind concerned, and might be extended to comprehension of other logical relations, with the view toward specifying particular features that facilitate comprehension.
The Status of Irish Preverbal Particles

Irish manifests striking parallels between the copula and certain preverbal particles. The copula radically changes form under questioning and negation:

1. a. Is dochtuir é. (cop doctor he) He is a doctor.
   b. An dochtuir é? (Q-cop doctor he) Is he a doctor?
   c. Ní dochtuir é. (Neg-cop doctor he) He isn't a doctor.

The forms of the copula in (1b) and (1c) are identical to particles which precede other verbs as markers of negation or questioning:

2. a. Tuigeann sé. (understand he) He understands.
   b. An dtuigeann sé? (Q understand he) Does he understand?
   c. Ní thuigeann sé. (Neg understand he) He doesn't understand.

I will claim, contrary to what traditional terminology suggests, that the particles of (2) and the copula forms of (1) are best analyzed as having the same origin.

The changes in the initial consonant of the verb in (2b) and (2c) typically occur on verbs in embedded environments and contexts which might plausibly be analyzed as embedded at a more abstract level (such as in the past tense). I will argue that questioned and negated verbs are so embedded.

It remains to determine whether an and ní are forms of the copula in which the verbs of (2) are embedded, or more abstract predicates in which the copula is embedded like other verbs, with subsequent deletion. I will argue for the latter, on the basis of the following facts: (i) If (2b-c) are embedded in a copula, there is no explanation for the fact that the declarative is not also embedded and that none of the copula forms of (1) are embedded. Under the alternate analysis, embedding is associated specifically with questioning and negation, for both the copula and other verbs. (ii) Phonological evidence suggests an intervening element between an and ní and the following NP in (1), which will block the relevant mutation of the initial consonant of the NP. (NPs are commonly affected by other clitics, including the past form of the copula, so the fact that the NPs of (1) remain unaffected cannot be explained in terms of the NP.) (iii) In the past tense a form appears which seems to be a contraction of both the particle and the copula, suggesting that both exist, even where the surface form shows a single particle. Similar evidence occurs in complement clauses. (iv) The copula has a specialized semantic function incompatible with an analysis which embeds all questions and negatives to it.

Reference

SIMPLICITY AND SYMMETRY PROVIDE A MAJOR MOTIVATION FOR ABSTRACTION IN PHONOLOGY. SUCH ARGUMENTS REFLECT A NATURAL PREJUDICE IN FAVOR OF REGULARITY IN GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS. THOUGH I DO NOT WISH TO DISPUTE THE SOUNDNESS OF THIS PREJUDICE, I URGE IN THIS PAPER THAT THERE ARE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE COST OF ACHIEVING GREATER REGULARITY CAN BE TOO GREAT. THIS POINT HAS BEEN MADE, OF COURSE, IN THE STANDARD ARGUMENTS (ESPECIALLY KIPARSKY'S) AGAINST ABSOLUTE NEUTRALIZATION IN PHONOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION. MY ARGUMENT DIFFERS FROM THESE IN CONSIDERING DIFFERENT SORTS OF CASES, IN DRAWING A MORE GENERAL METHODOLOGICAL CONCLUSION, AND IN PROPOSING A MORE RADICAL SUBSTANTIVE CONCLUSION: THAT WE SHOULD TRY TO ACHIEVE LESS IN GRAMMATICAL ANALYSES OF PHENOMENA THAT ARE CURRENTLY UNDERGOING CHANGE.

LOCAL IRREGULARITIES APPEAR BOTH WHEN A SET OF CHANGES IS IN THE PROCESS OF DESTROYING AN OLD PATTERN AND WHEN CHANGES ARE IN THE PROCESS OF BUILDING UP A NEW PATTERN. AT SOME STAGES IN BOTH TYPES OF DEVELOPMENT, VARIABLE RULES OF THE TYPE PROPOSED BY WEINREICH, LABOV, AND HERZOG IN 1968, OR SOME OTHER FORMAL DEVICE FOR DESCRIBING VARIATION, WILL IN FACT BE ABLE TO SHOW REGULAR PATTERNS OF VARIATION, SO BY IRREGULARITY HERE I AM REFERRING ONLY TO FORMS THAT ARE NOT PREDICTABLE BY GENERAL RULES OF THE MORE COMMON INVARIABLE TYPES -- PHONOLOGICAL, MORPHOLOGICAL, AND SYNTACTIC.

THE MAIN ARGUMENT OF THE PAPER GOES LIKE THIS: IF, AS INNUMERABLE WELL-KNOWN CASES OF PHONOLOGICAL AND MORPHOLOGICAL CHANGE ATTEND, SURFACE IRREGULARITIES ARE TO BE EXPECTED AT PLACES WHERE A GRAMMAR IS CHANGING, THEN DESCRIBING THESE PLACES FORMALLY AS UNSTABLE POINTS IN THE GRAMMATICAL SYSTEM WILL ENABLE US TO LOOK AHEAD TO THE PATTERN TO COME. WHERE THE PRESENT GRAMMAR SHOWS A NON-RULE-GOVERNED CHOICE OF TWO FORMS, FOR INSTANCE, A FUTURE GRAMMAR WILL SHOW ONLY ONE OF THE FORMS, AND THE GRAMMATICAL CHANGE INVOLVED WILL BE EASY TO DESCRIBE. IF, HOWEVER, THE PRESENT GRAMMAR GLOSSES OVER A SURFACE IRREGULARITY THAT REFLECTS AN ONGOING CHANGE, THEN OVERT CLUES WILL WARN OF A CHANGE IN PROGRESS; THE FUTURE GRAMMAR WILL NOT NECESSARILY BE FORESHADOWED IN THE PRESENT DESCRIPTION; AND THE GRAMMATICAL CHANGE WILL THEN BE HARDER TO DESCRIBE AND, FROM PRESENT GRAMMAR TO FUTURE GRAMMAR, UNMOTIVATED.

THE THESIS THAT A MESSY ANALYSIS IS IN SOME SENSE MORE ACCURATE THAN AN ELEGANT ONE IS ILLUSTRATED BY EXAMPLES DRAWN FROM CHANGING PARTS OF TWO SLAVIC DECISIONAL SYSTEMS, STANDARD SERBOCROATIAN AND LITERARY CZECH. BOTH SETS OF CHANGES HAVE BEEN UNDER WAY FOR AT LEAST ONE OR TWO HUNDRED YEARS, SO THERE IS NO CHANCE THAT A SIMPLE PARENT-TO-CHILD RESTRUCTURING COULD ELIMINATE THE NEED FOR SOME MEANS OF HANDLING THE LONG-LASTING SYNCHRONIC VARIATION. NOR CAN THE VARIATION BE EXPLAINED AWAY AS REGIONALLY OR SocialLY DETERMINED, FOR BOTH SETS OF CHANGES WERE SET IN MOTION BY UNRELATED PHONOLOGICAL CHANGES, AND THERE ARE NO OBVIOUS COMPLICATIONS IN THE FORM OF PATTERED REGIONAL OR SOCIAL VARIATION.
The History of Subject-to-object Raising in Finnish

Finnish uses two constructions to express sentential objects of verbs of perception and cognition. One is a two-clause structure in which the embedded clause is introduced by the complementizer että 'that':

(1) (Sinä) tiedät, että ne tulevat
'You know that they are coming'

The other is superficially a one-clause structure in which the lower subject is in the genitive and the embedded verb is a participle:

(2) (Sinä) tiedät niliden tulevan
'You know them to be coming'

Historically, the construction in (2) is derived from an Old Finnish construction in which the lower subject was in the accusative rather than the genitive:

(3) Sine ne tiedät nilen tulevan
'You know them to be coming'

In this paper I examine the historical relationship between the constructions in (2) and (3) as an example of syntactic change. First, I will show that the Modern Finnish construction in (2) arose through a reanalysis of the Old Finnish construction in (3). This reanalysis was possible because of a morphological ambiguity in the surface data; the implementation of this ambiguity can be seen in the gradual and systematic replacement of (3) by (2).

Second, I will show that the change from (3) to (2) is more than simply a change in case. The lower subjects in (3) and (2) differ from each other in their interaction with a number of syntactic rules: case assignment (three rules), agreement (three rules), and reflexivization. These differences establish that in Old Finnish (3) the lower subject was the syntactic object above the matrix verb, but that in Modern Finnish (2) it is the (nonfinite) subject of the participle. Finnish therefore reanalyzed a construction with subject-to-object raising as a gerundive construction which does not involve subject-to-object raising.

Finally, I argue that the contrast between Old Finnish and Modern Finnish can be accounted for only if the original Old Finnish construction involved a raising; it is not possible to describe the changes which occurred in a raising if subject-to-object raising is not a rule (cf. Chomsky, "Conditions"). The Finnish constructions therefore provide historical evidence for the existence of subject-to-object raising.

Case Ordering Hypothesis

The purpose of this paper is to show that the Case Ordering Hypothesis (COH), which assumes that the order of constituents is assigned by rules of case ordering, can be compared to the following derived from the verbal is intransitive and static and [G...V] otherwise, since datives and locatives are sentence-initial in intransitive static sentences. Since COH makes a stronger claim, i.e., it predicts that NPs other than the two types above will also precede the subject if they occur in intransitive static sentences, it is this hypothesis that is to be compared over COH.


The Fourteenth Century Alliterative Line: A Metrical Description

The purpose of this paper is to present a metrical description of the Fourteenth Century alliterative line in English. The theory to be proposed here represents a modification and extension of the theory of Old English prosody advanced by Samuel J. Keyser (College English, 1969). Keyser's theory, although it adequately describes the short alliterative line of Beowulf, cannot be applied directly to the verse of Langland and the Gawain poet. Furthermore, Keyser's own suggestion that the Abstract Metrical Pattern rule for the Gawain line is

\[ \text{Verse} \to (X)S_S\_S\_S\_S\_ \]

(in which S's represent subsequences beginning with fully-stressed syllables) does not clearly describe the longer verse. Rather, the Abstract Pattern Rule should be written as

\[ \text{Verse} \to (X)S_S\_S\_S\_S\_/(X)S_S\_ \]

This formulation has two advantages. First, it indicates the characteristically longer first half line of the verse. Second, it graphically symbolizes the metrical importance of the caesural break, which in Middle English in comparison to Old English verse, imposes stricter requirements on the syntax of the line. A set of Realization Rules governing alliteration and the maximum and minimum line lengths forms the second part of the theory. In providing a metrical description of the alliterative long line, this proposal complements both Keyser's theory of OE verse and the Halle-Keyser description of Chaucer's prosody (College English, 1966).
Two Marathi Reflexives and their Implication for Causative Structure

This paper argues that the simplex structure approach advocated for English kill by Fodor (’70) and for Japanese lexical causatives by Shibatani (’73) is inadequate to explain the reflexive complexity of Marathi causatives. The paper claims that the complexity is best explained as a case of analogical (i.e. transderivational) constraint.

The argument is based on the unique syntactic distribution of the two Marathi reflexives swatash and aapan. These are mutually substitutable in most contexts, except when the active/accusative form NP is within the same clause as its antecedent NP at a point in the derivation when the reflexive rule operates. In this context aapan is forbidden, as in (1).

For aapan to occur the antecedent NP must be in a higher clause in the underlying structure as exemplified by (2) & (3). The presence of aapan thus signals a complex underlying structure. It then follows that Marathi causatives that allow aapan as in (4) must have a complex origin though they lack the usual surface evidence for it.

There are, however, apparent counter-examples to the above stated complex structure. These come from causatives derived from active/stative intransitives of the kill type. These causatives, which henceforth shall be called C₁, reject aapan as in (5), just like the transitives in (1).

The usual alternatives which throw these causatives into a simplex structure mold of the Fodor-Shibatani type or resort to some output condition incur loss of syntactic generalization.

This paper claims that the rejection of aapan in C₁ is based on their structural resemblance with the basic transitive at the surface level (compare lās). This rejection is thus a case of analogical constraint. The constraint unifies C₁ with other causatives at the deeper level, at the same time finding them to be the basic transitives. A plain simplex or complex structure approach confined to a single derivation could never accomplish this.

(1) Minine swatashlaa/aaplyaala badavl. (Mini beat herself)
(2) Minila vaatte ki aapan cuklo. (Mini thinks that self was mistaken.)
(3) Mini aaplyaala muvistara samjte. (Mini considers self to be a moviestar.)
(4) Minine vinukadun aaplyaala kocav basavl. (Mini got Vinu to cause self, to sit on the couch.)
(5) Minine swatashlaa/aaplyaala jaal. (Mini burned herself.)

Language Behavior in Autistic and Schizophrenic Children

35 children who have been diagnosed as autistic or schizophrenic, and whose language behavior has been characterized by consulting clinicians as bizarre, have been tested for syntactic and semantic skills. Comparison of their scores and types of errors on a standard vocabulary test (Peabody picture vocabulary test) and sentence repetition task (Nehabian, Developmental Psychology, 1970), as well as a comparison of a detailed grammatical analysis of their spontaneous speech with scores and errors for normal children matched for MLU (mean length of utterance) suggests however that the disturbed children's speech is not bizarre, but delayed-normal. The autistic and schizophrenic children's speech is not significantly different from that of 1½ to 4 year old normal children.

T tests and F tests of scores and errors show no significant difference in Brown Stage II level of grammatical morpheme use, no difference in quantity or type of telegraphic repetition, no difference in verb changes and verb use, and no difference in vocabulary level. In fact, normal children showed significantly greater unusual uses of grammatical morphemes, suggesting greater experimentation or error on the part of the young normals. (Negative age performance error correlations in the disturbed sample support the decrease in error and experiment on the part of autistic children.)

Analysis of the meanings of spontaneously told stories, and intrusions into repetition tasks does however show a significantly greater number of uninterpretable concepts on the part of the disturbed sample, suggesting that the clinicians' pictures of autistic and schizophrenic children's language are based on problematic content, and not syntax, as they report.

Finding identical syntactical skills in normal children aged 1½ to 4 and disturbed children aged 6 to 15 years old is counter to views that environmental factors influence disturbed communication patterns, as it is extremely unlikely, if not impossible for the environment to exert such unilateral change-limits for behavior over time. Such findings also support the notion of an internalized grammar: most of the disturbed sample has had such minimal social interaction that even a sound two-to-four year old level of grammatical functioning appears remarkable. Whether the hypothesized internal language mechanism could carry the autistic and schizophrenic children further than the stage they are at now (Brown Stage II level use of about half his set of grammatical morphemes) is part of an ongoing longitudinal investigation of a set of 6, 8 and 10 year old samples of disturbed children.

Ronnie Wilbur
Boston University

Issues in the Acquisition of Phonology

Loan words, new words, speech errors, and child language acquisition are often used as evidence for the existence of certain theoretical constructs (psychological reality). A case can be made for giving more weight to child language, because it, unlike the others, has a regular relationship to the adult form of the language, since the adult form is the target of the child's development. At the same time, the process by which child progress to the adult form, particularly in phonology, is not well understood.

Smith (1973) presents the results of an extensive investigation of the acquisition of phonology by his son, A, from 2 years to 4 years. Smith proposes 29 stages for 26 P-rules. From his observations, Smith argues that the child has the adult surface phonemic form as his underlying representation (UR). His arguments are based on 1) perceptual evidence (the child comprehends distinctions he cannot produce, e.g. mouth/mouse), 2) all the distinctive features needed for English are needed to write the P-rules which map the child's UR onto his surface forms, 3) changes appear to occur across-the-board, 4) restructuring (although all the words subject to a rule appear to change with the rule, occasionally a word or words will behave as if the child has assigned it a different UR, and 5) direct production (the child's choice of irregular plurals). In addition, Smith argues that child phonology supports various theoretical constructs (rule ordering, alpha notation) and does not support others (braces, markedness).

It will be argued that there are alternative possibilities for the child's UR which are consistent with the data. A model presented in Ingram (1974), in which certain segments in the child's UR are not fully specified (archiphonemes in child phonology!), is applicable and preferable here. It does not require a completely developed perceptual system, as Smith's does, and does not present the puzzle of why, if the child can figure out the proper UR, he can't get the P-rules right. Smith's own arguments are internally inconsistent, since restructuring can also be taken as evidence that the child is constructing his own UR. Smith's data supports the notion of UR, but it does not necessarily require the child's UR to be the adult surface phonemic form (whatever that is).

Smith's arguments with respect to the theoretical constructs will also be challenged. He argues, for example, that an apparently unmotivated change in a P-rule can be seen as a natural consequence of the fact that the change allows the rule to be collapsed with an adjacent rule by alpha notation. However, it can also be observed that in later stages of the child's development, rules which are collapsed by alpha notation are treated as though the parts were unrelated, as one part may change or disappear while the other remains unaffected. Further examples will be given.

Patricia M. Wolfe, University of California, Berkeley

Language Variation in Humphry Clinker

Passages such as:

0 woman, woman! If thou had'st but the least consumption of what pleasures we scullers have when we can curse the crabbe'st buck off hand, and spell the ethnch words without lucking at the primer... which occur frequently in the letters of Tabitha Bramble and her maidservant, Win, in Smollett's Humphry Clinker, have long been a source of both amusement and frustration to scholars and to ordinary readers. Many of the latter skim such passages or skip them entirely, while scholars have often tried to explain some of the more difficult forms as new coinages.

It is our contention, however, that Smollett invents none of this language, nor is it the result of haphazard and arbitrary changes. Rather, as this paper will demonstrate, he has observed the variation current in different areas of 18th century England, and Tabitha's and Win's language is the result of his systematic exploitation of normal language processes, together with some eye dialect. The processes that will be discussed and illustrated include consonant cluster simplification, assimilation, metathesis, intrusive /r/ insertion, merger of unstressed vowels, faulty analysis of foreign words, faulty aspiration, faulty word division, stop and fricative devoicing, clipping, hypercorrection, excrecent /d/ and /t/ insertion after nasals, and epenthetic schwa insertion. When these processes are perceived, the letters are quite straightforward, and the reader can appreciate how Smollett has used this variation to caricature Tabitha and Win, satirizing their rusticity, imperfection education, silliness, and preoccupations (money, social-climbing, and man-catching), frequently by the use of puns (many of which have sexual or scatological implications) resulting from the non-standard forms.
Recent research in sociolinguistics has demonstrated the need for looking at language in a dynamic framework (Bailey 1973), that is, for not imposing the traditional synchronic-diachronic dichotomy on linguistic studies. Support for the dynamic framework has been given from various oral languages. This paper attempts to test variation theory with historically related visual languages, French Sign Language (FSL) and American Sign Language (ASL), by examining an historical change occurring in both languages, the change of two-handed signs on the face to one-handed signs.

Data was collected in the summers of 1974 and 1975 from 135 deaf informants, 75 ASL signers and 60 FSL signers. Informants were selected on the basis of geographic location (France and the United States), age (above or below the age of fifty), ethnic origin (Black and White in the U.S.) and sex. Signs were recorded from French signers in Paris, Albi, Toulouse and Marseilles. In the U.S. signs were elicited from residents of Atlanta and New Orleans.

The results of this study support viewing languages in a dynamic framework, since traditional static theories have no formal mechanism to handle the inter and intralingual variation that occurred in this study. The change from two-handed to one-handed signs patterned implicationally (in similar orders) for French and American signers. However, FSL is undergoing the change significantly more slowly than ASL. Older signers in both languages retain more of the older two-handed forms than younger signers. Within the U.S., Black Southern signers preserve more of the two-handed signs as compared with other U.S. signers.

Negation: Grammatical, Semantical and Pragmatical

It is generally agreed upon that presuppositions are not affected by negation. This is not so for a vast class of speaker presuppositions - those about the information at the disposition of the hearer. Example: with respect to the sentence 'It was not John who killed Mary' a presupposition of the above kind ('John killed Mary') is normally affected by uttering this sentence.

I propose to distinguish between three kinds of negation:

(a) **grammatical** (GN): "not";
(b) **semantical** (SN): if "missed" is described with respect to a basic semantic unity "hit", then "missed" is negated, and
(c) **pragmatical** (PN): "no": rejecting a piece of information which the hearer is assumed to be aware of. This yields eight sentence types ('A' stands for 'Assertion'):

1. SN, GN, PN: 'It wasn’t John who killed Mary';
2. SN, GN, PA: ? Seems not to exist;
3. SN, GA, PN: 'He missed the target' (‘missed’ being contrapositive).
4. SN, GA, PA: 'He missed the target';
5. SA, GN, PN: 'He didn’t miss the target';
6. SA, GN, PA: ? Seems not to exist;
7. SA, GA, PN: 'It was John (rather than Mary) who killed Bill';
8. SA, GA, PA: 'He hit the target'.

The subtle difference between semantically equivalent sentences (3)
(b) can be ascribed to the opposition PN vs PA. The above framework is a useful tool to account for negation in discourse.

G.C. GOLDBOGEN, Union College
E.C. CHYLINSKI, General Electric Corporate Research and Development

Natural Language Analysis in a Function Oriented System

This paper is concerned with English comprehension and deduction in an interactive system. An augmented transition network is designed primarily for GRAPH THEORY and built at State University of New York at Albany. The present system FORNAP is a general purpose function oriented natural language processor.

A function oriented system has a domain of discourse consisting of 1) elements in the domain and 2) functions on those elements. For example when FORNAP's domain of discourse is Graph Theory, the elements include points, lines, graphs, integers, and (boolean values) true and false. An example of a function that operates on a graph (and returns an integer) is COMPONENTS which counts components on a graph. This paper concentrates on the programming methods of natural language analysis utilized by FORNAP.

In the first phase of the processing, syntactic analysis, is performed by an augmented transition network modeled after Woods (1970)². This particular machine model was chosen since it allows for the desired left-to-right scan of the input sentence and for building operations on state transitions. The modularity of the transition network also enables minor changes in the allowable input sentence structure to be accomplished relatively easily. Certain restrictions are made on English which are described. The restriction of a word to a single part of speech allows an augmented transition network to be designed with no ambiguity for the parsing of a legal sentence.

The next phase of the processing, the semantic processing, has several unique aspects. The binary tree representation of the "deep structure" in the input sentence is passed to the semantic analysis module. This module collapses the tree from the bottom up until either the input sentence is found to be semantically in error or it is transformed into a WFF. The collapsing process works with the right most parent node which has two terminal sons. These three nodes are collapsed into a single (terminal) node and the process continues. This collapsing of triples uses the syntax information present in the binary tree, a dictionary and an argument table. The semantic analysis performed in this phase includes agreement of subject and verb, type agreement of argument and functions. The analysis process of any triple is controlled by triple types. Some triple types cause arguments to be checked semantically and then stacked for later reference. Other types cause pieces of the WFF to be assembled, possibly using the stacked data.

Examples of this semantic processing are given. The output of the semantic processing are WFF's. Examples showing how this is executed are given. Also shown are applications.
Kaplan is optimistic that Woods-type "augmented transition network" grammars can capture the psychological reality of human language processing by modeling linguistic performance and competence. Cognitive mappings from surface strings are also of interest to Schank, whose "conceptual dependencies" infer deep-case relations from parsable features. Both approaches promise to lead us from language to patterns of thought.

This paper presents recent developments in CLAIM STRUCTURE GRAMMAR, a stratified system representing real world text as sets of conceptual "claims" or assertions which bind entities, relations, and their properties. CSG postulates thematic deep structures by conceptually interpreting events at nodes and on transition arcs in surface networks. Discourse parsed for "claims" may be a well-formed text, sentence, or clause -- or simply a fragment whose terms nonetheless entail ontological commitments.

The form of CSG is a transition net; its function is to differentiate among the users of a language, and among the separate states through which an individual speaker or writer transitions in process of communicating world knowledge. Originally developed in the context of rhetoric and stylistics, CLAIM STRUCTURE GRAMMAR gains in power and significance when viewed from the computational perspectives of Woods, Schank, and others currently infusing natural language models with mathematical efficiency and elegance.
Presupposition and entailment are a subclass of inferences tied to the structure of a language. Presuppositions may arise from syntactic structure and from the meaning of individual words; entailments arise from the meaning of particular words.

Since they are tied to the structure of language, they may be computed by tree transformations, independent of context not inherent in the structure of a sentence. This is a particularly simple computation, in sharp contrast to other computational mechanisms suggested for the general class of inferences.

Other aspects of the uniqueness of presupposition and entailment as a class of inferences will be considered.

A program which accepts as input individual sentences and gives as output the presuppositions and entailments of each sentence will be described.
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Why not give your introductory students a text they can really understand?

An Introduction to Linguistics
Bruce L. Liles, University of Missouri

Assuming no previous background in linguistics, An Introduction to Linguistics combines the best of standard linguistic theory with topics of current interest such as case grammar, performance, factive verbs and raising.

Throughout, the text uses a uniform transformational-generative model as it gradually leads the reader through its sections on language, syntax, phonology and variation in language.

This new text is an extensive revision of An Introductory Transformational Grammar. Recognizing the importance of relevance, Professor Liles has rewritten and updated every portion of the text. The author has expanded considerably the sections on imbedded constructions and generative phonology, as well as added new sections on the nature of language and the variation in language.

Highlighting some other important changes helps reveal the major extent of this revision:

• provides one of the fullest treatments of generative phonology currently found in any text.
• imparts to students a better understanding of the subject by discussing selected syntactical topics at an in-depth level.
• contains chapters on language acquisition and dialectology.

1975, 336 pp.: paper $7.50; cloth $12.50

Foundations of Syntactic Theory
Robert P. Stockwell, U.C.L.A.

Syntax. The very word sends shudders down the spines of many a beginning student. Reeking of formalism, syntax is seen as an overwhelming conglomerate of technicalities, well designed to baffle even the most wary scholar.

Robert Stockwell's new text, Foundations of Syntactic Theory, is a refreshing change from this barren formalism. It introduces the absolute beginner to syntax in a non-doctrinaire way, presenting the best of three different syntactical theories. Earlier structural theory, current transformationalist theory, and several new directions in contemporary theory all are explored well beyond mere superficial levels.

Complemented with a Workbook that extends the general theories of the text, Foundations of Syntactic Theory asks a number of questions students will identify with. The text seeks the appropriate answers in such areas as communicative efficiency, structure of the larger discourse, and the functional roles of speaker and hearer. Lastly, to help students clearly grasp syntactical theory, the text offers a variety of graphic displays of sentence structures in relation to the rules that operate on those structures.

1975, paper $4.95; cloth $8.95


A Theory of Semiotics
By Umberto Eco

A major philosophical synthesis of semiotics focusing on the twin problems of the doctrine of signs—communication and signification—and presenting an original theory of sign production, including a typology of signs and modes of production.

416 pages, index (Advances in Semiotics Series) $15.00

Graphic Representation of Models in Linguistic Theory
By Ann Harleman Stewart

Approaching linguistic science from the combined viewpoint of the philosophy of science and the theory of graphic design, this book offers a radically new treatment of linguistic theory and the history of linguistics.

160 pages (forthcoming) $8.50

Semantics and Syntactic Regularity
By Georgia M. Green

This important book summons evidence to justify the traditional idea that the occurrence of syntactic constructions depends on a governing verb’s membership in a particular semantic class and examines several syntactic phenomena in detail.

256 pages, index $12.50

Studies in the History of Linguistics
Traditions and Paradigms
Edited by Dell Hymes

Original research by leading linguists throws new light on the development of linguistics and deals with crucial questions concerning the “beginnings” of scientific linguistics in the nineteenth century and its course since then.

528 pages, illus. $17.95

Indiana Place Names
By Ronald L. Baker and Marvin Carmony

This authoritative dictionary, which includes names of Indiana counties, cities, towns, villages, and a few rivers and streams, gives full linguistic data for each entry. For each name, current pronunciations, alternate names, location, origin, and associated folklore are given.

256 pages $7.95

Indiana University Press
Tenth and Morton Streets
Bloomington, Indiana 47401